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it is supposed to be changing.
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Tiivistelmä
Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena on lisätä ymmärrystä yhteiskunnallisesta yrittäjyydestä
analysoimalla oletuksia yhteiskunnallisesta yrittäjyydestä akateemisissa diskursseissa, jotka
tarjoavat suoraviivaisen kaavan yhteiskunnalliseen muutokseen, sekä mikroyrittäjien arkisia
työkäytänteitä. Tämä tutkimus käsittelee itsestään selvinä pidettyjä oletuksia
yhteiskunnallisen yrittäjyydestä kiinnittämällä huomiota siihen, millaista on yrittäjien
arkipäiväinen työ.
Seurasin yhteiskunnallisen yrittäjyyden käsitettä ja sellaisten suomalaisten mikroyrittäjien
työtä, jotka identiﬁoivat itsensä tai jotka muut identiﬁoivat yhteiskunnallisiksi yrittäjiksi.
Teoreettisesti kysyin miten käytäntöote soveltuu yhteiskunnallisen yrittäjyyden
tutkimukseen. Empiirisesti kysyin miten mikroyrittäjät, jotka identiﬁoivat itsensä tai jotka
muut identiﬁoivat yhteiskunnallisiksi yrittäjiksi, pärjäävät ja selvittävät arkisia työhön liittyviä
haasteita. Vastauksena näihin kysymyksiin laadin katsauksen yhteiskunnalliseen yrittäjyyteen,
kriittisen yrittäjyystutkimukseen sekä käytäntöotteeseen ja - teorioihin. Empiirisesti seurasin
mikroyrittäjien työtä vuosina 2009–2014. Esseissä keskityn nykyisten käytänteiden
muuttamisen taktiikoihin (Paperi 1), yhteiskunnallisten innovaatioiden tuottamiseen
käytäntöverkostoissa (Paperi 2) ja innostuneen ilmapiirin eli 'pöhinän' ylläpitoon yhdessä
yhteiskunnallisessa yrityksessä.
Käytäntöotteen omaksuminen yhteiskunnallisen yrittäjyyden tutkimuksessa voi lisätä alan
tutkijoiden tietoisuutta kahtiajaoista, kuten tavallinen ja yhteiskunnallinen yrittäjyys.
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1. Introduction

I’m interested in how our consumption habits most powerfully relate to clothing and using it. And it is a daily issue -- I'm
interested in -- [developing] my professional knowhow,
which deals ǁŝƚŚ clothing waste, and it clothing waste]
requires a lot of work. (Anna, interview 2013a)1
Climate change and the [mass] extinction wave of species, they are
the most important reasons from an environmental perspective
that I have started to solve by doing my small part with vegan
wholesale and retail. (Olli, interview 2013)
What should happen -- for open data to become more common?
Well, the bigger context is that this type of openness and sharing
culture are bound to be developed in many fields. (Juha, interview
2013)
Social innovation incubator’s vision is that we make a world a better place together. So this is a people’s community aiming to make
the world a better place. One way or the other. (Social innovation
(SI) incubator volunteer, interview 2012)

The volume of textile waste keeps increasing, rainforests are destroyed
for meat production resulting in many environmentally catastrophic developments, urbanisation and modernisation result in problematic issues
in cities, and people yearn for meaningful work in the face of global problems. These issues are just a fraction of the contemporary challenges we
face today. Yet, governments, large businesses, and consumer and citizen
movements appear to be failing to change the ways of doing things.
Ecological issues are inseparably intertwined with social aspects such
as social inequalities, poverty, and migration affecting everything on
planet Earth, including human existence (Latour, 2014). Increasingly,
people share an understanding that the carrying capacity of our planet is
limited (Rockström et al., 2009; Whiteman, Walker, & Perego, 2013).
Yet, the everyday practices in our daily lives contribute to the process of

1

Quotes from microentrepreneurs translated from Finnish by the Author
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exceeding Earth’s carrying capacity, and many of the current ways of eating, clothing, and moving about in Western societies are considered unsustainable (Shove & Spurling, 2013). This has already brought up unwanted developments. Therefore, more sustainable practices (Strengers
& Maller, 2015) and new organisational responses are called for (Wittneben, Okereke, Banerjee, & Levy, 2012) in order to answer these challenges.
Social entrepreneurship is proposed as one of the solutions since it is
perceived as an innovative means to seize social opportunities (Shaw &
de Bruin, 2013), to solve wicked problems (Dorado & Ventresca, 2013),
or to use and combine economic and other resources for social change
(Mair & Martí, 2006). Although contested (Choi & Majumdar, 2013), the
organisations practicing social entrepreneurship are referred to as ‘social
enterprises’ while ‘social entrepreneurs’ refers to people practicing social
entrepreneurship.
As a result, social entrepreneurship is gaining popularity as a way to
address many contemporary problems. It raises hope as one means, or
even ‘The Means’, to overcome serious social and environmental problems, when other institutions seem to fail. Combining societal change
with the means of business seems innovative and fresh, since the focus is
on doing. What is even more promising is the idea of scaling up local solutions to spread globally. Consequently, sustainable and social business
ideas and businesses are mushrooming and nowadays it is not unusual to
establish a business with an aim of reducing the use of natural resources,
social inequalities, or even advance radical societal change.
It is tempting to consider that a focus on concrete actions circumvent
the endless discussions on politics. Yet, there is a contradiction in this
thinking. Social entrepreneurship is largely considered as an individual
process: people come up with a great idea that enables doing things differently. They experiment, gather resources, succeed (and also fail), but
eventually something ground-breaking emerges. With this, the line of
thinking goes, the people involved experience how the different ways of
doing are more effective and enable better lives. However, the effects of
social entrepreneurship are not portrayed as individualistic. Instead, social entrepreneurship is represented as creating useful effects for collectives, which preferably should be evaluated with social impact analysis.
Thus, in this view, individuals’ efforts bring social good for many (for an
analogy in micro-credits for women in developing countries see Cornwall,
2007).
This narrative has been commented on by scholars challenging the
taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship (Berglund &
Skoglund, 2015; Dey & Steyaert, 2012; Teasdale, 2011). They argue that
the individual social entrepreneurs are given too much responsibility
when in fact everyone is responsible for the developments around them
(Jones & Spicer, 2009: 110; Dey & Steyaert, 2010) or that the heroic representation of social entrepreneurs is misleading (Dempsey & Sanders,
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2010; Parkinson & Howorth, 2008; Ruebottom, 2013). My focus is on
one dimension of this critique, namely the tendency to overlook the mundane work of people perceived as social entrepreneurs. As Dempsey and
Sanders (2010) argue, maintaining the idealistic representations of social
entrepreneurship may hinder people’s means to conduct balanced and
meaningful work for societal change or pursue the well-being of others
by means of social entrepreneurship.
This study answers pleas to study ‘how social entrepreneurs themselves
perceive and experience their everyday work’ (Dey & Steyaert, 2012: 100)
and how everyday practices of social entrepreneurs differ from social entrepreneurship discourse (Dey & Steyaert, 2016). I propose that practicebased studies (Gherardi, 2011, 2012a, Nicolini, 2009, 2012) provide a
useful analytical perspective for investigating the everyday work of social
entrepreneurs.
Applying a practice perspective, the mundane work of people perceived
as social entrepreneurs can be understood as interconnected and situated
practices, in which social entrepreneurs take part, while they aim to influence these practices. While the successful outcomes of social entrepreneurship are the main focus in the existing literature, the emphasis on
the mundane practices reveals a more versatile scene, in which celebrated
outcomes become relative, and the situated, local and temporal constructions become interesting. Thus, I argue that the focus on mundane practices and work enables us to challenge some social entrepreneurship
myths and listen to entrepreneurs’ own voices.
Before presenting the research questions (sub-chapter 1.4), I provide an
overview of the national setting (1.1) and the entrepreneurs’ concerns
(1.2). In addition, I present the theoretical framework and concepts (1.3).
1.1

Background: Social entrepreneurship in Finland

Social entrepreneurship researchers are increasingly emphasising the
importance of ‘context’ (DeBruin & Lewis, 2015). This is essential since
without fixing perspectives that restrict and allow practices to take place,
the talk about social entrepreneurship floats on an abstract, ungrounded
level. Thus, this section opens up the national context of this study and
explains the origins of the notion ‘social entrepreneurship’ in Finland ‘societal entrepreneurship’2 translated from Finnish.
Nordic countries are seen as one specific context for social entrepreneurship (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010). The Nordic countries - consisting
of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden - are often found in
the top places of international comparisons of nations for life expectancy,
well-being, and safety (Czarniawska & Sevón, 2003). Finland is a Nordic

2
In Finnish ’yhteiskunnallinen yrittäjyys’. Related notions, such as ‘ekoyrittäjyys’, ecopreneurship or sustainability entrepreneurship in English, were rarely used in the Finnish discussions at
the time of the study.
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welfare state with a strong public role in many mutual services covered
mainly through taxation, such as social, health and welfare services, and
education. Finland is rather sparsely populated with approximately 5
million citizens in a geographical area slightly smaller than Germany. The
majority of the population lives in urban areas, a development which intensified after the World Wars.
Traditionally, the notion of social entrepreneurship in Finland has been
used in three different connections: work-integration, businesses owned
by the third sector, or cooperatives. First, social entrepreneurship has referred to work-integration of the less privileged workforce (Pättiniemi,
2006). The Act on Social Enterprises3 enforced in 2003 intensified this
interpretation (Act on Social Enterprises, 2004). The law requires that in
order for an organisation to be listed as Social Enterprise by the Ministry
of Employment and the Economy, at least 30 per cent of employees
should be long-term unemployed or disabled people. In addition, no
other criteria exist in the legislation. In addition to the status of ‘Social
Enterprise’, these work-integration social enterprises are entitled to a
higher level of temporary wage support from the government.
Second, social entrepreneurship is attached to the social and welfare
services developed and offered by third sector organisations. In Finland,
social entrepreneurship as an activity can be considered to originate in
the 1890s when a third sector organisation for visually impaired people
started to offer employment for its beneficiaries (Pättiniemi, 2006).
Later, other employment related third sector services emerged, for instance work shelters for people after the World Wars (ibid.). Indeed, the
development of many contemporary health, social, and welfare services
was initiated by the third sector. For instance, the Deaconess Institute,
originating also at the end of the 19th century and still operating, offered
various services, later adopted also by the public sector.
Third, Finnish social entrepreneurship is traditionally attached to the
cooperative movement: producer and consumer cooperatives with historical roots, and workers’ cooperatives especially after the depression in
the 1990s (Inkinen, 2000), and the ‘new’ cooperatives emerging in the
2010s thanks to an increased enthusiasm to address changes in production and consumption with the cooperative model (Moilanen, Peltokoski,
Pirkkalainen, & Toivanen, 2014). These sites of market exchange have
provided space for alternative values and activities and thus are also connected with the notion of social economy (ibid.).

3

In Finnish, ’sosiaalinen yritys’
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Figure 1. Social entrepreneurship development in Finland

With regard to social entrepreneurship, the choice of words differed between the 2000s and 2010s. Before the 2010s, social entrepreneurship
referred to ‘sosiaalinen yrittäjyys’ mainly concerned with work-integration, business owned by the third sector, or cooperatives. In 2010s, social
entrepreneurship had come to refer to ‘societal entrepreneurship’
(‘yhteiskunnallinen yrittäjyys’) a promising phenomenon bringing together a variety of actors working for positive societal aims and using
business as a means for this development. Thus at the outset of this study
in 2009, the discussion on social entrepreneurship was relatively fresh
but also marginal.
The new interpretations of social entrepreneurship were enforced in
2011 with the launch of the Social Enterprise Mark granted by the Association for Finnish Work. The label criteria include for instance creating
social good and limited profit distribution (Association for Finnish Work,
2013). This new label was less focused on work-integration, business in
the third sector, and the cooperative tradition, but emphasised that organisational features characterise social enterprises, such as limited
profit distribution, ownership structure, and social mission. In 2014, the
establishment of ARVO brought together established employers in the
social sector as a social enterprise coalition. The member organisations
employ numerous people or have a stable position in their respective sectors.
It is challenging to provide an accurate number of social enterprises in
Finland due to the lack of systematic statistical information of the field.
Currently, the debate is about the size of the social entrepreneurship
field. The estimates of the number of social enterprises in Finland vary
between 5 000 (Russell, Pättiniemi, & Koivuneva, 2014: 31) and 19 000
(Kotiranta & Widgrén, 2015). These statistical assessments are affected
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by the selection of sectors, for example limiting them only to health, social and welfare services, and types of organisations, for example listing
only cooperatives, foundations, and associations.
Social enterprises in Finland can be divided into institutionalised and
un-institutionalised (Kostilainen, Houtbeckers, & Pättiniemi, under review). First, the institutionalised social enterprise forms include organisations that fulfil the criteria of the Act on Social Enterprises described
above. Despite this specific status, there exist only a limited number of
registered social enterprises, 45 in late 2015 (Ministry of Employment
and the Economy, 2015). However, the performance of the existing ventures is stable (Grönberg & Kostilainen, 2012). The second category of
institutionalised forms of social enterprises include organisations that
have been awarded with the Social Enterprise Mark. In late 2015, there
were over 70 organisations awarded with the label (Lausala, 2015).
In contrast to the government’s strong influence on the development of
the social enterprise sector in the UK (Bland, 2010), the Finnish government has been passive in promoting institutionalised approaches. However, the role of social enterprises may increase due to forthcoming fundamental changes in the organisation of social and welfare services in
Finland. Instead of the local government or private enterprises organising services, social enterprises with certain criteria could organise these
services that have special vulnerable characteristics, like dispersed clientele (Laiho, Grönberg, Hämäläinen, Stenman, & Tykkyläinen, 2011).
The un-institutionalised forms of social enterprises include new cooperatives; other organisations providing work integration; social and welfare service organisations owned by associations and foundations; and
social impact oriented small businesses (Kostilainen et al., under review).
The development of these activities reflects how actors react with the existing institutional actualities, for example the government gradually reducing its responsibilities on the provision of welfare state services. Yet,
these initiatives have chosen not to apply for the institutionalised labels
of social enterprise; namely the status of (work-integration) Social Enterprise or the Social Enterprise Mark.
As a conclusion, the phenomenon of social entrepreneurship in Finland
has not only emerged in the last couple of decades but it brings together
contemporary initiatives and activities that have roots in the 19 th century.
Therefore, social entrepreneurship can be understood as an umbrella
term that groups a variety of activities and organisations that target positive societal change and the well-being of others.
1.2

Microentrepreneurs’ concerns

As common in research, this study began from a set of contradictory observations. While conducting fieldwork and attending social entrepreneurship events in the late 2000s, I came across microentrepreneurs who
had various sustainability concerns and identified themselves or were
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identified as ‘social entrepreneurs’. They could have been conceptualised
as ‘entrepreneurs with ideology’ or ‘activists with a business’. Yet, some
of these microentrepreneurs chose to refer to themselves as ‘social entrepreneurs’ despite the fact that at the time they were not recognised as
such in the Finnish institutional context by other actors. Reflecting these
observations I realised a need to add further perspectives to the picture
of Finnish social entrepreneurship. But instead of focusing on what social
entrepreneurship is, I turned to examining the work of people identifying
themselves or being identified with social entrepreneurship. Thus, the focus on work practices emerged from the first cycle of fieldwork.
This study contrasts much of social entrepreneurship research in Finland in two respects. First, I focused on activities without the institutional
labels of social entrepreneurship, the category of ‘un-institutionalised social entrepreneurship’ (Kostilainen et al., under review). The empirical
material for this study consists of primary and secondary interviews and
participant observation and it has enabled me to follow four cases in different sectors, namely clothing and textile, food retail, co-working and
social incubation, urban development and software development. It is
worthwhile to notice that I have richer empirical material from some of
the cases, while others I have been able to follow less. I have included a
detailed discussion of empirical material in the Methodology chapter.
Second, I did not concentrate on the social and welfare sector or workintegration traditionally attached to social entrepreneurship in Finland.
Instead, I followed activities in sectors that are not traditionally attached
to Finnish social entrepreneurship (discussed in chapter 1.1). This can be
considered somewhat risky since at the time little was published about
these emerging activities in the context of social entrepreneurship. Yet,
the microentrepreneurs in these sectors were serious about their activities.
My pure and authentic view is that this system is collapsing. Full
stop. -- And I’m concerned how long pioneer structures have time
to make it -- before it [the system] collapses, in which case we are
really very screwed. (Anna, interview 2013a)

Anna’s interest was to reduce clothing waste in Western societies by only
using recycled clothing in producing new clothes. According to her
What is the societal challenge that the enterprise solves? For us it
is the textile waste problem. Only [one large clothing recycler] delivered 7 tons [7 000 kg] of textiles to waste-to-energy process.
Most of the people don’t consider at all how much clothing waste
there moves around. But it is a real problem. And it is pure madness
that most of residual deposit is perfectly undamaged and usable. It
is put to waste just because it has originally been produced so
cheaply that when only used once, one can’t ask two euros for it.
(Anna, interview 2010a)
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The microentrepreneurs’ activities took place in large cities. Two of the
initiatives focused on urban development. Juha worked with open and
user data consulting and his venture’s software concerning improving cycling conditions in cities:
In my opinion in cities, if anywhere, the issues of humanity are
solved, that all new development takes place here [cities]. And urbanisation is such a rapid [trend] -- already now half of the population on Earth lives in cities and by 2050 already 80 per cent. And the
Western cities have already been built and somethings can be done.
But a very big question is the cities that don’t exist yet. There is
where urbanisation is the fastest, where poor people move in large
numbers to cities for a better life. So what will these cities become?
So -- are they built as car-depended or can they jump over a few
unnecessary development phases? These are probably [the issues]
with which I relate to the question of the state of the globe and
problems. For me, the city is a site for problems but also [a site] for
possible solutions. (Juha, interview 2013)

The third initiative I followed was a cooperative that focused on incubating social innovation (SI) by hosting various initiatives in their space.
So what is our societal impact: We talk about this whip of change.
More diplomatically, it can be described as change catalyst. (SI-incubator CEO, interview 2010)

The fourth case involved advancing veganism via selling vegan foodstuff
in an on-line store and later in a store. The owner-manager was concerned about environmental issues.
It [the extinction of species] can be prevented by decreasing the destruction of rainforests, which is the most essential issue because
rainforests have the most species per hectare. And every time a
hectare of rainforest is cut down, it means life forms becoming extinct. The most efficient way to decrease it is that people would eat
less meat. (Olli, interview 2013)

As a conclusion, these initiatives seem to fulfil the loose definitions of social entrepreneurship offered thus far: offering innovative means to seize
social opportunities (Shaw & de Bruin, 2013), solving wicked problems
(Dorado & Ventresca, 2013), or using and combining economic and other
resources for social change (Mair & Martí, 2006). Interestingly, the microentrepreneurs’ relationship with the notion of social entrepreneurship
varied. While some had become drawn to social entrepreneurship, others
had initiated an enterprise and only later realised that the concept of social entrepreneurship exists and their activity could be labelled as such.
For some of the cooperative actors, social entrepreneurship was a conscious choice.
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SI-incubator is often described as unique. -- If one searches co-working space for social entrepreneurs, I don’t know which other place
to choose in this city. -- If I weren’t here, I most likely wouldn’t be in
any other co-working space. (SI-incubator owner-manager, interview 2012)

This was not the case for Anna.
So this enterprise was established before there was a social [in Finnish ‘yhteiskunnallinen’] entrepreneurship consciousness. So the
concept was not used anywhere. (Anna, interview 2013b)

Yet, she explained how she grew fond of the notion.
If we think of entrepreneurship in conventional ways, so it is pretty
conditioned how one can behave. And if one jumps [to unknown],
so fewer people have that type of courage to just like -- jump to do
how one’s mind or heart says. But that social entrepreneurship kind
of enables that. So OK, this is OK to do it like this. So there are also
other people who do things their own way. So I’m not crazy. -- And
it is OK to be an idealist and think that this world can be made a
better place. (Anna, interview 2010a)

For Juha, social enterprise was a developed version of taking into consideration the societal impacts of business.
The way I understand corporate responsibility is that an enterprise
functioning in any sector takes into consideration its impacts on society. But a social enterprise again, I understand, takes into consideration its impacts in a manner that the starting point of activities
is a positive impact to the society. And these are two different
things. (Juha, interview 2010b)

Yet, he stressed that
I haven’t bothered pondering with these conceptual issues. But perhaps the role of an enterprise for me is like a tool to achieve my own
goals. (Juha, interview 2013)

Olli was furthest away from the notion of social entrepreneurship.
I have heard of the concept but I’m not quite sure what is meant by
it. -- When the starting point [of social entrepreneurship] is to
change society well I guess it [his enterprise] might be social entrepreneurship. The economic surplus is the must in activities. But so
that it is not self-purposeful. (Olli, interview 2010a)

Concerning the prospects of social entrepreneurship, Olli has positive
views.
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I think they [prospects] look good when one considers how I was
able to start from such a modest starting point. Yes, I think many
sectors have demand for this type of activities. So maybe I wouldn’t
establish an exactly similar on-line store. But people are ready and
very interested in all types of ecological consuming in almost all
spheres of life. (Olli, interview 2010b)

To conclude, when I followed the notion of social entrepreneurship in
Finland, I came across these specific microentrepreneurs. Later, I elaborate the research process in the Methodology section. Here I want to emphasise that while I followed these people in particular and familiarised
myself with their work, I started to challenge social entrepreneurship as
a notion.
1.3

Theoretical framework, concepts and perspectives

In this section I briefly introduce the key concepts and the theoretical
framework of this PhD study before presenting the aims and research
questions of this PhD thesis. Social entrepreneurship is a central concept
in this study. Already now I have showed in chapters 1.1 and 1.2 that it
can be interpreted in various ways. In essence, the driving force of this
study has been to better understand the notion of ‘social entrepreneurship’. Thus, discussing and problematising social entrepreneurship is a
vital feature of this study (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The framework of this study

The interpretative and heuristic framework of this study draws from
three streams of literature: social entrepreneurship studies, studies challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship,
and practice-based studies. These together aid in analysing the work of
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microentrepreneurs and in developing alternative understandings of social entrepreneurship. This framework also illustrates my circular research process that developed my understanding of social entrepreneurship after every round.
In this study, the working definition of social entrepreneurship refers
to activities that combine persons’ awareness of environmental and social challenges, their accumulated professional knowledge and entrepreneurial activities for facilitating positive societal change and the
well-being of others. I discuss this conceptualisation in the Conclusions
(chapter 5) in the light of the analysed literature and my own findings.
Next, I present the rest of the concepts, from Figure 2, used in this study:
microentrepreneurs, social entrepreneurship assumptions, and a practice perspective.
1.3.1

Microentrepreneurs and social entrepreneurship

Up to now I have used the concept of ‘microentrepreneurs’ as taken-forgranted without explaining it. Here I explain the practices that are often
attached to the category of microentrepreneurship and my reasons for
using the notion instead of ‘social entrepreneurship’ or ‘social entrepreneurs’.
According to Statistics Finland (2013), the majority of Finnish enterprises are microenterprises (93.4 per cent, 264 435). The European Commission defines microenterprises as organisations that employ less than
10 persons and have an annual turnover and/or balance sheet of under 2
million euros (Commission Recommendation, 2003). They are organised
as business name, limited partnerships, limited companies, or cooperatives.
Following the categorisation by Kostilainen et al. (under review), the
empirical interest of this PhD study is on the category of ‘un-institutionalised social entrepreneurship’, especially social impact oriented small
businesses and new cooperatives. While this category is helpful in gaining
an overall picture of the Finnish social enterprise field, it is fluid. Hence,
I zoom in on the work of small-scale un-institutionalised social entrepreneurs. What makes this study particular is the focus on actors in microenterprises who identify themselves or could be identified with social entrepreneurship. These types may have been excluded from previous calculations since their organisational form has been thought to indicate
that their purpose and activities are not ‘social’ but ‘commercial’ or that
their scope of activities is modest.
Instead of ‘social entrepreneurs’, in this study I refer to microentrepreneurs who identify themselves or are identified with social entrepreneurship. I do this for number of reasons. First, I want to point out the origin
of the empirically studied phenomenon, i.e. microenterprises, as a particular site for the working definition of social entrepreneurship: activities combining persons’ awareness of environmental and social challenges and their accumulated professional knowledge. Second, in the
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Finnish institutional environment of social entrepreneurship, such microenterprises would not necessarily be recognised as social enterprises
because they do not have the status of Social Enterprise defined in the
legislation (employing people with a disadvantaged labour market position) nor have they acquired a Social Enterprise Mark (granted by the
Association of Finnish Labour). Likewise, in statistical analysis, these initiatives organised as commercial enterprises might be left out due to
their legislative form.
Third, despite the definitional confusion making room to call anyone a
social entrepreneur, I have refrained from that because the microentrepreneurs studied had a varying relationship with the notion of social entrepreneurship as demonstrated in the interview quotes above. The use
of labels problematises my position as a researcher. While most of the
entrepreneurs used ‘social entrepreneurship’ for communications, they
also referred themselves simply as ‘entrepreneurs’ and discussed the demarcation of these concepts. Consequently, some of them identified
themselves with social entrepreneurship while some, who refrained from
this, could nevertheless be identified with social entrepreneurship by others (researchers, peers, policymakers) based on suitable criteria (discussed further in chapter 2).
Fourth, the microentrepreneurs who I followed established organisations in sectors that are not often connected to social entrepreneurship in
Finland. Rather, they seem to have been inspired by the Finnish start-up
hype (Mannevuo, 2015: 112–119) or acquiring a meaningful ‘responsible’
career (Kasvio, 2014; Tams & Marshall, 2010). These positions were reflected earlier when briefly representing their concerns in interview
quotes. Yet, their position in these sectors can be perceived as marginal
(micro) compared to the existing institutions involved in global clothing
and food manufacturing or with regulated urban design and working life.
As a conclusion, microentrepreneurs in this study refer to (1) microenterprise owner-managers who own and manage an organisation and to
(2) cooperative actors who either own, manage or volunteer in an organisation. The size of the studied organisations in terms of turnover and
employment is smaller than defined for small businesses. Moreover, despite their pioneering activities, their impact on institutions is a question
mark. Thus, I use the prefix ‘micro’.
1.3.2

Social entrepreneurship assumptions

Despite hopeful connotations, the triumphant sprawl of social entrepreneurship has been challenged and some call for research that opens up
the taken-for-granted assumptions related to the popular theme (Dey &
Steyaert, 2012; Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a; Cho, 2006; Peredo & McLean,
2006). For instance, previous findings on organisations aiming for social
change have established that introducing new practices requires that actors understand the existing ways of doing things and then break free of
these patterns, which is quite demanding (Dey & Steyaert, 2016; Keating,
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Geiger, & McLoughlin, 2014; Gherardi, 2012b; Blackburn & Ram, 2006).
Moreover, negotiating new orders is bound to be political (Shear, 2014;
Dey & Steyaert, 2010). Still, these aspects are engulfed with the representation of the social entrepreneur as a heroic figure (Dey, 2006; Nicholls
& Cho, 2006; Parkinson & Howorth, 2008; Ruebottom, 2013).
According to Jones and Spicer (2009), this is explained by our cultural
tradition to set responsibility on individuals for solving social problems
instead of thinking them as belonging to all of us; social entrepreneurship
being one manifestation of such thinking (Berglund & Skoglund, 2015).
Although tracing methodological individualism in (social) entrepreneurship studies was not one of the original research tasks, it did emerge as a
built-in topic in the research process and it is reflected in the most cited
academic works on social entrepreneurship presented in chapter 2.
The taken-for-granted assumptions can be challenged by making visible people’s experiences and perspectives of their everyday work as ‘social
entrepreneurs’ (Steyaert & Katz, 2004). Although this perspective may
make sense intuitively, it is not that common in the field of organisation,
entrepreneurship, let alone social entrepreneurship studies. Rather, the
focus of previous social entrepreneurship research has tended to be functionalist, emphasising implications for management and business development (Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a). Since there exists research that questions the taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship, such
as its apolitical and heroic narration, this study joins that stream by
bringing in insights from organisation and management theories and
practice-based studies in particular.
1.3.3

Practice perspective and social entrepreneurship

This study focuses empirically on the work of microentrepreneurs who
identify themselves or are identified with social entrepreneurship. Examining mundane work is a relevant choice considering how there is a tendency in previous research to overlook the situated and temporal constructions of social entrepreneurship activities and take the notion of social entrepreneurship as given.
Thus, in this PhD research I study social entrepreneurship from a practice perspective (Gherardi, 2006, 2011, 2012a; Nicolini, 2012; Nicolini &
Monteiro, 2016). The practice perspective refers to a worldview in which
the social world is considered to consist of practices, which are ‘carried’
(out) by agents (Reckwitz, 2002), embodied in humans and mediated in
artefacts and non-human objects (Schatzki, 2001). The promise of the
practice perspective is to overcome dichotomies between, for example,
agency/structure, mind/body, theory/practice, and nature/society
(Buch, Andersen, & Klemsdal, 2015). However, in empirical research
such step might be more difficult to conduct, of which this PhD thesis is
one example.
My turn to practice-based studies was intensified by fieldwork: The
more I got involved with the mundane work of microentrepreneurs, the
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more some existing conceptualisations seemed overtly dualistic in research literature (and also in the talk of practitioners). These included
environmental vs. social entrepreneurship; large vs. small organisations;
and old vs. new generation entrepreneurship. Yet, it seemed that the literature I was reading at the time was unable to discuss these questions. I
felt I could not leave these paradoxes unmentioned but had no idea how
to make sense of them.
Interestingly, the focus on practices in social entrepreneurship cuts
across the division between social entrepreneurship studies on both sides
of the Atlantic. Instead of focusing on the individual, as in the North
American tradition, or the collective organisation, as in the European tradition (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010, 2012; Kerlin, 2006), this study focuses
on practices that make up activities referred to as ‘social entrepreneurship’ in the specific context of Finnish microentrepreneurs identifying
themselves or identified with social entrepreneurship by others.
Bringing together any forms of entrepreneurship, here social entrepreneurship, and practice-based studies may seem counter-intuitive. Does
not social entrepreneurship present skilled powerful individuals who
change the ways things are done and overcome barriers (Dees, 1998)? Is
it not the case that practice-based studies examine the power of practice
that is only carried by individuals and that determine the way things are
to be done (Reckwitz, 2002)? Yet, the union of these concepts has proven
to be possible and inspiring. Moreover, following microentrepreneurs
who identify with social entrepreneurship has been surprising and
brought the focus back to the practices again and again. In general, I suggest that it is the union of social entrepreneurship assumptions and the
work of microentrepreneurs that constructs social entrepreneurship.
Specifically, I analyse the process and tactics of social entrepreneurship
(Paper 1), networks of practice in social entrepreneurship (Paper 2), and
mundane work practices in one social enterprise (Paper 3). Eventually,
my analysis of mundane work, the ‘doing’ of social entrepreneurship,
merged with an aim to challenge the taken-for-granted assumptions of
social entrepreneurship. With these findings, I suggest that small-scale
social entrepreneurs, with which the studied microentrepreneurs can be
interpreted, are limited in their power to affect wide-ranging processes,
but still they may try to influence existing practices.
1.4

Aims and research questions

The overall aim of this PhD study is to increase the understanding of social entrepreneurship. I do this by unpacking assumptions related to social entrepreneurship and present social entrepreneurship in academic
discourse (echoing the public discourse used also elsewhere), which offers a formula for social change. In addition, I present my empirical findings of the mundane work of microentrepreneurs who identify themselves or are identified with social entrepreneurship by others. The aim
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is achieved by departing from methodological individualism common in
entrepreneurship (Steyaert, 2007a) and social entrepreneurship research
(Dey & Steyaert, 2016) and suggesting alternative ways to understand social entrepreneurship, namely a practice perspective.
In other words, in this study I deconstruct social entrepreneurship as a
phenomenon with previous findings in entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship studies, which challenge the taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship. Then I take a position in which social
entrepreneurship is understood as a texture of practices (Gherardi, 2006)
and present the phenomenon using empirical findings of the work of microentrepreneurs. The theoretical research question is the following:


How does a practice perspective inform the study of social entrepreneurship?

The question combining the empirical work in different independent research papers is


How do microentrepreneurs identifying themselves or identified
with social entrepreneurship cope with and solve mundane work
related challenges over time?

The paper-specific research questions guiding the analysis in the three
independent studies are




What tactics did entrepreneurs use over time in order to influence existing practices?
How did one entrepreneur create social innovation over time?
How did one social innovation platform sustain an enthusiastic
atmosphere, a buzz, and how was it finally lost?

Overall, this study finds that although the microentrepreneurs tried to
influence some existing practices and act upon their concerns, which may
have had some positive and aimed effects, they also reproduced existing
practices and contributed to the status quo, which may have had negative
effects in relation to their change aims and concerns. Yet, I argue that
social entrepreneurship as a popular concept can be a rational and socially acceptable way to disguise radical social change aims and provide
space to experiment with marginal ideas that may challenge the existing
ways of doing things.
1.5

The structure of the introductory essay

The subsequent chapters are organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents
previous social entrepreneurship literature as well as research that challenges some taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship.
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Finally, I introduce the practice perspective as one promising avenue for
studying social entrepreneurship.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology of this study including the used
empirical material and methods. In this chapter I open up my research
process. Challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions brings special
attention to not only the assumptions of the researched but also of the
researcher. Thus, this study includes discussing methodological choices
and reflecting on my own position as a researcher.
Chapter 4 discusses my findings presented in the three original studies.
First, I present fieldwork experiences and provide richer accounts concerning the cases. Then I summarise the research focus of each paper and
present the findings and contribution. Finally, I discuss social entrepreneurship as mundane practices.
In Chapter 5, I draw conclusions, discuss implications, and suggest topics for further research.
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In addition to social entrepreneurship, there are many labels for entrepreneurship addressing social and societal change: sustainable or sustainability (Shepherd & Patzelt, 2011), community (Peredo & Chrisman,
2006), societal (Lundqvist & Middleton, 2010), public (Hjorth, 2013) entrepreneurship as well as ecopreneurship (Isaak, 2002) all refer to activities overcoming contemporary societal and/or environmental challenges. In addition, institutional (Maguire, Hardy, & Lawrence, 2004)
entrepreneurship is informative about entrepreneurship contributing to
change, although the change is not limited to societal and/or environmental challenges.
These discussions represent alternative interpretations of entrepreneurship compared to entrepreneurship discourse emphasising, for example, economic growth (Berglund & Wigren, 2012). As a conclusion, the
strength of these notions is that they have brought contemporary social
and environmental problems to practitioners’ and scholars’ attention.
Concerning the history of such notions, Boddice (2009) suggests separating activities from concept: the activities nowadays considered as social
entrepreneurship have been there for centuries but the notion has been
used only since the 1990s originating from the UK and the United States.
In this study, I use social entrepreneurship as an umbrella concept to
refer to entrepreneurships that try to depart from supressing entrepreneurship discourses (Berglund & Skoglund, 2015). Thus, many of the issues brought up in this study can be discussed in relation to, for instance,
ecopreneurship or sustainable entrepreneurship. In the end, these notions represent a similar differentiation of ‘regular’ and ‘irregular’ entrepreneurship discussed later in this chapter. I argue that none of these notions alone can overcome the criticism attached to them because they all
have an inherent tendency to portray the phenomenon as something distinct from ‘conventional’ entrepreneurship and present the entrepreneur
as a heroic figure. Due to this tendency, they can all be understood to
‘govern through ethicality’, similar to social entrepreneurship (Berglund
& Skoglund, 2015).
Another more practical reason for not using other concepts as an umbrella term is that in Finland social entrepreneurship is the most used
concept. In Finland, social entrepreneurship, ‘yhteiskunnallinen
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yrittäjyys’, has come to refer to entrepreneurial activities aiming for societal change. In addition, from the adopted practice perspective, the used
label is not (always) relevant when the interest is in mundane work.
This chapter uses a presentation outline by Weiskopf and Steyaert 
(2009): the topic, then the critique, and finally the becoming of entrepreneurship. The aim of this triptych is to ground arguments in the existing
research literature in a respectful manner. Consequently, the theoretical
framework of this study brings together three streams of literature: First,
social entrepreneurship studies; second, studies challenging the takenfor-granted assumptions in social entrepreneurship; and third, practicebased studies.
Firstly, I portray the field of social entrepreneurship research by analysing the most cited social entrepreneurship articles and main characteristics of social entrepreneurship. The analysis of social entrepreneurship literature shows how previous research has aimed to take into consideration social inequalities.
Secondly, I discuss studies that open up the taken-for-granted assumptions shared in entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship research;
namely the heroic representation of social entrepreneurs and the tendency to place responsibility on individuals. I also present the understanding of entrepreneurship as social change and emancipation. Yet, I
conclude that the empirical focus in these discussions is still rarely on the
work of entrepreneurs or mundane practices.
Finally, I introduce practice-based studies as a means to theorise about
the phenomenon of social entrepreneurship while taking into consideration the assumptions and meanings attached to it. Finally, I analyse studies that focus on situated entrepreneurial practices.
2.1

The field of social entrepreneurship research

Since 2006, research on social entrepreneurship has boomed (Granados,
Hlupic, Coakes, & Mohamed, 2011). Social entrepreneurship is conducted in various disciplines (Short, Moss, & Lumpkin, 2009). However,
management studies and social sciences dominate the research field
(Kerlin, 2006; Short et al., 2009) and most journals are found in the field
of business and management studies (Granados et al., 2011). Nicholls 
(2010) argues that social entrepreneurship field is in a pre-paradigmatic
stage in a Kuhnian sense. This has resulted in multidisciplinary research
focusing on definitional issues and descriptive case studies (Granados et
al., 2011) rather than generating advanced theories on a societal level
(Nicholls, 2010). Thus, according to many social entrepreneurship research reviews, the field benefits from using existing disciplines and theories (Dacin, Dacin, & Tracey, 2011; Dacin, Dacin, & Matear, 2010;
Haugh, 2005; Mair & Martí, 2006; Nicholls, 2010; Short et al., 2009).
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Social entrepreneurship research is often divided into three schools of
thought; namely earned income (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010), social innovation (Dees & Anderson, 2006), and the EMES4 school of thought
(Defourny & Nyssens, 2010; Hoogendoorn, Pennings, & Thurik, 2010).
Each school emphasises certain characteristics for social entrepreneurship and enterprises.
The first, the earned income approach relates to understanding social
entrepreneurship as a grand trend in the third and civic sectors as the
organisations seek independence from government by acquiring commercial revenues. Instead of being reliant on single donors, such as the
government, organisations have started to look for commercial means to
generate resources and fulfil their mission (Mort, Weerawardena, & Carnegie, 2003).
The second, the social innovation school of thought, as the name indicates, emphasises the creation of innovation. By scaling up the solutions,
it is thought that social entrepreneurship is able to solve similar problems
elsewhere. Furthermore, in the social innovation school of thought social
entrepreneurs are highlighted as the agents of social innovation (Dees &
Anderson, 2006).
The third, the EMES approach, presents social entrepreneurship via entrepreneurial, economic and social dimensions, which can be used to
evaluate the state of a social entrepreneurship venture. The ideal characteristics on economic and entrepreneurial dimensions include (1) a continuous activity producing goods and services, (2) a high degree of autonomy, (3) a significant level of economic risk, and (4) a minimum amount
of paid work (Defourny, 2001; Defourny & Nyssens, 2010). The ideal social dimensions include (5) an explicit aim to benefit the community, (6)
an initiative launched by a group of citizens, (7) decision-making power
not based on capital ownership, (8) a participatory nature, which involves
the various parties affected by the activity, and (9) limited profit distribution (ibid.). In general, the EMES approach is thought to emphasise
governance aspects and community efforts in describing social entrepreneurship.
National contexts blur the above described divisions due to legislation
and traditions. For instance the UK approach is often described alongside
the main schools of thought because the social entrepreneurship movement has been strong in the UK (Hoogendoorn et al., 2010). In general,
international social entrepreneurship comparisons signal that there exist
differences between North American and European social entrepreneurship (Bacq & Janssen, 2011; Defourny & Nyssens, 2010, 2012; Kerlin,
2006). Although there are studies of social entrepreneurship in other regions, the perspective of the Northern hemisphere dominates the discussion.

4
EMES International Research Network, originally ‘Emergence des Entreprises Sociales en Europe’, www.emes.net
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In Europe, social entrepreneurship as a phenomenon is characterised
by the tradition of third sector activities (Defourny, 2001). Social entrepreneurship has been promoted in different nations with legislative developments that promote social economy and activities conducted by cooperatives and associations (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010). In addition, the
employment of disadvantageous groups and the public procurement of
social and welfare services have been central themes (ibid.).
Considering the wealth of empirical contexts only in Europe, interestingly there has been less empirical than conceptual social entrepreneurship research (Hoogendoorn et al., 2010; Short et al., 2009). However,
Granados et al. (2011) find that since 2006, there has been an increase of
30 per cent in empirical papers per year. Short et al. (2009) find that in
the high profile management journals, over 70 per cent of empirical research focused on qualitative methods, in which case study method and
interviewing dominated. According to the bibliometrical analysis of Granados et al. (2011), half of the analysed papers included information on
analysis methods and the most common method was thematic analysis.
Scholars invite research on many frontiers. Haugh (2005) defines eight
areas for further social entrepreneurship research: defining the scope of
social entrepreneurship; the environmental context; opportunity recognition and innovation; modes of organisation; resource acquisition; opportunity exploitation; performance measurement; and training, education and learning about social entrepreneurship. Dacin et al. (2011) propose five domains for future social entrepreneurship research: institutions; networks; cultural approaches focusing on rituals and narratives;
image and identity; and cognition.
Parallel to the discussion of what are suitable topics and theories for 
social entrepreneurship research, researchers debate whether social entrepreneurship is a distinct empirical phenomenon (Shaw & Carter,
2007; Spear, 2006) or whether it is ‘just’ entrepreneurship (Lumpkin, 
Moss, Gras, Kato, & Amezcua, 2011). Predominantly, this question arises
when social entrepreneurship operations, activities, and processes are
discussed (Chell, 2007; Dacin et al., 2010; Lumpkin et al., 2011; Spear,
2006).
Researchers bring in argumentation from their respective disciplines
and worldviews. For example, Chell (2007) argue that based on a social
constructionist view we cannot satisfactory separate between ‘entrepreneurship and social enterprise’ (Chell, 2007: 17) because this would 
downplay the social value created in all entrepreneurship (2007: 19). In
contrast, Spear (2006) drawing from an empirical study of cooperatives
and employee owned buyouts of a public sector organisation, highlights
areas of social entrepreneurship that differ from conventional models of
small businesses presented in literature. The differences in social enterprises include the type of motivation, transition between sectors, limited
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innovativeness, an entrepreneurial team rather than a hero entrepreneur, and shared entrepreneurship responsibilities even outside the enterprise to other stakeholders.
2.1.1

Definitions of social entrepreneurship

Much effort has been put to defining social entrepreneurship (Dacin et
al., 2010; Granados et al., 2011; Nicholls, 2010; Peredo & McLean, 2006;
Short et al., 2009). This is partly explained by the will to understand the
seemingly paradoxical nature of the combination of ‘social’ and ‘entrepreneurship’ (Chell, 2007).
Yet, there exists no unified social entrepreneurship definition (Haugh,
2005; Nicholls, 2010). Moreover, some prefer to define separately social
entrepreneur, social enterprise, and social entrepreneurship (Bacq &
Janssen, 2011; Choi & Majumdar, 2013). Dacin et al. (2010) divided social entrepreneurship research and definitions into four: the characteristics of individual entrepreneurs; the operations of social ventures; the
process of and resources used in social entrepreneurship; and the primary mission and outcomes in social entrepreneurship.
The discussion on a universal social entrepreneurship definition goes
unresolved partly due to the various empirical contexts. In developed
countries social entrepreneurship is often seen as the development of the
non-profit sector or the employment of unprivileged citizens (Defourny
& Nyssens, 2010) whereas in developing countries social entrepreneurship is discussed as filling in institutional voids (Mair & Marti, 2009).
Moreover, different nations have varying degrees of social entrepreneurship policies and legislation, which have resulted in new organisational
forms, such as Community Interest Company in the UK. Furthermore,
the differences between urban and rural areas provide even a more nuanced setting for analysing social entrepreneurship (O’Shaughnessy, Casey, & Enright, 2011).
In this section I present ten most cited peer-reviewed social entrepreneurship articles (table 1) for a picture of wide-spread social entrepreneurship conceptualisations. This exercise gives a hint of the dominant
social entrepreneurship definitions and language used in research.
I did the search for the ten most cited peer-reviewed journal articles in
February 2016 with the phrase ‘social entrepreneurship’, using the Publish or Perish program based on Google Scholar (Harzing, 2007). The
search also provided articles discussing small, institutional, international, and strategic entrepreneurship. However, I only included peer-reviewed articles that explicitly discuss social entrepreneurship. I suspect
that peer-reviewing as a practice reflects the thinking of the scientific
community at the time. Thus, I excluded four books with social entrepreneurship focus (Bornstein, 2007; Borzaga & Defourny, 2001; Leadbeter,
1997; Nicholls, 2006). To my knowledge, the only non-peer-reviewed exception is the most cited paper of Dees (1998).
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Table 1. Ten most cited social entrepreneurship papers by Google Scholar
Author(s)

(Dees, 1998)

Google
Scholar
(10.2.2016) /
Web of Science
(5.2.2016)
1863 / 0

(Austin, Stevenson, &
Wei-Skillern,
2006)
(Mair & Martí,
2006)

1618 / 323

(Peredo &
McLean, 2006)

913 / 173

(Alvord,
Brown, &
Letts, 2004)

869 / 0

(Martin & Osberg, 2007)

864 / 0

(Zahra,
Gedajlovic,
Neubaum, &
Shulman,
2009)
(Weerawardena & Mort,
2006)

766 / 173

(Dart, 2004)

645 / 0

(Mort et al.,
2003)

580 / 0

30

1520 / 315

665 / 134

Social entrepreneurship definition

Social entrepreneurs play the role of change agents in the social sector, by:
Adopting a mission to create and sustain social value (not just private
value); Recognizing and relentlessly pursuing new opportunities to
serve that mission; Engaging in a process of continuous innovation,
adaptation, and learning; Acting boldly without being limited by resources currently in hand; and Exhibiting a heightened sense of accountability to the constituencies served and for the outcomes created.
(Dees, 1998: 4)
We define social entrepreneurship as innovative, social value creating
activity that can occur within or across the nonprofit, business, or government sectors. (Austin et al.: 2)
We view social entrepreneurship broadly, as a process involving the
innovative use and combination of resources to pursue opportunities to
catalyze social change and/or address social needs. (Mair & Martí,
2006: 37)
social entrepreneurship is exercised where some person or group: (1)
aim(s) at creating social value, either exclusively or at least in some
prominent way; (2) show(s) a capacity to recognize and take advantage of opportunities to create that value (‘‘envision’’); (3) employ(s)
innovation, ranging from outright invention to adapting someone else’s
novelty, in creating and/or distributing social value; (4) is/are willing to
accept an above-average degree of risk in creating and disseminating
social value; and (5) is/are unusually resourceful in being relatively undaunted by scarce assets in pursuing their social venture. (Peredo &
McLean, 2006: 64)
The test of business entrepreneurship is the creation of a viable and
growing business organization. The test of social entrepreneurship, in
contrast, is change in social systems that create and maintain the
problem, although the organizations involved may become smaller or
less viable as they catalyze societal transformation. (Alvord et al.: 261)
We define social entrepreneurship as having the following three components: (1) identifying a stable but inherently unjust equilibrium that
causes the exclusion, marginalization, or suffering of a segment of humanity that lacks the financial means or political clout to achieve any
transformative benefit on its own; (2) identifying an opportunity in this
unjust equilibrium, developing a social value proposition, and bringing
to bear inspiration, creativity, direct action, courage, and fortitude,
thereby challenging the stable state’s hegemony; and (3) forging a
new, stable equilibrium that releases trapped potential or alleviates the
suffering of the targeted group, and through imitation and the creation
of a stable ecosystem around the new equilibrium ensuring a better future for the targeted group and even society at large. (Martin & Osberg, 2007: 35)
We propose that social entrepreneurship “encompasses the activities
and processes undertaken to discover, define, and exploit opportunities in order to enhance social wealth by creating new ventures or
managing existing organizations in an innovative manner". (Zahra et
al.: 519)
… social entrepreneurship can be conceptualized in terms of a constrained optimization model (Fig. 1.) This relationship can be stated in
the following way.
SVC = f (I, P, RM) subject to S, SM, E
where SVC: social value creation; I: innovativeness; P: proactiveness;
RM: risk management; S: sustainability; SM: social mission; E: environment. (Weerawardena & Mort, 2006: 32)
Scholars have framed social enterprise and social entrepreneurship
(Dees, 1998a, 1998b, 2003; Emerson and Twersky, 1996; Leadbeater,
1997) as a kind of encompassing set of strategic responses to many of
the varieties of environmental turbulence and situational challenges
that nonprofit organizations face today. (Dart, 2004: 413)
Social entrepreneurship, the entrepreneurship leading to the establishment of new social enterprises and the continued innovation in existing
ones… (Mort et al.: 76)
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Common in the analysed papers is the notion of entrepreneurship.
Most authors of the highly cited papers define social entrepreneurship
with reference to entrepreneurship (Alvord et al., 2004; Austin et al.,
2006; Dees, 1998; Martin & Osberg, 2007; Mort et al., 2003; Peredo &
McLean, 2006). The emergence of entrepreneurship as a concept is derived from the work of Jean-Baptiste Say, Joseph Schumpeter, and/or
Peter Drucker (Alvord et al., 2004; Austin et al., 2006; Dees, 1998; Martin & Osberg, 2007; Peredo & McLean, 2006) or Friedrich Hayek, Israel
Kirzner, and Joseph Schumpeter (Zahra et al., 2009). While some find
this problematic (Martin & Osberg, 2007) or refrain from doing this
(Mair & Martí, 2006), the majority uses the understanding of entrepreneurship in their argumentation.
Broadly, the definitions used in the ten papers understand that social
entrepreneurship (1) creates social value, (2) pursue opportunities, (3)
engages in an innovative process, (4) takes place in all sectors, and (5)
functions with scarce resources.
First, social value creation is mentioned as the ultimate aim of the venture (Austin et al., 2006; Dees, 1998; Mair & Martí, 2006; Mort et al.,
2003; Peredo & McLean, 2006; Weerawardena & Mort, 2006; Zahra et
al., 2009) or even social transformation (Alvord et al., 2004). The social
value creation of social entrepreneurship is compared to (commercial)
entrepreneurship. Often, the comparison relates to motivations of the
(social) entrepreneur starting an initiative. Martin and Osberg (2007)
challenge the notion of motivation as a differentiating characteristic between entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurs. Instead, they argue that
the differentiating criteria are the value proposition: instead of developing a service that changes market equilibrium, social entrepreneurs aim
for social change in society.
Second, due to the roots in entrepreneurship, many definitions share
the notion of opportunity. For instance, social entrepreneurs exploit opportunities that exist due to market imperfections (Martin & Osberg,
2007). Also, ‘where others see problems, social entrepreneurs see opportunities’ (Dees, 1998). Generally, the notion of opportunity is inherited
from entrepreneurship studies. However, in social entrepreneurship the
opportunities relate to social value creation (Austin et al., 2006).
Third, innovation is an important concept for the social entrepreneurship definitions. It seems to ensure that the venture brings about something new (Mair & Martí, 2006; Mort et al., 2003; Peredo & McLean,
2006) or that the venture is able to learn as it goes (Dees, 1998; Mort et
al., 2003).
Fourth, many discuss the difference between for-profit and non-profit
sectors. Although the authors state that boundaries between non-profit,
private and public sectors are blurred (Dees, 1998), papers make an effort
to draw a line between social entrepreneurship and social activism (Mair
& Martí, 2006) and commercial entrepreneurship (Austin, Stevenson, &
Wei-Skillern, 2006). While all authors recognise the existing use of social
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entrepreneurship as an activity in commercial enterprises, they all consider the phenomenon more extensive. Eventually, for the authors the
non/for-profit division is not a limiting aspect to define something as social entrepreneurship. Interestingly, three papers have an explicit nonprofit focus: Dart (2004), Weerawardena et al. (2004) and Mort et al.
(2003) discuss social entrepreneurship as an emerging and explicit organisational form for the non-profit sector.
Fifth, the papers discuss the way social entrepreneurial organisations
gain or manageresources. They claim that in social entrepreneurship entrepreneurs need to use resources they necessarily do not (yet) own (Alvord et al., 2004; Austin et al., 2006; Dees, 1998; Mair & Martí, 2006;
Peredo & McLean, 2006; Zahra et al., 2009). This scarcity is related to
the working environments of social entrepreneurship: limited funding in
the social sector. Resource scarcity also relates to the observation that the
people served by social entrepreneurship usually do not have much income.
Sixth, the examples mentioned more than once in the highly cited articles were Grameen Bank (in 5 articles), Aravind Eye Clinic, the Partnership for a Drug-Free America, and the Institute for OneWorld Health. 
Despite the examples, the highly cited papers are mainly conceptual.
While three papers have no examples, only Weerawardena and Mort
(2006) and Alvord et al. (2004) present empirical research.
Generally, the motivation for discussing the definition is understandable. In fact, the authors argue for a more defined concept of social entrepreneurship. According to Martin and Osberg (2007), social entrepreneurship critics have a wider goal unless the scope of the notion is narrower. Thus, Mort et al.’s (2003) and Weerawardena and Mort’s (2006)
development of conceptual models for further theorising can be understood as an effort to advance the field.
Yet in the end, despite the interest in sharper definitions and the understanding of the field, the majority of highly cited papers do not challenge
the instrumental role of entrepreneurship as a means for economic
growth (Calás, Smircich, & Bourne, 2009). The only explicit exception is
Dart (2004). He uses the understanding of legitimacy from neo-institutional theory. He concludes that the political environment favouring efficiency has advanced social entrepreneurship the most instead of pragmatic argumentation often used elsewhere in tandem with the social entrepreneurship concept. This tendency, according to Dart (2004), is a
sign of moral legitimacy in which social entrepreneurship is perceived as
the right form to achieve goals in the non-profit sector.
Consequently, the highly cited social entrepreneurship papers share a
position that social entrepreneurship can be understood conceptually
from the top down. Even though Dart (2004) is critical toward the notion
and the theoretical discussion related to the concept, his theoretical
framework assumes social entrepreneurship generalisations on an abstract level. Some papers argue for taking into consideration the context
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of social entrepreneurship (Mair & Martí, 2006; Weerawardena & Mort,
2006), but it seems this is for the purpose of theorising and not necessarily understanding what takes place in practice.
The definitions of social entrepreneurship are claimed as ‘idealized’
(Dees 1998: 4) or a ‘distinction’ that are not ‘dichotomous’ but illustrate
a ‘continuum’ (Austin et al. 2006: 3; Peredo & McLean 2006: 63). Yet,
these remarks seemed to be easily forgotten when contrasting social entrepreneurship to entrepreneurship for constructing social entrepreneurship definitions. Among other things, this results in projecting social
value creation only to social entrepreneurship and profit-making only to
entrepreneurship.
2.1.2

Characteristics of social entrepreneurship

The highly cited social entrepreneurship articles present some characteristics related to the phenomenon, but here I focus on more nuanced characteristics also discussed elsewhere. There are a number of characteristics and expectations that are often attached to social entrepreneurship.
Different combinations of these characteristics represent different
schools discussed earlier, namely earned income, social innovation, and
the EMES school of thought. Figure 1 shows the often mentioned characteristics cited in the main schools of thought.

Figure 3. Frequently used criteria for social entrepreneurship

Social entrepreneurship is argued to have potential to solve wicked societal and environmental problems (Dorado & Ventresca, 2013) and create
social impacts. Social impacts are often discussed in combination with
impact assessment: when social entrepreneurship claims to deliver positive effects, then these effects should be made visible for legitimation and
more resources (VanSandt, Sud, & Marmé, 2009: 424–425).
Some understand seizing opportunities as a core characteristics of any
kind of entrepreneurship (Corner & Ho, 2010: 636). Accompanied with
the notion of opportunities comes a debate about whether opportunities
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exist independently to be discovered by skilful individuals (Corner & Ho,
2010) or they are created by individuals based on circumstances
(Korsgaard, 2011). Despite the debates, many consider that opportunities
in social entrepreneurship are different from those in commercial entrepreneurship, since opportunities in social entrepreneurship focus on social value creation (Lehner & Kansikas, 2012: 51) and are exploited differently via hybridity and other specific forms (Corner & Ho, 2010: 636;
Lehner & Kansikas, 2012: 52).
Solving societal problems via the means of business is referred to ashybridity due to managing the tension between social and economic goals,
a position between charity and business (Ebrahim, Battilana, & Mair, 
2014). This causes specific issues to consider, such as how to manage 
stakeholders, finances, and human resources; how to grow steadily; and
how to prevent mission drift (Doherty, Haugh, & Lyon, 2014). Mission 
drift is a concern attached to social entrepreneurship because it is feared
that the commercial activities override the social mission. A discussion
on hybridisation assumes that the commercial and social missions have
different logics (see for example Ebrahim et al., 2014). Mair et al. (2015)
find in an empirical study that social enterprises clearly conforming to 
either commercial or social logics tend to follow governance structures 
typical to respective logics, whereas ventures with blurred logics seem to
have new governance practices. Yet, Meyskens et al. (2011) argue that all
ventures include some degree of hybridisation.
Hybridity relates to the notion of  governance: in addition to legal 
forms, how to ensure actively that the venture is staying on the chosen
path (Cornforth, 2014). Governance can mean that the official decisionmaking bodies (Dorado & Shaffer, 2011) or the users (Svensson & Bengtsson, 2010) are the source of developing and legitimating the venture. At
best, social enterprise can function as a means to diminish social exclusion (Teasdale, 2010). Discussions on democratic governance suggest
preferable governance structures that could ensure that the social enterprise is fulfilling its mission and serving its beneficiaries in a democratic
way (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010).
Social enterpriseownership is dictated by the organisational legal form,
which affects governance and profit distribution. The first distinction is
made between for- and non-profit forms (Townsend & Hart, 2008). Resulting from national contexts, this choice enables various options recognised in legislation (Borzaga & Defourny, 2001). In addition to existing
forms such as non-governmental organisations, private limited companies, and co-operatives, social enterprises hybridity has been recognised
in the development of new legal entities, community interest companies
(CIC) in the UK and low-profit limited liability company (L3C) in the 
USA. Overall, the activities included in the third sector are shifting from
non-profit to for-profit forms (Dees, 2012).
Depending on the legal form, possible profits are treated differently in
social enterprises. Some views emphasiselimited profit distribution as a
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way to ensure social goals (Shaw & de Bruin, 2013: 741) and prevent economic exploitation of social inequalities. Autonomous economic activity
as a characteristic enables demarcation between governmental and nongovernmental initiatives (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010).
Social innovations are often related to social entrepreneurship (Shaw
& de Bruin, 2013) and social enterprises are claimed to be innovative
(Chell, Nicolopoulou, & Karatas-Özkan, 2010). Social innovation may
concern either the process, for instance individual creativity or organisational structure, or the outcome, for instance new products, features, or
methods (Phills et al., 2008). Regardless of the stance, social entrepreneurs are understood as agents of social innovation (Dees and Anderson,
2006) although not all social innovation is referred to as social entrepreneurship and vice versa.
Scalability of social innovation or social entrepreneurship solutions
means that the more the activity is scaled up, the more the venture is able
to create social impacts (Perrini, Vurro, & Costanzo, 2010: 525). Dees et
al. (2004) identify possibilities for scaling social impact, which include
dissemination through open source, affiliation with the first initiative for
knowledge sharing, and branching with control over later initiatives.
They conclude that the resource requirements increase with the latter two
options. Desa and Koch (2014) find that social impact can have depth or
breadth. With depth impact, the social venture focuses on social and economic empowerment, while with breadth impact the venture is geared
toward spreading the social innovation as widely as possible. VanSandt
et al. (2009) identify three barriers for scaling up social entrepreneurship: labour-intensity, internalising costs while externalising benefits,
and becoming similar with others while being less innovative.
Yet, maintaining the initial initiative, let alone scaling it up, requires
resources. Therefore resourcefulness is considered as one characteristic
of social entrepreneurship. Bricolage refers to making do with what is at
hand with the available resources (Baker & Nelson, 2005), a tendency often attached to social entrepreneurship (Di Domenico, Haugh, & Tracey,
2010). Gundry et al. (2011) argue that bricolage enables the creation of
innovation in social entrepreneurship. In a comparative study, Desa
(2012) examines how the differing institutional constructs affect the tendency to engage with bricolage in technology social ventures. He concludes that institutional constructs both enable and hinder resource acquisition, which relies more on bricolage than previously thought.
2.2

Challenging taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship
Either explicitly or implicitly, researchers base their work on a series
of philosophical assumptions regarding ontology, epistemology,
and human nature, which have methodological consequences.
(Jennings, Perren, & Carter, 2005: 145)
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With the exception of Dart (2004), the highly cited social entrepreneurship articles analysed above do not question the taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship, although these conventions affect
the development of the field and impact practitioners' lives. The aim of
the analysis in this section is to bring up important research that opens
up the often uncontested claims about social entrepreneurship and the
effects these assumptions may have.
In the highly cited social entrepreneurship articles, it is argued that understanding entrepreneurship is the key for comprehending social entrepreneurship. Perhaps more importantly from the perspective of this 
study, many of the assumptions related to entrepreneurship have been
transferred to social entrepreneurship without questioning them
(Steyaert, 2007a; Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a). Moreover, looking at entrepreneurship assumptions enables us to consider the possibilities available for social entrepreneurship research (Mueller, Nazarkina, Volkmann,
& Blank, 2011: 116). Some of the findings can be used analogically while
some might need more elaboration related to the social entrepreneurship
ideas.
Entrepreneurship research has been characterised by a functionalist
perspective that advocates objectivist explanations of reality and the
maintenance of social order (Jennings et al., 2005; Grant & Perren, 
2002). Increasingly, it is acknowledged that entrepreneurship as a phenomenon is affected by dominant ideologies that are often taken for 
granted (Ogbor, 2000). In addition to harnessing entrepreneurship to
serve neoliberal agendas (Costa & Saraiva, 2012), there has been a tendency in entrepreneurship research to discount the social value of entrepreneurship (Chell, 2007) and overlook the social construction of entrepreneurial processes (Fletcher, 2006). As a conclusion, it is argued that
entrepreneurship is not only economic activity, but in fact more than economic wealth-creation (Steyaert & Katz, 2004; Calás et al., 2009; Hjorth,
2013).
Progressively, scholars want to highlight the inherently gendered nature of entrepreneurship (Ahl, Berglund, Pettersson, & Tillmar, 2014;
Bruni, Gherardi, & Poggio, 2004; Lewis, 2006), the often overlooked ethnicity of entrepreneurs (Essers & Benschop, 2009; Essers & Tedmanson,
2014; Katila, 2010), and the exclusion and elitism related to entrepreneurship (Gill, 2014; Jones & Spicer, 2009). In short, these perspectives
are critical of the dominant representations of entrepreneurship. They
can be understood to reveal the dark side of entrepreneurship taking advantage of the moments of crisis (Jones & Murtola, 2012) and also voice
other than prevalent perspectives (Essers & Tedmanson, 2014). The aim
of this revelatory research is ‘to offer a basis for increasing freedom in all
its forms’ (Verduijn, Dey, Tedmanson, & Essers, 2014: 100) while practicing ‘critical humility’ and asking ‘whose “truth” is being perpetuated,
privileged and positioned in any particular context/s–and why’ (Tedmanson, Verduyn, Essers, & Gartner, 2012: 537).
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The dominance of the functionalist perspective has also been identified
in social entrepreneurship research (Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a: 3–7),
which is partly demonstrated in my earlier analysis of the most cited social entrepreneurship research articles. Yet, social entrepreneurship
scholars are increasingly focusing on the explicit and implicit social entrepreneurship assumptions, although according to Grenier (2009) still
in a quite fragmented manner.
Dey and Steyaert (2010) open up the grand narrative of social entrepreneurship, which represents social entrepreneurship as an inevitable force
that is something new. These are the taken-for-granted assumptions
rarely challenged in everyday talk or in many academic texts. While research has shown the historical roots of social entrepreneurship, this is
not reflected in the initial writings of social entrepreneurship. Via their
analysis, Dey and Steyaert construct the grand narrative of social entrepreneurship that presents social entrepreneurship as a technical matter
that can (and should) be learned from experts; a rational and manageable
solution to all contexts; increasing improvements when applied; and possible for certain individuals only.
The stereotypical representation of social entrepreneurship is problematic for numerous reasons. First, according to Dey and Steyaert (2010:
91), the conservative representations of social entrepreneurship may lead
to weakening its radical power. As an activity social entrepreneurship has
a history and contemporary connections to grassroots movements, and
these, at times, radical influences may be endangered by expectations of
‘typical’ social entrepreneurship.
Second, it is claimed that the idealistic representations focusing on individuals shift the focus away from the responsibilities of governments
(Grenier, 2009). Moreover, Grant (2013) understands social entrepreneurship as a social construction that is in danger of being colonised by
neoliberal marketisation, which could be prevented by appreciating the
local cultures - instead of an acontextual notion of social entrepreneurship.
Third, the representations affect the lives of those willing to engage in
activities referred to as social entrepreneurship. Whether they are nonprofit sector actors or professionals seeking to contribute to the wellbeing
of others, their and others’ expectations are affected by social entrepreneurship representations and discourse (Dempsey & Sanders, 2010; Phillips, 2013; Diochon & Anderson, 2011: 94). Not considering gender, ethnicity, or class in relation to social entrepreneurship (Dey & Steyaert,
2010) may distance some people from the notion.
Next, I address the three topics, which open up the taken for-granted
assumptions often discussed with social entrepreneurship and relate to
the research focus of this PhD study. The following sub-chapters discuss
the comparison of social entrepreneurship to ‘conventional’ entrepreneurship (2.2.1), the heroic representation of social entrepreneurs
(2.2.2), and entrepreneurship as social change and emancipation (2.2.3).
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2.2.1 Conventional vs. social entrepreneurship

Social entrepreneurship as a concept was partly developed because entrepreneurship has a connotation of profit-maximisation and economic
value creation. The category of social entrepreneurship was to advocate
other values and it was believed to form an opposite or an alternative to
the assumptions related to commercial entrepreneurship (Steyaert &
Hjorth, 2006a; Berglund & Skoglund, 2015; Berglund & Wigren, 2012).
As manifested in the analysis of highly cited social entrepreneurship literature, some studies take for granted that social entrepreneurship is different from conventional (or commercial, regular, business) entrepreneurship. As already discussed in chapter 2.1, arguments vary for differentiating social entrepreneurship from other types. For instance, Shaw
and Carter (2007) compare social entrepreneurial activities to key theoretical assumptions of entrepreneurship and conclude that despite some
similarities, these notions differ. Still, Lumpkin et al. (2011) conclude that
despite some differences in antecedents and outcomes between conventional and social entrepreneurial activity, the majority of entrepreneurial
practices are the same. Similarly, Sundin (2011) claims that social change
intentions are also found in conventional enterprises.
Nicholls and Cho (2006) assume that social enterprises are different
from other existing organisations and take a sociological SHUVSHFWLYH
RQ social entrepreneurship. While they identify the isomorphic forces
that drive social enterprises to resemble each other, they argue that social
enterprises work within current social structures with novel
organisational solutions. Yet, by avoiding institutional isomorphism,
social enterprises may gain more legitimation among other actors. This
sociological reading of organisations emphasising the institutional
perspective may explain some of the paradoxes attached to the
discussion on whether social enterprises are same or different from
conventional ones.
Hervieux et al. (2010) probe this dichotomy and use discourse analysis
to study social entrepreneurship in academic articles. They use civic and
market logics from Boltanski and Thévenot to show how social entrepreneurship discourse incorporates these two opposing logics. They find that
academics, consultants, and social entrepreneurship foundations
legiti-mise social entrepreneurship by paradoxically appealing to both
logics: while the mission is based on civic logic, the means to work
is based on market logic (2010: 60). This finding reveals that the
relationship be- tween civic and market logics in social entrepreneurship
definitions is in-tertwined and in fact serves the legitimacy of the concept.
The separation of conventional and social enterprises is also noticeable
in language use. In his rhetorical analysis of academic texts on social entrepreneurship, Dey (2006: 133) finds that ‘making money’ is attached to
conventional entrepreneurship and has a negative connotation while
us-ing ‘profits’ for social aims is considered desirable. This analysis
reveals a ‘utilitarian principle’ which separates social entrepreneurs
from otherpeople making money and suggest that the latter group is less
ethical.
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Seanor et al. (2013) provide an empirical analysis of the different ways
practitioners relate to the notion of social enterprise popular in the UK.
While actors in the social ventures agree that ‘everyone needs to be more
entrepreneurial these days’, they also refer to social entrepreneurship in
less linear and oppositional ways than that suggested by academic discourse when separating conventional and social entrepreneurship.
Seanor et al. suggest that the positions of actors between market-driven
or mission-driven vary depending on situations.
The matter can also be approached as a right to be called social entrepreneur or enterprise, especially if specific benefits are involved for social
entrepreneurship actors. In addition to moral and political debates - also
attached to ‘who has a right to be called an entrepreneur’ (Jones & Spicer,
2009) - the right to the social entrepreneurship label may involve state
laws and certain criteria set for social enterprises. In countries with perks
for social ventures the matter of definitions seems to be more crucial than
for example in Finland, where social enterprises are offered limited or no
support.
When taking seriously the arguments that entrepreneurship is not only
about economic activity and that all entrepreneurship is about more than
wealth-creation (Calás et al., 2009), the comparison between conventional and social entrepreneurship loses (some of) its power. This means
rejecting the dichotomy between social and conventional entrepreneurship (Mueller et al., 2011). As a consequence, we are left with a question
of how social entrepreneurship is to be understood if not in relation to
commercial, conventional, or regular entrepreneurship.
2.2.2

The heroic social entrepreneur

Previous studies have challenged the heroic representations of entrepreneurs, which portrays individuals as the main driving force behind entrepreneurial activities. The studies challenging heroic representations are
based on a worldview that comprehends entrepreneurship as social processes: entrepreneurship is not only individual activity but takes place in
social relations (Karatas-Özkan & Chell, 2010; Chell, 2007; Fletcher,
2006). According to Jones and Spicer (2009), assuming individuals – instead of social relations – as the force behind entrepreneurship is explained by our cultural tendency to place responsibility on individuals
and continue our lives undisturbed. This also explains the pleas to understand entrepreneurship as a solution to societal ills; a tendency resulting
from the heroic representations of entrepreneurs.
Previous research has accounted that the heroic representation of individuals is also attached to social entrepreneurship (Nicholls, 2010: 621;
Cho, 2006: 42; Nicholls & Cho, 2006: 105–107; Dempsey & Sanders,
2010). According to critical analyses, some academic texts list preordained characteristics of social entrepreneurs in order for them to succeed or even start their venture, such as persistence, courage, risk-orien-
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tation, sovereign, and being male (Dey, 2006: 134–135). Yet, emphasising personal qualifications may hinder individuals to identify with social
entrepreneurship: Parkinson and Howorth (2008) analyse social entrepreneurs with a non-profit background who did not unconditionally
adopt social entrepreneurship as a notion but referred rather to community values.
Dempsey and Sanders (2010) examine autobiographies of three successful social entrepreneurs – Greg Mortensen, John Wood and Wendy
Kopp – and find that the representation of social entrepreneurship as 
meaningful work is accompanied with problematic notions of self-sacrifice and unpaid labour. They conclude that the moralistic tone sets limitations for people interested in social entrepreneurship. Moreover, the
autobiographies provide a ‘journey of a hero’ narration of social entrepreneurship that may conceal everyday organisational practices (Dempsey &
Sanders, 2010: 454).
As discussed earlier, many of the social entrepreneurship conceptualisations lean on the notion of entrepreneurship and they bank on thinkers
such as Say, Drucker, and Schumpeter. However, according to Palmås 
(2012), the understanding of the Schumpeterian entrepreneur is often
simplistic and he is used as a reference without opening up the assumptions related to ‘man of action’ or ‘creative destruction’. This again has
led to heroic representations of social entrepreneurs, although Schumpeter’s work includes a sturcturalist notion of society.
In general, the focus on individuals may disguise the at times competing
interests related to social issues. Some social entrepreneurship representations portray social change as harmonious and not contested or complex as in most other traditions (Dey & Steyaert, 2010; Nicholls & Cho,
2006: 106). Yet in their mundane work, these individuals make decisions
that affect others.
Dey and Steyaert (2016) problematise the assumption that social entrepreneurs are considered more ethical than other individuals and analyse
the everyday doing of ethics. They establish that ‘the ethics of social entrepreneurship [is] at the intersection of power and subjectivity’ (Dey &
Steyaert, 2016: 11). This means that although individuals are governed by
powerful socio-economical and material circumstances, actors have an
ability to make room for some alternative activities. They conclude their
analysis by requesting more research on the ethical conflicts between different local applications, i.e. the politics of social entrepreneurship.
The heroic representation of entrepreneurs has also been critically scrutinised in ecopreneurship and sustainable entrepreneurship literatures.
Phillips (2013) examines the language use of ecopreneurs who navigate
between the conflicting discourses of environment and business. As a 
conclusion, the ecopreneurs studied struggled to construct a coherent
identity, which was reflected in their view of themselves as a centre of the
activities. Beveridge and Guy (2005) discuss the typologies of eco-
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preneurship presented in previous literature. They conclude that ‘the literature crucially overlooks the actual processes and practices through
which environmental innovation is introduced in particular contexts’
(2005: 672). Skoglund (forthcoming) analyses ecopreneurial representations, which include creativity, elevated awareness, and unselfishness.
She concludes that ecopreneurial ideals are raised above those related to
commercial entrepreneurship.
As a consequence, challenging heroic representations lowers expectations attached to social entrepreneurship since those involved with social
entrepreneurial activities are not requested to act like champions. This
opens avenues for alternative and mundane interpretations of the phenomenon and leaves us with a question of how social entrepreneurship
can be understood if we abandon the romanticised idea of a heroic social
entrepreneur.
2.2.3

Entrepreneurship as social change and emancipation

Increasingly, entrepreneurship is discussed as a means for emancipation
and social change (Rindova, Barry, & Ketchen, 2009; Steyaert & Hjorth,
2006a; Verduijn et al., 2014). In addition to setting women free from the
power of others (Al-Dajani & Marlow, 2013), studies on emancipatory entrepreneurship focus on how entrepreneurship has potential to set free
various actors from supressing situations (Hjorth, 2004, 2005; Rindova,
Barry, & Ketchen, 2009).
These studies focus or encourage others to focus on the everyday experiences of entrepreneurs and the tactics the entrepreneurs use in order to
function in confined spaces. Such research adds to the findings from
studies challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions of entrepreneurship by focusing on the development of alternative understandings. For
instance the Movements in entrepreneurship studies book series edited
by Daniel Hjorth and Chris Steyaert built space for entrepreneurship
scholars to explore emerging interpretations of entrepreneurship (2003,
2004; 2006b; 2009).
In the introductory chapter of Entrepreneurship as social change,
Steyaert and Hjorth (2006a: 2) question how ‘entrepreneurship’ became
part of society and ‘social’ became part of entrepreneurship.
The movement that might become possible is one that makes entrepreneurship social: that is, one that enables us to imagine and
invent new possibilities, to contribute to its heterogeneity and democratic spread in society, and to reach out for the well-being of all
on this earth. The movement from ‘social entrepreneurship’ to
‘making entrepreneurship social’ requires us to leave fixed understandings of entrepreneurship behind and release its multiple versions: the becoming social of entrepreneurship and the becoming
of entrepreneurial of social. As social entrepreneurship is not yet a
solidified signifier, it might be possible to rescue and make pubic
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some of the less evident meanings that otherwise might remain at
the margins of the currently academic and popular discourse of social entrepreneurship. (Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a: 2)

Instead of seeing the difficulty in conceptually defining social entrepreneurship as a shortage, Steyaert and Hjorth understand this as a possibility for alternative interpretations of social entrepreneurship. Moreover, when suggesting that any entrepreneurship can result in social
change, ‘social entrepreneurship’ loses its privileged position as the only
means to deliver social change via entrepreneurship. Thus, understanding entrepreneurship as social change bridges between the questions is
social entrepreneurship the same or is it different from ‘commercial’ (regular, conventional) entrepreneurship. This is because the taken-forgranted assumptions of entrepreneurship, such as it is merely a generator
of economic wealth or a category reserved for certain type of people, are
also relevant for understanding social entrepreneurship. The statement
that social entrepreneurship is different from ‘conventional’ entrepreneurship becomes increasingly difficult to justify since there seems to be
no agreement on what is conventional entrepreneurship (see for example
Jones & Spicer, 2009 for a discussion on the difficulty of defining entrepreneurship).
For Steyaert and Hjorth, entrepreneurship signifies a possibility of ‘new
and innovative’, while social change refers to ‘a complex discussion on
welfare, social justice, civic society and the role of government’ (2006a:
7). They argue for elaborating the relationship between entrepreneurship
and social change, since the issues of social change have been debated
long before the rise of a notion of entrepreneurship, let alone social entrepreneurship. Understanding entrepreneurship as social change entails
processual thinking: Instead of accepting social entrepreneurship as a
static notion and a dominant discourse that is used to describe initiatives,
both from inside and outside ventures, the activity may be understood to
interact with the social world in a variety of ways that differ depending
on location (Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a: 9).
Attaching emancipation to entrepreneurship indicates that entrepreneurship may have power to set individuals or group of individuals free
from the power of others: ‘efforts to bring about new economic, social,
institutional, and cultural environments through the actions of an individual or group of individuals’ (Rindova et al., 2009: 477). In this process,
the individuals may disrupt the status quo or change the social order altogether (ibid.). Al-Dajani and Marlow (2013) suggest that empowerment
via entrepreneurship also takes place from suppressing entrepreneurship
culture and neoliberalism and not only on personal level. This indicates
wider society level possibilities and change potential. Thus, in addition to
personal emancipation, understanding entrepreneurship as emancipation is at the same time societal and personal. In short, entrepreneurship
as emancipation focuses on ‘how entrepreneurial organizations instigate
positive social change’ (Verduijn & Dey, 2014: 21).
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Rindova et al. (2009) propose that emancipatory entrepreneuring, i.e.
entrepreneurship as emancipation, includes seeking autonomy, authoring, and declaring a mission. When seeking autonomy actors try to break
free from constraining environments and conventional ways of doing
things. In this the entrepreneur’s dreams are important. However, most
likely actors seeking autonomy face economic, social, technological, cultural, and institutional constraints. For research, the relationship between constraints and the intended change is deemed to be interesting.
According to Rindova et al. (2009), in authoring actors take responsibility and become their own authorities after breaking free from something. Additionally, in order to pursue change, they need to authorise others. Yet, there exists a trade-off as authoring is matched with constraints.
Moreover, by trying to seem legitimate, actors engage in arrangements
that may constrain them. Thus, they need to protect their emancipatory
potential, for which they may create several practices, by, for instance,
engaging with key resource providers who support the initiative, or
guarding their change intentions.
According to Rindova et al. (2009), in making declarations actors declare in discursive and rhetoric acts the intended change in order to mobilise support and create change effects. This is an important phase in
gaining support as it communicates to others the position of the project
within stakeholders. However, from an emancipatory perspective making
declarations most likely also limits the entrepreneurial efforts. Thus,
sometimes open conflict, in order to gain support for distracting the status quo, is more valuable than legitimation, which is traditionally considered as an important aspect in entrepreneurship.
Yet, understanding entrepreneurship as emancipation means also recognising the potential of entrepreneurship for oppression, for example
when aiming to transform people into entrepreneurs (Verduijn et al.,
2014; Verduijn & Essers, 2013). Thus, Verduijn et al. (2014) identify a
variety of perspectives related to the emancipatory potential of entrepreneurship: utopian, heterotopian, dystopian, and paratopian. In the utopian view entrepreneurship may offer universalistic emancipation that
results in societal change. This perspective refers to the critical studies
tradition and includes studies that promote entrepreneurship positively
as a means for improvements globally.
A dystopian view highlights how emancipation is not possible in entrepreneurship due to all-powerful hegemonic discourses and practices. According to Verduijn et al. (2014), Jones and Murtola (2012) provide a
dystopian view of entrepreneurship by arguing that entrepreneurship
studies has a tendency to overlook the destructive side of entrepreneurial
activities. Particularly, Jones and Murtola argue that entrepreneurship
cannot be separated from capitalism, which they interpret as a tendency
in ‘social entrepreneurship’, ‘entrepreneurship as social change’, and ‘entrepreneuring as emancipation discussions’ (2012: 127–128). Further-
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more, these notions lead us to ‘naturalising capitalism’, although entrepreneurship is a political notion, and to ‘using economic, and specifically
capitalist categories to organise social life’ (ibid.).
For the purpose of this study focusing on the work of microentrepreneurs and a practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ social entrepreneurship, the heterotopian and paratopian views seem fruitful: A heterotopian view advocates mundane sites that enable different ways of doing things, whereas
aparatopian view emphasises how emancipation is difficult in everyday
life due to the tendency of oppression in entrepreneurship. These approaches seem to encompass the transformative potential of entrepreneurship while taking into consideration power, discourses and practices
that restrict entrepreneurial activities.
As a conclusion, understanding entrepreneurship as emancipation and
social change means theorising about the role of entrepreneurshipin social change: ‘a process of (re)connecting the destructive/oppressive with
the emancipating/empowering potential of entrepreneurship’ (Verduijn
et al., 2014: 106). Concerning social entrepreneurship, emancipation is
presented as a grand ‘macro’ project, enabling utopias and overlooking
everyday applications (Dey & Steyaert, 2016). This is problematic when
the aim is to understand the mundaneness of social entrepreneurship.
For example reducing textile waste or meat eating, or enabling open data
and meaningful work are not merely good things to their own ends but
they most likely contradict contemporary ways of living and doing things
in everyday settings. Then, the interest from this perspective is how the
local applications take place in the face of opposition.
2.3

A practice perspective

Based on previous chapters, the important question is how to go beyond
the generalist and abstract focus on social entrepreneurship. Moreover,
how to enable contextual and situated understandings of the ‘how’ of social entrepreneurship, emphasised especially by research advocating entrepreneurship as social change and emancipation. The generalisingand
abstractfocus on social entrepreneurship tends to miss the individual actor, the social entrepreneur. Yet, if we only focus on the individual, we 
will end up forgetting the social embeddedness of individuals. Consequently, this invites studying practices, the middle ground between these
two positions (Gherardi, 2012a: 199; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016).
2.3.1 Practice-based studies

The 'practice turn' in organisation studies took place in early 2000's (Corradi, Gherardi, & Verzelloni, 2010; Miettinen, Samra-Fredericks, &
Yanow, 2009; Schatzki, Knorr Cetina, & von Savigny, 2001; Gherardi,
2000). The prominent contemporary organisational scholars in practicebased studies include, but are not limited to Silvia Gherardi, Davide Nic-
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olini, Theodore Schatzki, and Elisabeth Shove. Yet, an interest in practices is not a recent phenomenon: Various scholars, such as Marx, Bourdieu and Foucault, on a far-reaching timescale have affected or
acquireda practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ studying phenomena (Ortner, 1984).
Practice-based studies adopts a distinct ontology for investigating the
social world that differs from other ontologies, such as methodological
individualism and structuralism (Schatzki, 2001: 10–11). According to
Reckwitz (2002: 256), practices are carried by agents and reproduced in
routinised ways of doing things. Instead of understanding individuals as
the source of practices, practice theories understand agency as distributed between humans and non-humans (Gherardi, 2012a: 77). Yet, practice researchers agree that there is no single practice theory but several
theories and different ways to theorise about practices (Gherardi, 2011;
Nicolini, 2012: 9; Schatzki, 2001: 11).
Although practice-based studies is a diverse field, according to Schatzki
(2001: 11–12) practice-based studies share common perspectives. First,
phenomena are components of fields of practices that constitutes the social world. Second, the array of activities referred to as practices are embodied in humans and mediated in artefacts and natural objects. Third,
practices and activities are based on shared understandings. Fourth, 
practices involve material and nonhuman beings.
According to Miettinen et al. (2009: 1312), practice-based studies have
two related but separate research programs. The first is a methodological,
suggesting that ethnographic accounts of everyday life are foundational
for understanding the social world. This is echoed by Räsänen (2015: 13),
who claims that in order to make research interesting for practitioners, it
needs collaborative efforts of researchers and practitioners. According to
Räsänen (2015: 5), previous practice theorists – de Certeau, Bourdieu, 
Foucault, McIntyre, Holland, Harré etc. – have addressed how to conduct
such inquiries and have focused on tactical, political, moral, and personal
aspects of practices.
The second research program of practice-based studies relates to overcoming the dualism of mind and body prominent in the (Western) philosophy of science (Miettinen et al., 2009: 1312). Thus, the promise and
position of contemporary practice-based studies is illustrated in the following quote from Gherardi (2008: 523):
When we give priority to practices over mind we contribute to a
transformed conception of knowledge, which is no longer possession of mind, which is mediated and propagated both by interactions between people and by the material arrangements in the
world, which is discursively constructed, which is diffused, fragmented and distributed as a property of groups working within a
situated material environment and within a situated and discursively sustained social world.
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In practice epistemology, the world is considered to consist of recurrent
activities, which are never done exactly the same (Gherardi, 2011). Generally, people do and redo things in order to maintain the status quo. 
Thus, it is thought that maintaining practices requires work (Gherardi,
2012a). This makes the practice perspective tempting for studying various doings and sayings in order to understandhow things are done.
The common sense use and understanding of practice creates some
confusion since practices can refer to learning to do things by repetition,
occupational practices such as medicine, or how things are done in everyday life (Gherardi, 2011: 48). This has led to different types of studies
of practice, namely oppositional studies (practices vs. theory), analogical
(science as practice, strategy as practice), topological (practice as a site
for learning), and transformative (producing knowing in practices)
(Gherardi, 2011: 50).
Scholars’ relationship to the notion of practice varies. While some advance the field of practice research, others use the notion of practice from
a more functionalist perspective (Corradi et al., 2010). Orlikowski (2010)
lists three possible approaches to practice studies, which assume a different power to practices in producing the world. First, practice can be understood as a phenomenon that differs from theories. Studying these
practices is needed in order to understand certain settings. Second, practice as a perspective allows focus on recurrent and embodied everyday
activities, and is especially suitable for studying dynamic and emerging
activities. Depending on the scholar, practices are identified as qualities
of individuals or as embodied by individuals (Orlikowski, 2010: 25; Ortner, 1984: 149). Third, practice as a philosophy considers practices as ontological reality, which entails that there are no independent things but
phenomena consist of sociomaterial configurations involving ‘particular
bodies, skills, place, instruments, interactions, texts, measures, and so
on’ (Orlikowski, 2010: 28). This latter is, at times, referred to as a ‘flat
ontology’ that places nothing above or below practices (Schatzki, 2011).
The reasons for turning to practice are many. First, it is argued that with
a practice perspective researchers are able to ask alternative research
questions and eventually provide alternative answers (Nicolini, 2009). 
Second, practice-based studies are able to present a rich picture of the 
studied phenomena starting from the local. In addition, this perspective
undermines the taken-for-granted assumptions of levels, which suggest
that power occurs hierarchically from top down. Moreover, the analytical
bracketing of micro, meso, and macro levels used in some theories is unnecessary in practice-based studies since these levels are thought not to
exist: Instead of asking what happens on one level and suspending the 
analysis on others, practice-based studies aim to theorise about phenomena in temporal and spatial dimensions (Schatzki, 2011). Third, practice
theories enable discussing processes instead of outcomes, entities or
‘things’ (Nicolini, 2012).
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In order to define practice-based studies, Nicolini and Monteiro (2016)
discuss what are not practice-based studies. First, practice-based studies
are more than what people do. They give an example of skiing, in which
people are going up and down the slope. Reporting this back-and-forth
doing is not particularly interesting as a practice-based study, whereas
taking into consideration for example the skiing resort, equipment, and
communities reflects more skiing as a practice including humans and
other-than humans. Second, practice-based studies are not about heroic
individuals or individual agency. Although individuals are relevant to understanding practices, there are also other issues to consider. Skiing
would be meaningless without the material and social contexts, such as
travelling to skiing, skiing resorts, and skiing equipment. Third, practice
is not about metaphysical abstractions ‘behind’ the world, i.e. ‘there are
no hidden forces at work’. In the example of skiing, Nicolini and Monteiro
argue that the ‘dense networks of relationships’ explain the evolution of
the activity and related activities, like those of people in the skiing industry.
In their seminal paper, Barley and Kunda (2001) make a case for 'bringing work back in' to organisation and management studies. They claim
that work, at least at the time, was an unnecessarily abandoned category
for understanding activities related to organisations compared to the earlier phases in organisation and management theory. Thus, bringing work
back in could enable a focus on doings and help researchers to understand work done in post-bureaucratic organisations (2001: 90).
A practice perspective suits well studying work. This was elaborated in
a recent special issue of Nordic Working Life Studies. In their editorial,
Buch et al. (2015: 6) list potential working life phenomena to study,
namely studies of 'work place settings', 'specific practices of professionalism [and] craftsmanship', 'contemporary working life phenomena—say
how “psychological burnout” is dealt with in modern work environments', and 'power relations and processes of marginalization and oppression within working life'. Moreover, Buch et al. (2015: 5) argue that
the practice perspective is suitable for questioning the dichotomies, such
as 'agency/structure, inside/outside, mind/body, rationality/emotions,
theory/practice, nature/society, and so on'. These assumptions are also
met in relation to understanding work that takes place within and outside
employment.
2.3.2

Interconnected and changing practices

Previous research has developed concepts to illustrate the ways practices
are connected to one another. These include bundle of practices
(Schatzki, 2005, 2012), networks of practice (Brown & Duguid, 2001:
204–206), and texture of practices (Gherardi, 2006). The different notions of interconnected practices address not only how practices persist
but also how they may change. Especially the latter relates to the idea of
social entrepreneurship, which is often attached to ‘social change’. From
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a practice perspective, such social change takes place when routinised
ways of doing things start to alter owing to changes in ‘cultural-discursive, social, and material-economic features’ (Kemmis, 2010). This requires agency, someone or something setting things in motion. According
to Cladwell (2012), understanding the role of agency in change has intrigued practice scholars for decades.
The notions of interconnected practices share a view of practical understanding that transcends individual or organisational boundaries and involves learning. This understanding opens up learning as a social process
beyond the notion of ‘communities of practices’ introduced by Lave and
Wenger (1991). Communities of practice refer to social learning systems
created by a sense of shared enterprise, mutuality, and repertoire
(Wenger, 2000). Yet, the perspective of knowledge as inter-organisational practice beyond a community is increasingly applied in research
concerning knowledge and innovation (Gherardi, 2012b).
Table 2. Perspectives to interconnected practices

Author(s)
(Brown & Duguid,
2001)

Concept
Network of practices

(Gherardi, 2006,
2012a: 155, 2012b:
224)

Texture of practices

(Schatzki, 2005,
2012)

Bundle of practices

Definition
An epistemic

community
May extend

beyond organisational
boundaries
Knowledge

brokering
Inter-woven

practices
Endless possi
bilities of connections
Activities that

hang together
How practices

relate to one
another

Examples
Photocopy technicians in Xerox
Managers
Academics

Safety in construction industry

Academic and educational practices

Concerning ‘bundle of practices’, according to Schatzki (2012: 14), practices are open-ended and consist of activities that ‘hang together’. For example providing education consist of grading, lecturing, and doing research (Schatzki, 2005: 474). According to Schatzki (2012: 15–16), bundles of practice are essential for the analysis of practices since they explicate how practices relate to one another. Practices may overlap, when
same actions are part of several practices, or connect, when activities resulting as different practices take place in a same site (Schatzki, 2005:
474). Thus, for activities to form bundles of practices, they need to be
causal, essential, intentional, and intelligible for the practice (Schatzki,
2012: 16). Schatzki (2015: 26) also notes that some practice bundles, such
as corporate boards and government budgeting, have more connections
to other bundles making them more powerful in the determination of
how things are (not) done compared to some less connected bundles.
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Brown and Duguid (2001) are concerned with how knowledge is detached from practices, which for them creates ‘epistemic differences
among the communities within the firm’ (2001: 198). They draw from
learning theories to show how learning is socially constructed. They conclude that in order to understand knowledge and learning, we need to
understand work practices: ‘practice-focused analysis brings investigations of knowledge and identity in organizations closer to the point at
which working life is lived, work done’ (2001: 202). However, instead of
the notion ‘community of practice’, they suggested to use ‘networks of
practice’, which is a looser grouping of people that may never meet but
still may share (a) practice(s) (2001: 204–206).
In essence, networks of practice can function across organisations.
Brown and Duguid give examples of academics and managers, who share
knowledge and practices, yet may be competitors in some instances. This
invites knowledge brokers (Fleming & Waguespack, 2007; Wenger,
2000; Winch & Courtney, 2007) who work at the boundaries and introduce knowledge from one network of practice to the other. This thinking
is intensified by a conviction that the best solutions to problems result
from ‘structural holes’ between different groups, i.e. differences in understanding (Burt, 2004).
Gherardi’s notion (2006: 64) ‘texture of practices’ describes how practices are woven together like fabric that enables movement, changes, and
endless connections. According to Gherardi (2012b: 224), the notion of
texture of practices abandons the thinking that knowledge has boundaries as in networks of practice. Rather, texture of practice emphasises the
continuous nature of learning and coming up with new ways to do things
(ibid.).
The importance of the discussions of interconnected practices relates to
how change takes place from the practice perspective. First and foremost,
scholars share a perspective that practices tend to reproduce similar relations and that these relations are difficult to change (Gherardi, 2012a:
203). Second, this is because change in practices requires deviations, for
example in cultural, discursive, affective, normative, and embodied practices that constitute the very nature of many professions (Kemmis, 2010)
and other social institutions. Thus, it is not surprising that aims to change
practices may result in resistance.
Previous research has highlighted how powerful institutions co-exists
with micro-level resistance (Fleming & Spicer, 2008). Thus, individual
actors (humans and non-humans) have agency for change, although the
available space for it may be limited. This position is famously promoted
by de Certeau (1988). His analysis of practices of, for example, oppressed
indigenous people and individuals (consumers) in modern societies illustrate how
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A practice of the order constructed by others redistributes its space;
it creates at least a certain play in that order, a space for manoeuvres of unequal forces and for utopian points of reference (de Certeau, 1988: 18).

De Certeau’s notions of strategy and tactics are widely used in cultural
studies (Buchanan, 2000: 86). According to de Certeau (1988: 35–36),
strategising is done by those who have (taken) the power, for example
authorities and large organisations. They are able to secure and separate
areas where they practice their own rules and expect others to respect
them. Yet, people do not unconditionally adopt constraining models and
norms but make their way about them. This ‘making do’ is what de Certeau referred as ‘tactics’. In studying entrepreneurship, tactics bring attention to processual and longitudinal inquiries (de La Ville, 2003: 174),
emphasising ‘creativity through which groups and individuals escape the
“nets of discipline”’, and how ‘ordinary intelligence is inseparable from
everyday struggles’ (ibid., p. 180).
The notions of interconnected practices enable alternative understanding of phenomena, such as entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship. Instead of seeing them as ‘things’, they may be understood to consist
of activities that make up a bundle, network or texture of practices. Alternatively, the starting point can be that no specific social entrepreneurship
bundles, networks or textures of practices exist but some bundles/networks/textures can be labelled as such for a variety of reasons. These
could include a need to construct certain identities and/or the manipulation of power, which were partially discussed in the previous section of
studies challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions of (social) entrepreneurship.
When adopting practice as a perspective or philosophy (Orlikowski,
2010), the division between entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship becomes questionable. When we are interested in practices, we
should look at activities, i.e. doings and sayings, instead of assuming that
something is or is not entrepreneurship or social entrepreneurship. Thus,
in order to understand some of the contemporary uses of a practice perspective, I shall next present empirical studies focusing on entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship. For the purpose of a structured presentation, I separate these analyses. First, I review practices in entrepreneurship studies, and second practices in social entrepreneurship studies.
2.3.3

Practices in entrepreneurship studies

There are a number of reasons why a practice perspective is useful for
studying entrepreneurship as social change and challenging the takenfor-granted assumptions of (social) entrepreneurship. These reasons
partly overlap with the general advantages of practice-based studies discussed earlier. First and foremost, practice-based studies offer a coherent
ontology and epistemology – or onto-epistemology. This can be used to
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examine the everydayness of entrepreneurship (Steyaert & Katz, 2004)
or how entrepreneurship as social change and emancipation takes place;
a plea often attached to the conceptual work (see for example Calás et al.,
2009; Rindova et al., 2009; Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a). A practice perspective seems suitable especially because entrepreneurship is described
as ‘a field that always has been keen to claim an entrepreneurial agent 
and to reduce the entrepreneurial process to the person of the entrepreneur’ (Steyaert, 2007b: 735).
Second, by acquiring practice ontology it is possible to open up alternative research questions and notice the possibilities of rich empirical material. This is enforced by the emphasis in practice-based studies on ethnographic work (Miettinen et al., 2009). According to Johannisson
(2011: 136), a practice perspective could offer a framework to study mundane entrepreneurial ‘hands-on’ activities. Third, a practice perspective
enables the processual ambitions attached to contemporary entrepreneurship studies (Hjorth, Holt, & Steyaert, 2015; Steyaert, 2007a).
Discussing entrepreneurship and practice-based studies together
brings the focus on agency. Indeed, the flat ontology of practice theories,
i.e. refusing to consider agents and structures as separate, suggest another role for individuals than that often found in entrepreneurship studies and problematises the purposeful action of actors (Steyaert, 2007a).
According to Reckwitz (2002), practices are carried by agents and reproduced in routinised ways of doing things. This concealed knowledge embodied in practices is needed for activities to continue to exist, and changing the ways things are done requires knowledge and participation in 
practices that are to be affected (Gherardi, 2000).
A practice perspective has been proposed in connection to studying entrepreneurship (see for example Steyaert, 2007a: 465–468; Johannisson,
2011; De Clercq & Voronov, 2009). For instance, De Clercq and Voronov
(2009: 401) understand ‘entrepreneurship process as a combination of
both purposeful and non-purposeful, socially embedded practices’.
Nonetheless, a noticeable 'practice turn' has not (yet) taken place. Rather,
the notion of ‘entrepreneuring’ has a (short) history of bringing together
various scholars to discuss the process and the ‘doing’ of entrepreneurship (Steyaert, 2007a; Rindova et al., 2009; Johannisson, 2011; Hjorth et
al., 2015). Entrepreneuring is understood as a process of entrepreneurship constantly becoming or being done.
Steyaert (2007a) reviews the entrepreneurship research from the perspective of entrepreneuring, the doing of entrepreneurship. The notion
of entrepreneuring parallels with the practice SHUVSHFWLYH RQ entrepreneurship. Firstly, entrepreneurial activities, like opportunities, are not
considered to originate from individuals but from social relations (Hjorth
et al., 2015; Steyaert, 2007a: 466). Secondly, the approaches aim to overcome the dualism between mind and body (Steyaert, 2007a: 467). These
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tendencies result in an invitation to step back from methodological individualism that has been a predominant assumption in entrepreneurship
studies (Steyaert, 2007a: 468).
Demarcating empirical practice-based entrepreneurship studies is difficult for a number of reasons. First, while a process approach in entrepreneurship studies is becoming more common, the connection between
process and practice approaches has been little discussed. Second, the
notion of ‘entrepreneuring’ attracts increasing attention, but it is not necessarily used from Orlikowski’s (2010) ‘practice as a phenomenon’ or
’practice as a philosophy’ perspectives, but as a label to describe ‘reality’
in opposition to ‘theory’. Third, the notion ‘practice’ invites varying uses
and can be used as a synonym for activity or behaviour rooted in alternative ontologies. Fourth, due to academic practices, empirical studies may
have been reported without making explicit statements about the
adopted practice ontology. Fifth, there exist a variety of practice theoretical perspectives as demonstrated in the following discussion.
Here I present empirical entrepreneurship studies that have adopted a
practice perspective, challenged the taken-for-granted assumptions in
entrepreneurship, and/or examined the mundaneness of entrepreneurship. The assemblage is based on snowball sampling from reading and
interacting with other scholars interested in a practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ entrepreneurship.
According to Johannisson (2014), there are different ways to gain familiarity with the contexts studied; namely direct (doing oneself) or indirect (observing others doing) and on-going involvement or involvement
during the research project. He provides case examples of each category,
which all relate to the revelation of everyday entrepreneuring. I interpret
that these different empirical approaches to interpretative entrepreneurship studies form a portfolio, which has different effects for diverse audiences, such as academics, local communities, and practitioners (entrepreneurs).
There exist previous empirical entrepreneurship research from a practice perspective that has focused on field level examinations, resources,
legitimacy, and capitals (Patel & Conklin, 2009; Pret, Shaw, & Dodd, 
2015). Pret et al. (2015) examine craft entrepreneurs and use the phenomenological perspective and Bourdieu’s practice theory to investigate
how entrepreneurs use different capitals - social, cultural, symbolic and
economic - in their work. The authors conclude that craft entrepreneurs
do not prioritise economic capital, but instead develop other capitals in
order to maintain their position and learn new ways of doing things.
Another group of previous empirical practice-based entrepreneurship
studies has focused on gender in entrepreneurship (Bruni et al., 2004; 
Bruni & Perrotta, 2014; Gherardi, 2015). For instance, Bruni et al. (2004)
examine entrepreneurship in two settings, with entrepreneurs deviating
from norms circulated in entrepreneurship discourse. They conclude that
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despite gendered practices in conflicting everyday instances, people have
possibilities to perform entrepreneurship from alternative positions.
Gherardi (2015) focuses on the becoming of interviewed female entrepreneurs and work-life balance narrated in the interviews. She utilises
authoring from Rindova et al. (2009) as a framework on emancipatory
entrepreneuring. Instead of gender in entrepreneurship, she aims to
elaborate the genderingof entrepreneurship, which highlights the gendered entrepreneurial practices while allowing subjectivity to the persons
studied.
Finally, previous practice-based entrepreneurship studies have provided descriptions of the everyday instances of entrepreneuring
(Chalmers & Shaw, 2015; Hjorth, 2004, 2005; Imas, Wilson, & Weston,
2012; Keating et al., 2014). Hjorth (2004) analyses a space for entrepreneuring in managerial settings using spatial concepts, such as by de Certeau as used in one of studies in this PhD thesis. Hjorth concludes that
such thinking enables us to see hope in managerial spaces for entrepreneurial activities, which enable new ways of doing things. In a later study,
Hjorth (2005) continues to build on de Certeau and argues that art interventions could create space for alternative understandings in managerial
contexts.
Keating et al. (2014) analyse resourcing practices in a venture established by two scientists. The authors describe the venturing path over the
years and conclude that in addition to intended consequences, the path
included unintended and unrealised consequences. According to the authors, this manifests the unintentionality of entrepreneurship processes.
They conclude that although entrepreneurs may be skilful in interpreting
the activities around them, they still have limited possibilities to affect
practices, for instance dealing with funding of scientific spin-offs.
Chalmers and Shaw (2015) take an ethnomethodological perspective to
naturally occurring video data from an entrepreneurship pitching competition, to which they applied conversation analysis. They argue that the
ethnomethodological perspective enables researchers to examine actors’
subjectivity when engaging in practices related to entrepreneurship.
As a conclusion, empirical entrepreneurship studies from a practice
perspective focus on various topics with varying interests to several theories. It seems that most of the analysed studies bring up alternative interpretations with the use of practice-based studies rather than aiming to
develop practice theories.
2.3.4 Practices in social entrepreneurship studies

An explicit practice perspective in social entrepreneurship research is
even less common than in entrepreneurship studies, and not much is
published. However, a practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ studying phenomenon offers various possibilities to dilemmas discussed in literature challenging
the taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship.
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(social) entrepreneurship must always and necessarily be studied in
the context of its emergence and with regard to its (linguistic)
mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion. This in turn requires us to
scrutinize the troubling intertextual relations of the dominant reading of social entrepreneurship in order to trace the traditional and
alternative possibilities which have become silenced. (Dey &
Steyaert, 2010: 96)

The strength of a practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ studying social entrepreneurship
is the orientation to study situated and temporal activities while connecting
them to surrounding phenomena. A practice orientation brings the
focus on mundane work, questions methodological individualism and the
heroic representations of social entrepreneurs, and reflects the role of research in producing knowledge about the phenomenon.
For the purpose of a more structured presentation, I separated empirical practice-based studies of entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship. Although this is somewhat artificial from a practice perspective, social entrepreneurship does bring an additional layer to the analysis, that
of language. Discursive practices is a useful notion that relates to how 
(work) practices are mediated in language and used by a community of
practitioners (Gherardi, 2012a: 104). In other words, discursive practices
relate to knowing how to be and talk as a practitioner in a specific community (Gherardi, 2012a: 105), here social entrepreneurship in varying
contexts.
Concerning social entrepreneurship, calling something ‘social entrepreneurship’ or not, is a situated and temporal (discursive) practice that relates to how people understand the activities. I say 'relates' because people have agency in accepting or declining labels and categories offered to
them, as demonstrated by studies on discursive practices and social entrepreneurship below.
Thus, I grouped previous empirical social entrepreneurship literature 5
according to their focus ondiscursive practices ormundane social entrepreneuring (Table 4). The latter category refers to social entrepreneurship studies with a practice perspective focusing on other types of doings
and sayings with less focus on discursive practices. Although separating
discursive practices from other practices is somewhat troublesome, since
these are entangled, I do it here for the purpose of grouping previous research that I interpret as having adopted a practice perspective.
My interpretation was guided by a set of alternate perceptions. First, 
the authors used the notion of ‘practice’ in order to reveal new perspectives to the topic of social (sustainable) entrepreneurship. Second, the authors applied previous thinkers attached to a practice perspective, such

5
Previous empirical studies on practices and the everyday work in/of social entrepreneurship is
based on searches with keywords (social entrepreneurship/entrepreneur/enterprise AND practice(s)/practice-based studies) and snowball sampling.
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as Foucault or de Certeau, or methods to study (discursive) practices,
such as critical discourse analysis. Third, the authors explicitly aimed to
focus on everyday or mundane practices of social entrepreneurship.
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Title

Ambivalence and ambiguity in social enterprise; narratives about values in reconciling purpose and practices
Narrative construction of
the social entrepreneurial
identity

Critical social entrepreneurship – an alternative
discourse analysis

Social enterprise: Implications of emerging institutionalized constructions

(Diochon &
Anderson,
2011)

(Latham,
Jones, &
Betta,
2009)

(Levander,
2010)

(Jones,
Latham, &
Betta,
2008)

The rhetoric of social entrepreneurship: paralogy and
new language games in
academic discourse

(Dey, 2006)

DISCURSIVE PRACTICES

Author(s)

An analysis of social entrepreneurship discourse
in Sweden

Exploring alternative
ways to analyse ‘critical
social entrepreneurship’
discourse

Social entrepreneurship
identity construction
through narratives

What values social enterprises employ to justify,
rationalise and explain
what they do over time

Deconstructing patterns
in academic discourse
on social entrepreneurship

Focus

Neo-institutional
theories;
Fairclough’s critical discourse
analysis (CDA)

Organisation
theories;
Discourse analysis

Social entrepreneurship topic
areas;
Identity construction

Discourse and
rhetoric
(Barthes, Foucault, Derrida,
Lyotard)
Social enterprise
discourse, agendas and rationales

Theoretical connections

A case study of a ‘critical social entrepreneur’ focusing on
helping refugees in Australia;
An analysis of a dialogue between the entrepreneur and
one author
CDA of documents on social
entrepreneurship in Sweden

Phenomenological approach
to narratives in interviews with
2 long-time managers in 2
separate organisations (incl.
25 businesses)
‘a case study analysis of an
ideologically inclined social
entrepreneur who started -- a
refugee
support centre in a major Australian city’ (2008: 330)

An analysis of selected academic texts

Methodology

‘social enterprises can embody apparently contradicting discourses: at
once enacting criticisms of the welfare
state -- whilst also adopting similar
discourses to policy-makers in order

‘the social entrepreneur constructs his
identity through crafted divisions
based on oppositional and appositional principles of setting apart (a
claim of separation) and bringing together (a claim of similarity).’ (2008:
330)
Exploration of the concepts ‘undecidability’, ‘the abstract field’ and ‘the
preferred state’ for understanding
‘critical social entrepreneurship’

‘Quite ironically, while social entrepreneurship is heralded as a moral actor
and social benefactor, -- its economic
calculus nevertheless reverberates, in
fact quite fiercely.’ (2006: 140)
‘how rebalancing of priorities over
time highlights the dynamic nature of
the social enterprise process.’ (2011:
106)

Main argument

Table 3. Empirical social entrepreneurship, ecopreneurship, and sustainable entrepreneurship studies related to practice perspective
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Promises of societal entrepreneurship: Sweden and
beyond

The language of social entrepreneurs

The tactics and evolution of
social entrepreneurial storytelling

The microstructures of rhetorical strategy in social entrepreneurship: Building legitimacy through heroes
and villains

(Lundqvist
& Middleton, 2010)

(Parkinson
& Howorth,
2008)

(Roundy,
2014)

(Ruebottom, 2013)
‘how social enterprise
builds the necessary legitimacy for social
change, specifically looking at the rhetorical strategy used by these organizations and the microstructures that underlie this strategy.’ (2013:
98)

How social entrepreneurs gain resources by
storytelling

‘how people ‘doing’ social enterprise appropriate or re-write the discourse to articulate their
own realities’ (2008: 285)

‘This paper aims to interrelate social, civic, community, and other entrepreneurships in search of
a more unifying concept
of societal entrepreneurship for Sweden and beyond.’ (2010: 24)

Legitimacy in institutional entrepreneurship;
Rhetoric

Phenomenology;
Fairclough’s and
Fairclough and
Wodak’s critical
discourse analysis (CDA)
Narratives in
(social) entrepreneurship studies

Discursive pragmatism by Alvesson and
Kärreman;
Discourse analysis

Comparing micro-discourses
to meta rhetoric of (social) entrepreneurship in the UK; a linguistic analysis of 20 phenomenological interviews; CDA of
5 representative interviews
A multiple case study of 8
technology focused social enterprises; interviews (34), observation and document analysis (188); thematic analysis
and narrative linking
Case study of 10 social enterprises in Toronto; interviews
with leaders and stakeholders;
archival empirical material;
coding empirical material for
antagonist and protagonist
narratives

Interviews with 59 Swedish researchers and practitioners
promoting ‘some kind of entrepreneurship with societal purpose’ and an analysis workshop interactions

to gain support, legitimacy and to ensure the survival of their organization
within the institutionalized ¿eld.’
(2010: 226)
‘The field of entrepreneurship having
societal utility is fragmented with
many parallel discourses. -- allowing
for further dialogue and interrelation
across various discourses holds
promise in expanding entrepreneurship discourse into embracing not
only societal values but also in combining individual and collective entrepreneurial action.’ (2010: 33)
‘political engagement and collective
action still have currency to those operating on the ground and that democratic structures may be equally as
prominent as the focus on social activity.’ (2008: 305)
‘differences in social entrepreneurs’
communication tactics, characteristics, and evolution can explain why
some social entrepreneurs are able to
acquire resources and others are not.’
(2014: 146)
‘how social entrepreneurs leverage
cultural and institutional resources
and manage issues of resistance to
change -- combinations of charity,
grassroots social movement, science,
business and entrepreneurship were
presented positively; combinations of
economic, ideology and bureaucracy
were presented negatively.’ (2013:
112)
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Deconstructing ecopreneurship

(Skoglund,
forthcoming)

‘first trace the dissemination of prevailing assumptions about ecopreneurship, and second, be suspicious of the
truths generated’

Testing social enterprise
narratives and models
with employees or promoters of social enterprises

58

(Berglund
&
Schwartz,
2013)

(Barinaga,
2013)

Politicising social entrepreneurship – Three social entrepreneurial rationalities
toward social change
Holding on to the anomaly
of social entrepreneuring
dilemmas in starting up
and running a fair-trade enterprise
Managing dilemmas in
everyday social entrepreneuring

The notion of ‘social’, rationality and tactics in social enterprises

MUNDANE SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURING
(Amin,
Extraordinarily ordinary:
Everyday work in social
2009)
working in the social econeconomy organisations
omy

Narratives of transition
from social to enterprise:
You can’t get there from
here!

(Seanor et
al., 2013)

A practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ social entrepreneurship

Spinosa, Flores,
and Dreyfus;
Institutional
logics

Governmentality
by Foucault

Social economy

Derrida

Social entrepreneurship grand
and counter/little
narratives

Comparative case study of 3
initiatives addressing ethnicity;
ethnographic interviews and
participant observation
Ethnographic study

9 case studies

Narrative approach and visual
methods to analyse 58 interviews conducted in North England during 2004-2007; ‘participants’ stories and drawings -how the re-telling of micro-stories of everyday practice and
re-drawing academic models
differs from, or echoes, the
grand macro -- [and] the counter narratives’ (2013: 330)
An analysis of academic texts,
policies, and social media

Understanding SE as a disharmonious anomaly inherently highlights the
entrepreneurial process

‘life in the social economy is pretty unglamorous, sometimes slow or without future promise, and often hard
work for relatively small gains, but is
still valued on its own terms by its various participants’ (2009: 31)
Case specific tactics for gaining their
objectives

The construction of ecopreneur: ‘the
masculine and spiritually empowered
-- intentionally, creatively and passionately contribute to solutions for
survival to deliver a higher life expectancy, environmental progress and self-reliance -- express either spirituality or radicalness’

‘social enterprise cannot be told as a
single story but as a set of little narratives showing ambiguities, contradictions and paradox. This has been a
particularly important aspect of the research.’ (2013: 339)

Rethinking the space of
ethics in social entrepreneurship: Power, subjectivity, and practices of freedom

The tactical mimicry of social enterprise strategies:
Acting ‘as if’ in the everyday life of third sector organizations

Power as practice: A micro-sociological analysis of
the dynamics of emancipatory entrepreneurship

Social entrepreneurs as
change agents: A case
study on power and authority in the water sector
ModaFusion on the global
catwalk: a narrative approach to studying the ethical fashion industry

(Dey &
Steyaert,
2016)

(Dey &
Teasdale,
2015)

(Goss,
Jones,
Betta, &
Latham,
2011)

(Partzsch &
Ziegler,
2011)

(Poldner &
Veenswijk,
2011)

Socially sustainable entrepreneurship: A case of entrepreneurial practice in social change and stability

(Bjerregaard &
Lauring,
2015)

‘how the concept of ecopreneurship is enacted in
the everyday life of the

Social entrepreneurship
governance and agency
in the water sector

A micro-sociological
analysis of power rituals
in SE process

Tactical mimicry of third
sector organisations for
enabling activities during
changing politics

The ‘doing’ of ethics in
social enterprises

‘how social structures
such as institutions are
sustained and changed
through entrepreneurs'
everyday practice’ (2015:
93)

Emancipatory
entrepreneuring
(Rindova et al.,
2009);
Power rituals
and emotions
Social entrepreneurship governance; water governance
Ecopreneurship;
Narrative approach

Everyday tactics
by de Certeau

Foucault’s ethics;
Neoliberal governmentality

Entrepreneurship practices by
Barth;
Institutional entrepreneurship

An analysis of Ashoka accredited social entrepreneurs and
a case study People and Water initiative
Action-research in one organisation; working for an ethical
fashion show, interviews, fieldnotes, archival data

Longitudinal research project
in the UK with fieldwork in 15
third sector organisations during 2010-2013; an analysis of
extracts from one organisation
over time
Analysis of autobiographical
narrative of a social entrepreneur

Interviews, observations and
document analysis of 12
Swiss civil society organisations working with development aid

Ethnographic study; 5 months
of fieldwork in Malawi in 2002;
interviews and participant observation

Social entrepreneurship initiatives in
the water sector innovate for the public, are locally embedded and typically
owned by communities
The studied organisation used grand
narratives in creating micro-stories; In
relation to ecopreneurship typologies,

social entrepreneurship is accompanied with emotional effects (‘barring’)

‘The entrepreneurs presented in this
study are brokers in the articulation of
the contradictions forming the basis
for the changes in the environment.’
(2015: 94)
‘Social sustainability in entrepreneurship -- refer to upholding certain societal structures by an equally supporting resource distribution among community members.’ (2015: 95)
‘neoliberal governmentality renders
social entrepreneurial practitioners
governable by placing an entrepreneurial orientation toward innovation
and self-suf¿ciency at the heart of
their actions’
‘tactical mimicry involves theater-like
acts whereby individuals conform to
government stipulations of social enterprise in order to exploit them’
(2015: 13)
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The practice of social entrepreneurship: Theory and
the Swedish experience
Toward a theory of transformative entrepreneuring:
Poverty reduction and conflict resolution in Rwanda's
entrepreneurial coffee sector

(Stryjan,
2006)

60

(Tobias,
Mair, &
BarbosaLeiker,
2013)

Embodied multi-discursivity: An aesthetic process
approach to sustainable
entrepreneurship

(Poldner,
Shrivastava
, & Branzei,
2015)
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Relationship between
poverty reduction and
conflict resolution;
The perspective of ordinary entrepreneurial actors

How social enterprises
acquire resources

ethical fashion organisations and how this materialises in terms of cultural practices’ (2011:
230)
An analysis of embodied
discourses in ethical
fashion industry
Schumpeter;
Social and economic capital
Entrepreneurship in development and conflict
resolution;
Entrepreneuring
(Rindova et al.,
2009; Steyaert,
2007a)

Aesthetic practices;
Sustainable entrepreneurship
Case studies of three different
types of Swedish social enterprises
A survey study of coffee sector (farmers) in Rwanda
(N=239)

Analysis of video recorded interviews and designed (fashion) artefacts

‘”bridging” process [of various elements in sustainable entrepreneurship] is complex and economically,
socially, culturally, aesthetically, and
ecologically rich.’ (2015: 34)
Actors’ resource mix varies and they
are able to generate resources using
social and economic capital
‘a theoretical rethink about the role of
intentions in social entrepreneurship: - a deliberate intention to transform
and emancipate -- may not always be
necessary to facilitate profound social
change through entrepreneurship.’
(2013: 729)

the organisation had shifted between
categories over time

Discursive practices

The studies examining discursive practices of social entrepreneurship focus on various contexts and have differing aims. Yet, most of them seem
to bring up the tensions in the use of social entrepreneurship discourses.
Diochon and Anderson (2011) examine two Canadian social enterprises’
organisational narratives over time to study ‘what values social enterprises employ to justify, to rationalise and to explain what they do’ (2011:
94). They find that the organisations balanced their priorities in relation
to three tensions: social vs. economic well-being; innovation vs. conformity; independence vs. interdependence. Parkinson and Howorth (2008)
analyse how social entrepreneurs deal with dominant discourse. They
find that some third sector initiatives were keener to rely on communal
values than business-like language.
Another theme has been the legitimacy gained by using ‘social entrepreneurship’ as a notion (Levander, 2010; Partzsch & Ziegler, 2011; Ruebottom, 2013). According to Partsch and Ziegler (2011), the doing of social entrepreneurship includes gaining legitimacy via the social entrepreneurship label and being identified as a social change agent. Roundy
(2014) again shows how social entrepreneurs gain resources by storytelling. Ruebottom (2013) reveals the messy nature of social entrepreneurship language use in social enterprises, which results in favouring some
narratives and rejecting others.
As a conclusion, previous empirical social entrepreneurship research
shows how social entrepreneurship is not a straight-forward notion. Rather, it is used in mundane work in various ways in order to meet the
needs of the actors and to relate to others.
Mundane social entrepreneuring

Mundane social entrepreneuring refers to entrepreneurial activities that
take place in organisations perceived as social enterprises. Often, studies
focusing on mundane social entrepreneuring offer an everyday picture of
social entrepreneurship that challenges the taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship, namely the tension between conventional and social change and heroic representation of social entrepreneurship (Berglund & Schwartz, 2013). In addition to challenging the assumptions, only a few studies bridge beyond the commonly recognised
tensions and aim to discuss practices that address social change and
emancipation (Goss et al., 2011; Poldner et al., 2015).
Amin (2009) analyses nine social economy organisations in Bristol. The
analysis shows that social entrepreneurs, managers, skilled staff, and
higher education student volunteers seem to choose to work in social
economy organisations while employees and volunteers with a less privileged position have fewer possibilities for choosing where they work (if
they work at all). Amin concludes that while the social economy is an extraordinary concept due to the blend of social mission and employability
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for serving communities, the everyday work is ordinary and depends on
the position of the worker.
Barinaga (2013) identifies a set of tactics in the three different social 
initiatives related to ethnicity in Sweden. First, a micro-finance initiative
collaborated with a non-profit organisation in order to find clients, who
were usually considered ‘non-bankable’. Second, an immigrant youth initiative polemised dominant discourse on ethnicity via visual and inclusive projects including ethnic minorities and widening the perception on
‘being Swedish’. Third, a collective public art organisation organised the
creation of murals, which were painted by members of a same (stigmatised) community or by versatile (stigmatised) people across communities. These art projects gathered different people to engage with each
other and enable meetings despite social stigmata.
Goss et al. (2011) highlight the processual nature of entrepreneurial
constraints by studying power as practice in one social entrepreneurship
project. Their analysis focuses on emotions related to actors being barred
by others. Berglund and Schwartz (2013) find that ‘disharmonies -- become a potential concept, which can highlight the everyday dilemmas of
a social entrepreneuring life' (2013: 250). Based on a three-year-long ethnographic study, the authors describe the way the social entrepreneur at
times sells at a loss due to her ethical considerations and reflections stemming from a Swedish-Indian dual identity. Thus, instead of ‘win-win’ situations, social entrepreneurs may end up in ‘win-lose’ or ‘lose-lose’ situations (2013: 251), which again challenge the heroic representation of social entrepreneurship.
Dey and Steyaert (2016) describe practices in the field of development
aid. They argue that despite hegemonic discourses and practices, social
entrepreneurs have subjectivity to make space for activities resisting others’ interpretations of their actions. They list practices of problematisation, practices of relating, and practices of reflected affirmation. These
reflect how practitioners in development aid question the taken-forgranted assumptions in development work and constantly redo equal relations with people they work with in developing countries. The authors
argue that accepting rather than rejecting managerialist and economic
principles, social entrepreneurs may develop alternative practices to pursue their ‘ethical becoming’. Finally, Dey and Steyaert (2015) ask for studies on ‘whether and how practitioners are able to navigate their way 
around such forms of subjectivity which are based on an economic logic
of individual conduct’.
Dey and Teasdale (2015) use interviews from several organisations generated during a longitudinal research project. According to the study, 
third sector organisations in the UK used social enterprise rhetoric in order to gain government support. They conclude that although this seems
cynical, it is an act of hope, since practitioners aim to continue with their
work possibly improving the life of beneficiaries. Moreover, they warn 
not to condemn tactical mimicry as fake since it ‘is amenable to a more
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affirmative reading for it does comprise an inherently productive potential’ (Dey & Teasdale, 2015: 15).
As a conclusion, mundane social entrepreneuring seems to have multiple voices, goals and ways of doing things. A common theme is the social
entrepreneurship practitioners’ limited space for action in their respective situations. The studies discuss mundane social entrepreneurship
processes and show how practitioners try to take space for their initiatives.
A summary of practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ social entrepreneurship

The analysis revealed that although there exist an increasing number of
social entrepreneurship studies from a practice perspective, an explicit
practice perspective is not common. While the discursive practices related to social entrepreneurship seem to have a longer research tradition,
mundane practices of social entrepreneurship have also gained attention.
The analysis of empirical studies focusing on entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship practices reveals the multitude of contexts in which
the activity takes place. These findings have the potential to challenge the
taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship. What these
lack is an attempt to theorise from the local contexts to social entrepreneurship theory. Yet, from practice perspective it is relevant to ask if this
is desirable.
A number of studies, especially practice-based entrepreneurship studies, seem to adopt the focus of ‘practice as a phenomenon’ (Orlikowski,
2010), in which practice is understood as opposite to ‘theory’. I interpret
that a smaller number of studies adopt ‘practice as perspective’ and ‘practice as philosophy’ (ibid.), which this PhD study aims to advocate. These
two latter positions mean an attempt to take seriously the flat ontology of
practice theories.
Concerning specific findings from the UK context, the Finnish context
provides additional challenges. The most apparent difference is that in
Finland practitioners gain no additional (governmental) funding for labelling themselves as social enterprise or entrepreneurship. In Finland,
it is possible to gain a status or a mark of ‘social enterprise’ granted by
either a ministry or an accreditation organisation (discussed in Chapter
1.1). Yet, neither of these entails funding. While ministry authorised
work-integration social enterprises employing people in a disadvantaged
labour market position receive temporary wage support (available for any
Finnish company) for a slightly longer time, the Social Enterprise Mark
is subject to charge. This difference in policies between the UK and Finland makes the use of social entrepreneurship intriguing.
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3. Methodology

[H]ow are we to study this extremely complex, relational, and intertwined mesh that transpires and extends almost indefinitely in
space and time? Where should our research start and end and how
should it be delimited in order to provide sound analysis and explanations of working life? (Buch et al., 2015)

Adopting a practice perspective affects research methodology (Gherardi,
2012a; Nicolini, 2012). In this chapter, I reflect on my empirical work
against this position and discuss my choices, some of which I made intuitively before explicitly relating to practice-based studies.
The methodology chapter of this study is organised as follows. First, I
discuss briefly the doing of practice-based studies based on previous literature. Second, I provide a narrative of my research process. Third, I
explain the fieldwork I conducted. Fourth, I describe the analysis process
of my PhD research. Finally, I reflect my research process and the methodology.
3.1 Doing practice-based studies
According to Miettinen et al. (2009), the re-turn to practices in organisational studies is also a methodological quest. Yet, there exists little methodological guidance to studying practices (Buch et al., 2015). While the
notion of ‘practice’ entails something mundane and empirical, practices
are difficult to access or study due to their tacit and veiled characteristics
(Gherardi, 2011, p. 50).
In practice-based studies, the aim is to ‘follow the practices’ either as a
situated practice and trace its effects across time and space or vice versa,
start from a widely met practice and move to situated practices (Gherardi,
2012a: 156). Following practices enables a researcher to understand connections and the ‘textures of practices’ (Gherardi, 2012a: 127, 2006), as
discussed earlier.
Nicolini (2009: 1392) uses the metaphor of ‘zooming in and out’ of practices in order to make them an object of study: ‘we need an appropriate
methodological approach that makes us see the connection between the
here-and-now of the situated practising and the elsewhere-and-then of
other practices’. Via engaging in empirical studies on discourse and materiality, it is possible to understand how a practice is organised and what
are its connections and effects (ibid.).
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Thus, doing practice-based studies is more conforming to a set of ontological and epistemological commitments than producing general propositions (Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016). Nicolini and Monteiro (2016) presented four routes on how to ‘put the practice lens to work’. First, they
suggest to studying arranged scenes, such as meetings or classrooms.
This situational approach provides limitless empirical instances to
study, but also poses a challenge of deciding what practices belong to that
specific setting and which happen for other reasons.
The second, the genealogic approach, focuses on the development of
an activity and how its elements are associated. The problems of this approach relate to the decision on which practices to construct as epistemic
objects and where to draw the lines. Nicolini and Monteiro conclude that
it is a theoretical but a practical question and it should be left to practitioners.
The third, the configurational approach, is interested in how different
situated activities relate to one another and thus form larger constellations. This entails taking into consideration global processes that have
local effects in various sites as well as the work of human and non-human
entities.
The dialectic approach as a fourth possibility depends on the previous
parts and has most potential in delivering interesting research findings
theoretically and practically. This is because the analysis focuses on the
effects that the practice constellations may cause, such as ‘What subject
positions and forms of agency are made available by this particular configuration of practices?’ (Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016).
Drawing from these conceptualisations and Buch et al.’s (2015) analysis
of them, I conclude that this study adopts a situational and configurational approach. The situational approach is evident in the independent
research papers that focus on workplace settings, while this introductory
essay aims to take a configurational approach and address a contemporary working life phenomenon, that of social entrepreneurship.
3.2 Research process
Dey and Teasdale (2015: 16) argue that it is not possible to get some aspects of social entrepreneurship everyday practices from a one-off interview. Instead, longer engagement and contextual embeddedness are required for understanding the phenomenon. In order to follow activities
and map mundane practices, I aimed at gaining longitudinal empirical
material (Langley, 1999; Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, & Van de Ven,
2013; Van de Ven & Poole, 2005). I conducted a multiple case study
(Stake, 2003) during which I generated versatile empirical material of
several cases by following participants and processes over time.
I observed the settings, the participants and the processes for a limited
time and thus, parts of my study can be seen as short-term ethnography.
Short-term ethnography illustrates the ethnographic practice to generate
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empirical material in shorter periods of time compared to traditional ethnographies conducted over longer periods and/or in different cultures
(Pink & Morgan, 2013; Knoblauch, 2005). Rather, the aim is to focus on
small elements in one’s own society during intense time periods and possibly use the aid of technological recording equipment such as video
(Knoblauch, 2005).
According to Pink and Morgan (2013: 353), short-term ethnography is
suitable for studying practices and practical activity when the interest of
the study is focused, such as a particular way of doing mundane activities.
Although the temporal aspect is attached to the definition of short-term
ethnography, the authors emphasised that time is not the dominating
characteristic in this approach. Rather the interest in details, intensity,
and link to existing theories characterise short-term ethnography (Pink
& Morgan, 2013).
I construct my overall research process as a spiral case study, which is
a method introduced by Gherardi (2006: 55–58, 2010, 2012a: 172–176).
The aim is to provide a coherent practice-based description of the studied
social world (Gherardi, 2010). This task is affected by a practice
worldview, in which various practices are thought to connect to one another in a flowing manner. For instance, safety in the construction industry concerns mundane choices in construction sites by various actors, organisational procedures and instructions, and legislative developments
beyond the organisation (ibid.).

Figure 4.Spiral case study of practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ social entrepreneurship in Finland (modified
from Gherardi, 2010, 2006)

Before discussing what type of empirical material I analysed for this PhD
study, I explain my research process as a whole. My reconstruction is a
simplification based on my research diary and it highlights the major
moves in my PhD research.
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Initially, I was attracted to the notion of social entrepreneurship. I
started with preliminary fieldwork focusing on the Finnish social entrepreneurship field. I visited public social entrepreneurship events, talked
to social entrepreneurship practitioners and experts, and familiarised
myself with reports and publications on social entrepreneurship. I
wanted to understand who were involved with the phenomenon and why.
I presented parts of these findings in the Introduction (Chapter 1.1) since
they served as my motivation for further steps. Additionally, I have reported some of these institutional practices in two independent texts concerning the Finnish social entrepreneurship field (Houtbeckers, 2011,
2014).
During my preliminary fieldwork, I familiarised myself with social entrepreneurship literature. This was mostly academic and not written in
Finnish. I presented most of these findings in Chapter 2, concerning social entrepreneurship assumptions in highly cited studies and characteristics used in various schools of thought. In addition to my interest in the
overall field, I was fascinated with how social enterprises generated effects. Thus, I thought I would study the societal impacts of social entrepreneurship.
At the time I was inspired by ethnographies (Hasu, 2005; Henttonen,
2010; Ram, 1999), Pierre Bourdieu’s work, and the ethnographic method
in general. Ethnography includes various approaches and means to do
research. It has roots in anthropology but nowadays is used in numerous
disciplines. Generally, ethnographic research is considered to include
fieldwork, interaction, comprehensive contextualisation, and considerations on the effects of the research (Hämeenaho & Koskinen-Koivisto,
2014).
I decided to do an organisational ethnography focusing on societal impact assessment in one social enterprise and gained access to an organisation in order to start my first cycle of fieldwork. However, after entering the field I quickly realised the everyday life in social enterprises is
much more complex that simplifications presented in literature
(Houtbeckers, 2015). I needed to take a step back and start to question
the phenomenon, even the assumption that we need to monitor and evaluate societal impacts. Despite these reservations, I continued fieldwork
and followed actors in the organisation. Yet, the need to challenge the
taken for granted assumptions increased the more I did fieldwork and my
focus shifted to the phenomenon of social entrepreneurship.
After some months, I gained access to empirical material from previous fieldwork generated for another research project by another researcher (further discussed in the next sub-chapter). The choice of the
cases was as much affected by the exciting settings as the sustainability
concerns of microentrepreneurs. What attracted me to these sites and
people was their immense dissatisfaction with the existing ways of doing
things. Instead of working for others in order to advance their respective
agenda, they had chosen to establish their own enterprise.
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With insights from fieldwork I turned to entrepreneurship literature
and the notion of bricolage. These discussions guided me forward and I
decided to conduct a second cycle of fieldwork with the selected cases
and generated more empirical material. Alongside the fieldwork, I was
still looking for literature that would help me to understand what I was
experiencing. Gradually, I turned to literature on practice-based studies.
Due to my research contexts and generated empirical material, I continued to read about entrepreneurship and eventually came across studies
challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions of (social) entrepreneurship. Based on my insight, I revisited literature on social entrepreneurship but also literature on sustainable entrepreneurship and ecopreneurship.
3.3

Empirical fieldwork

As discussed, in practice-based studies the aim is to follow people and
objects in order to get a sense of practices and their effects. In this study,
I followed the notion of ‘social entrepreneurship’, ‘social entrepreneur’,
and ‘social enterprise’. In sum, this resulted in fieldwork for the generation of empirical material in two cycles: (1) preparatory study concerning
the social entrepreneurship field in Finland for identifying potential organisations to study, which informed (2) the study of the chosen organisations.
After the phases described in the previous sub-chapter concerning my
research process, I ended up with empirical material from four organisations with differing richness (Table 2). The empirical material concerns
microentrepreneurs who wanted to influence existing practices given
their sustainability concerns and accumulated professional knowledge.
Due to the earlier start, most of the empirical material is from a social
innovation incubator (SI-incubator). In addition to this site, I was able to
build on a previous research project on young responsible entrepreneurs.
This empirical material covers the three other organisations and consists
of interview material generated by Simo Tuppurainen in 2010 and 2011
for an independent research project (Haanpää & Tuppurainen, 2012). I
have completed this empirical material with my own interviews and observation in 2013 and 2014 (concerning Anna, Juha and Olli).
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Documents used

2010 (2)
2011 (1)
2013 (3)
2014 (1)

2011 (1)
2013 (2)

Two different ateliers (6/3),
nearby lunch
restaurant (1/0)

Juha,
OpenDat
a

Ltd

1/3

2010 (2)
2011 (1)
2013 (1)

-

Researcher’s office (2/-),
Skype (1/-),
downtown café
(1/-)

Olli,
VeganShop

Ltd

Urban
development,
open
data
Food
wholesale
and retail

Webpage,
Facebook
page,
newspaper
articles
Personal
webpage

1/1

2010 (2)
2011 (1)
2013 (1)

2013 (2)

SI-incubator

Coop.

Coworking,
project
work,
social
incubation,
urban
development

8/
29

2010 (1)
2011 (3)
2012 (6)
2013 (4)
2014 (1)
2015 (1)

2009 (3)
2011 (12)
2012 (12)
2013 (4)

Festival (1/0),
vegan store (2 /
1),
owner-manager’s men’s
clothing store (1
/ 1)
Two different
rented spaces
(0/29),
events elsewhere organised
by SI-incubator
(0/2)
researcher's institution (1/0),
nearby lunch
restaurant (1/0)

Observation
years
(no of visits)

2/2

Interview years
(no of interviews) 7

Clothing

Sector

Ltd

Organisational
form

Anna,
ReClothing

Followed ownermanager / platform6

Location
(No of int. / obs.)

No of informants /
No of owners

Table 4. Used empirical material

Webpage,
Facebook
page

Webpage,
photos,
brochures,
internal
documents

Before explaining interviewing and observing in more detail, I describe
briefly the use of documents. In addition to interviews and observation, I
used organisations’ webpages, Facebook pages, newspaper articles, and
other documents when they were available. These materials provided
background to microentrepreneurs’ narratives and additional details of
their processes. Thus, the documents have been mainly used to gain
knowledge on what happened instead of how events have been narrated
in these documents.
3.3.1

Secondary and ethnographic interviews

Secondary materials are used for two purposes: verifying previous studies or using the material for new research questions (Heaton, 2008: 35).
In thus study I use secondary interview material from a different research

6

Pseudonyms
Interviews in 2010-2011 with Anna, Juha and Olli were generated by Simo Tuppurainen, except in 2011 with Anna jointly by Simo and the Author. All interviews in SI-incubator are generated by the Author.
7
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project for answering new research questions. The initiative matured
while I was acting as a member in an advisory panel of the project. In
addition to attending the panel meetings, I discussed with the researcher
conducting the interviews with the young Finnish social entrepreneurs
studied. When the study was reported, a colleague familiar with the study
suggested that I could study some of the cases. Indeed, I knew two of the
entrepreneurs before (Anna and Olli) and had come to learn more about
all of them during the project. Moreover, I felt a need for more than one
case in order to analyse the contemporary un-institutionalised social entrepreneurship in Finland. However, based on my research diary I reflected that I would need stay open to new interpretations, since I had
only visited one of the cases (ReClothing).
The independent research project involved six case studies. Out of these
cases, I asked the researcher and the entrepreneurs a permission to use
the produced empirical material concerning three cases, namely ReClothing, OpenData and VeganShop. The permission was granted by all
of them. The choice to follow these cases was based on the narration of
their journey as an entrepreneur in the published study. They shared
goals related to limited resources and they promoted services that fit a
word with limited or already extinct raw materials.
The choice of starting to follow the three entrepreneurs had methodological consequences. The obvious consequence was to reflect what it
meant to use of empirical material produced without my presence (with
an exception of one co-produced interview in 2011). Using empirical material produced by someone else includes a risk of decontextualisation
(Van den Berg, 2008). This is a serious issue when using qualitative empirical material from archives that has been anonymised. In a similar
vein, Mauthner et al. (1998) warn of epistemological paradoxes resulting
from the use of secondary materials. I addressed the issue of decontextualisation by generating more empirical material concerning the cases,
since I had an access to them. In addition, they all were willing to allow
me to interview them.
A more surprising consequence related to dealing with multiple case
analysis with a differing intensity of empirical material, to which
Mauthner et al. (1998) refer. After an intensive analysis period I asked
myself in August 2013 'Is my empirical material about themes that I am
interested in?' (Research diary). In October 2013 I have provided an answer: 'I feel that my empirical material is incompatible. It is not going to
be easy to include all of the cases in one paper, because the material on
SI-incubator is so different.' Thus, instead of several cases making my argument automatically more compelling, I had multiple empirical material to consider, reflect, present, and discuss.
I solved the sense of incompatibility by using secondary interviews separately from the primary fieldwork in a cooperative. This was also because of the word limitations for article manuscripts. Including a complete narrative of secondary and primary empirical material was beyond
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my abilities at the time. In addition, the use of empirical material related
to managing workload. Instead of analysing all the empirical material at
the same time and produce one coherent manuscript, I decided to produce papers in succession.
In addition to the secondary interviews, I conducted more interviews,
in which I inquired about what was going on at the time of my visit and
what had happened since my last visit. The interviews dealt with the enterprises’ development (changes in services, personnel, and locations),
and microentrepreneurs’ reflections on their situation and topics they or
I brought up. The interviews generated by another researcher focused on
the establishment of the enterprises and the professional path of microentrepreneurs.
I understand interviews as social constructions affected by the interviewer and the interviewee (Alvesson, 2011). According to Alvesson
(2011), interviews as research material are a combination of case selection, interview procedures, and analysis. He suggests that interviews are
predominantly conducted from three major positions: neo-positivism,
romanticism, or localism. The neo-positivist position, and later version
interactionist relativism, considers it important to gain objective interview material and to minimise the impact of the interviewer.
In the romantic position the notion of objectivity is rejected, and the
influence of interviewer is embraced. Moreover, it is thought that by being compassionate, the interviewer may evoke more meanings from the
interview. In localism, the interview situation is seen as a unique empirical setting which can be only analysed as such and not the information
outside it. This study relates most to romanticism and localism: It is understood that the interviewer affects the interview situation and that it is
a unique empirical situation.
In order to form an open relationship with the owner-managers and
understand their mundane work, I conducted ethnographic interviews to
supplement the interview material developed in an earlier research project by the other researcher. According to Heyl (2001), ethnographic interviews are an engaged mode of interaction with the interviewees, in
which the researcher aims to form a genuine relationship to interviewees
that develops through several interviews over time (2001: 379). In addition to the lifeworlds of the researcher and interviewee, the place of the
interviews also affects how they are constructed (2001: 373). Heyl (2001:
375–377) groups different approaches addressing the ways a researcher
can affect the empowerment of interviewees (Figure 5). Empowerment
relates to creating respectful longitudinal relationships.
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Figure 5. Empowering interviewees in ethnographic interviewing (adopted from Heyl, 2001: 375–
377)

During my longitudinal research process I aimed to form a sincere relationship with microentrepreneurs. The total number of times we met over
the years affected the personal chemistry between us. In addition, I knew
two of the microentrepreneurs before I decided to follow them. I had met
Anna in events when I spent time at SI-incubator. Also, I used to study in
a same higher education institution as Olli. As a contrast, most of the people in SI-incubator were new to me, as was Juha, whom I had heard of
but had not met before interviewing him.
Concerning the nature of the ethnographic interviews, I feel my situation as a researcher shifted between the positions described in Figure 5
during and between interviews. Throughout the process, I aimed at empowering the interviewees in various ways. When conducting the interviews, I focused on listening carefully what the informants told me. In
order to understand their world, I asked further questions on topics they
were interested in. I felt the informants affected me as a researcher. I felt
enthusiastic about their projects and regret when they faced drawbacks.
However, this did not mean that we agreed with each other on everything.
Rather, I felt we respected the situations by being present and interested
in each other’s views.
For example, in SI-incubator, I spent some time to understand the professional backgrounds of people involved in maintaining the platform. I
also explained how I would use the generated interview material and discussed my interpretations in interviews and during observation. At times,
I shared my findings and advocated the work of other microentrepreneurs in order to increase their awareness of each other. Interestingly,
this was somewhat unnecessary since most of the actors knew each other
already although they were not in touch via their everyday work.
3.3.2

Participant observation and shadowing

To understand the microentrepreneurs’ work, I conducted participant
observation for three cases. Participant observation refers to observing
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and taking part, in the everyday life related to the studied phenomenon,
to varying degree (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). Shadowing refers to
following actors through the flow of their daily events, which inserts mobility to participant observation (Czarniawska, 2007). I conducted more
passive participant observation especially during the first cycle of fieldwork focusing on the Finnish field of social entrepreneurship when I attended various events. To follow the mundane practices of owner-managers and cooperative actors, my participant observation grew more mobile and I engaged in shadowing.
Emerson et al. (2001) defines fieldnotes as descriptive accounts of observed activities that are necessarily affected by the researcher. They add
that researcher’s theoretical interests influence the reported events
(2001: 355). I wrote fieldnotes before, during and after shadowing and
participant observation. When this was not suitable during evolving situations, I wrote notes during breaks or after the visits. My notes included
descriptions of events and interactions, discussions, informants’ stories,
and my reflections of what was happening.
During my shadowing as I entered the space, I followed the chosen actors throughout my stay and recorded my observations in my handwritten fieldnotes. I was also able to take some photographs of the surroundings. Most of the observation took place in one organisation (SI-incubator) but I used the described approach in all participant observation (Table 5). In addition to shadowing owner-managers and cooperative actors,
I observed events organised by SI-incubator. These events took place also
in other premises and some consisted of actors outside the cooperative.
I used empirical material generated from participant observation and
shadowing in gaining a better understanding of the work of microentrepreneurs. Instead of only relying on their verbal accounts, I had a possibility to see their embodied engagement with other people, their work location, and work materials. This was especially important for developing
my understanding of SI-incubator, which included various actors and
projects in a single location.
3.3.3

Cases in different sectors

Food, urban development, and clothing are often mentioned among the
key sectors with an impact for more sustainable lifestyles. For instance
according to Robertson (2014), food, liveable cities, and waste and recycling are contemporary issues and solutions to sustainable development
challenges. In particular, the microentrepreneurs studied worked with
emerging activities in specific sub-sectors: promoting open data (related
to urban development), incubating social innovation (related to urban
development and project work), using recycled clothing (related to the
clothing and the recycling sectors), and retailing vegan food (related to
the food sector).
In the area of urban development, liveable cities require urban planning, environmental friendly transportation, and the work done in social
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communities (Robertson, 2014). Both SI-incubator and OpenData provided such activities. Concerning urban planning and environmentally
friendly transportation, the OpenData owner-manager promoted open
data and cycling software he had developed with his business partners.
The SI-incubator contributed to the work done in social communities
by nurturing social innovation in its co-working space. Co-working is an
emerging trend in urban environments. It relates to the rising levels of
self-employment in knowledge-intensive sectors and the trend of employees working elsewhere than in the corporate premises (Spinuzzi,
2012). Social incubation or social innovation communities can be understood as a subset of co-working aiming to achieve social innovation
(Nicolopoulou, Karataş-Özkan, Vas, & Nouman, 2016; Toivonen, 2015).
In relation to the clothing and recycling sectors, ReClothing focused on
advancing the use of recycled clothing, a sector at an intersection of various networks of practice (Houtbeckers, 2016). Generally, using recycled
materials expends less natural resources than producing goods from virgin materials (Robertson, 2014). Textile and clothing waste recycling is
an emerging issue due to the increasing volume of textile waste in Western societies. According to Friends of the Earth (2013), from 5.8 million
tons of annual clothing waste only one fourth is recycled. It seems the use
of recycled clothing attracts activities that combine social and economic
value. For instance McRobbie (2013) suggests independent small scale
fashion as new social enterprises. Additionally, second-hand shops are
attached to the creation of social value (Podkalicka & Meese, 2012).
Concerning food retailing, VeganShop focused on retailing vegan food
in order to meet the increasing demands of vegans. Veganism refers to
avoiding or refusing completely to consume products that are made of
animals, such as food from animals. Overall, meat has a high ecological
impact since the cultivation area of animal fodder could have been used
to produce vegetarian food (Robertson, 2014). This relates to numerous
environmental issues and movements, which results in varying mundane
practices and political connotations of veganism (Cherry, 2006).
3.4

Doing analysis

My analytical processes reflect how I have approached the generated empirical material from various perspectives for different papers, which
were influenced by my thinking at the time of writing them. However, the
interconnecting aim of my analyses has been to understand the mundane
work of the microentrepreneurs studied and take their position in order
to better comprehend social entrepreneurship. Thus, I sought to understand what these people do or say they do. Furthermore, I sought to understand how they constructed their doing while they said they do something.
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Understanding sayings as narratives of practices

According to Schatzki (2012), sayings are explanations of doings, which
again refer to ‘actions people can perform without further ado’, like typing a keyboard. I understand the sayings in interviews as narrative representations of practices. Concerning the analysis of the empirical material, it is important to remember that small business owner-managers are
used to narrating their venture to various audiences, which affects what
they say and how they say it (Down & Warren, 2008). Thus, the narrative
approach to entrepreneurship and small business studies is justifiable
(Larty & Hamilton, 2011).
According to Riessman (2008), the strength of the narrative approach
in research is to analyse text as longer entities (narratives) and not break
it into small categories when part of the meaning can be lost. In this this
study I look at the connection between meaning and action (Riessman,
2008): What these microentrepreneurs made out of their situation and
what activities they took as microentrepreneurs. For paper 1 and 2, I
adopted a thematic analysis to narratives focusing most on what has
been said instead of how or why compared to other narrative approaches,
namely structural, dialogic/performance, and visual analysis (ibid.). Thematic analysis of narratives relies more heavily on previous theory for the
interpretation of the narratives (ibid.).
In all papers, I have taken the view according to which people are able
to represent at least parts of their everyday practices (Hitchings, 2012).
According to this view, informants are capable of describing their mundane work and ways of doing things. I have analysed these representations and produced another representation as a researcher.
Coding interviews and fieldnotes and memoing

My analysis has relied on coding interviews and observation fieldnotes
for all papers. Primarily, I have used the work of Johnny Saldaña (2013)
to understand coding procedures. My analysis processes started with
coding ‘in vivo’ with the words of the interviewee or from my fieldnotes.
Later, I grouped the codes thematically (Attride-Stirling, 2001) and constructed timelines. I have used the help of NVivo 8, ATLAS.ti, and Excel
worksheets.
For the art of memoing, I turned to Kathy Charmaz (2006). In addition
to writing memorandums on specific codes, I have generated memos on
various other topics, such as organisations, owner-managers, cooperative
actors, detected activities, emerging practices related to social entrepreneurship, used concepts, the various contexts of the studied activities, research papers, and my research practices. Disrespectful of my rigorous
writing system, the most useful ideas emerged during walks, nights or
cooking. As a result, I learned to go nowhere without paper and pen.
The above mentioned authors can be interpreted to have a different
worldview compared to that of practice perspective(s). Mostly, this is
demonstrated in the tendency to place individuals as the source of the
activities instead of understanding them as the carriers of practices
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(Reckwitz, 2002). However, I feel coding and memoing has helped me to
systematically organise my empirical material and construct patterns
that otherwise would have remained less visible.
Process

approach

for

analysing

longitudinal

empirical

material

In order to grasp a longitudinal SHUVSHFWLYH RQ the empirical
material, I turned to the process approach increasingly prevalent in
organisation and entrepreneurship studies (Hjorth et al., 2015; Langley
et al., 2013; Van de Ven & Engleman, 2004; Van de Ven & Poole,
2005). In general, the interest in processes in entrepreneurship
research is in understand-ing on-going processes instead of static
categories (Steyaert, 2012). One emphasis in processual research is to
study entrepreneurs’ experiences (Steyaert, 2007a), which are reflected
in everyday instances and the useof language.
In addition to process thinking, I familiarised myself with other empirical studies describing processes over time (Langley, 1999). According to
Langley (1999), there are several strategies for creating process research,
and for the papers presented in this PhD study I have used narrative, visual mapping, and synthesis strategies.
There are similarities between process and practice philosophies. Most
importantly, both approaches deal with instances of becoming, and thus,
at times these notions are used interchangeably. However, there exist differences in emphasis and philosophical roots (for a more detailed discussion in entrepreneurship studies see Steyaert 2007a). In this study I have
used process approaches for analysing the empirical material.
3.5

Reflecting the choices

In this section, I reflect on the research process as a practice-based study
and my role as a researcher. Specifically, I reflect on the labelling of empirical cases, the analysis of empirical material, and finally my turn to 
practice-based studies.
At the outset and during my research, I had difficulties in defining social
entrepreneurship and the field of social entrepreneurship, a tendency
also reported by others (Dart, Clow, & Armstrong, 2010; Lyon & Sepulveda, 2009). This was a result of my search for a perfect definition and/or
theory. When failing to find any, I started to question the need to define
social entrepreneurship categorically.
Since I started my PhD study before my awakening to the assumptions
and positions described in previous sections, my research process is not
as streamlined as it could have been if I had started the process with my
current knowledge of practice-based studies. This process reflects the unavoidable learning path of any PhD research.
In order to open up alternative understandings of social entrepreneurship and examine the assumptions in social entrepreneurship research, I
have problematised the studied cases as social entrepreneurship by refer-
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ring to them more openly as ‘microentrepreneurs’ who ‘identify themselves or are identified with social entrepreneurship’. Yet, this is also a
choice made by me as a researcher, which has ethical consequences.
While the cases studied may benefit from a label of social entrepreneurship, this might not always be so. Above all, I can be accused of colonising
the work of actors studied by relating it to social entrepreneurship and
also (micro)entrepreneurship.
First, in relation to defining the social entrepreneurship field, not all of
the actors studied considered themselves to be social entrepreneurs. Yet,
some did not consider themselves as entrepreneurs either, but rather as
volunteers or activists. This made their identity somewhat fluid and made
categorisations difficult. Yet, all of the actors had sustainability concerns
and they initiated activities mirroring these concerns. Two owner-managers and some cooperative volunteers were active in a social entrepreneurship peer-support network.
Second, presenting the studied organisations as ‘(micro)enterprises’ is
problematic. While all of the studied entrepreneurs turned over some
amounts of money per accounting period, only one of four organisations
provided a regular pay for the owner-manager, another to its employees,
and one to its managing director for a limited time period. This does not
correspond to the understanding of small businesses that should be able
to provide for the managers and employees. Still, in the eye of authorities,
the legal status of the organisations studied was a company, which resulted, for example, in different social security practices compared to employees.
Third, I have not been a puritan since I have also used other labels (ecopreneurship, sustainable entrepreneurship). Thus, there was a possibility
of portraying the actors as, for example, ‘ecopreneurs’ or ‘sustainable entrepreneurs’. However, in this introductory essay I use social entrepreneurship because I understand it as an umbrella concept. Moreover, social entrepreneurship has been used by practitioners in the Finish discussions as an umbrella concept.
My practice of using various labels shows how to me labels feel secondary in relation to understanding mundane work, especially when interpreted that the label did not have an effect on their work. In the case of
the microentrepreneurs studied, the label of social entrepreneurship (or
ecopreneurship or sustainable entrepreneurship) brought them no tangible benefits, such as access to specific funding. Rather, their activity depended on their ability to perform in relation to their sustainability concerns and their working areas, namely using recycled clothing, selling vegan products, promoting user and open data, and running a social incubator/co-working space. Yet, concerning at least one case, they gained
media publicity as an example of ‘contemporary social enterprise’.
Another ethical issue concerning three of the cases is why I focused on
owner-managers and not others, like volunteers or employees. In these
cases, the owner-managers were the only people working fulltime or they
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had worked with the enterprise for the longest time. Moreover, the nature
of empirical material generated in the previous research project focused
on the owner-managers and that set the tone for my later inquiries. Concerning the cooperative, I also interviewed others than owner-managers
and followed mainly volunteers working in and for the social incubator.
Therefore, I return to the notion that my research process has started
with limited knowledge of the approaches with which I now use to report
my study. A practice perspective often entails an ethnographic approach
(Miettinen et al., 2009). Thus, it is relevant to ask how the methods used
- narratives from ethnographic interviews and short-term ethnography are applicable to addressing the interests of this study. At the outset, I
made decisions about the topic (social entrepreneurship) and the focus
(actors who identify with social entrepreneurship in unusual sectors),
and the empirical material generated reflects these choices.
While I feel I have engaged in empirical material generation and integration of methods often attached to ethnographic studies (ethnographic
interviews, participant observation, shadowing), I have not conducted
long-term ethnographic fieldwork. Yet, I feel I have made use of my empirical material efficiently. Moreover, taking time away from the field and
returning after some time has given me time and space to visit theoretically relevant and irrelevant discussions. In short, the time away from the
field has been beneficial to my thinking.
During the research process, I have aimed to be true to the practice orientations with flat ontology. Instead of levels, some practice-based theories share a view of situated, embedded, and embodied practices that explain the social world. While flat ontology makes sense, its application to
empirical research has required reflection. This includes how to draw
from previous studies not using a similar ontology and epistemology, and
how to explain what my findings mean. In short, how to write up my
study from the chosen perspective and relate to previous studies of social
entrepreneurship.
The most apparent difference between this PhD study and some other
practice-based studies focusing on work is my limited focus on the materiality of practices. For instance, I have not analysed the use of technology, which is an emerging research focus and increasingly relevant to analysing contemporary organisations (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). Instead,
I have analysed informants’ representations of their work and my observations of their work during my visits. While during my visits I noticed
interaction between the microentrepreneurs and surrounding materials
- such as computers, mobile phones, paper, pens, vegan food, recycled
clothing, and office interior – these interactions were not the main focus
of analysis.
Finally, the heuristic theoretical framework presented in Chapter 1
highlights my journey of dealing with my own biases. When at the beginning of this study I was enthusiastic about social entrepreneurship, I rejected the notion at one point owing to my awakening to challenging the
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taken-for-granted assumptions of (social) entrepreneurship. Yet, thanks
to the practice perspective and the analysis of microentrepreneurs’ work,
I was able to generate alternative understandings that challenged my
thinking at the time. Thus, I humbly returned to social entrepreneurship
as a notion with a feeling of developed understanding of related connections and possible interpretations.
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4. Three studies of mundane social entrepreneurship

This section presents the key findings from the three independent studies
that are part of this PhD study. These papers focus on the activity of microentrepreneurs who identify themselves or are identified with social
entrepreneurship. In two papers I use other labels related to the emerging forms of entrepreneurships. The first paper uses the notion of ecopreneurship while the second paper uses sustainable entrepreneurship.
I understand them as manifestations of the discussions on entrepreneurships that portray entrepreneurial activities beyond wealth-creation
(Berglund & Skoglund, 2015; Calás et al., 2009). When looking at academic definitions of ecopreneurship and sustainable entrepreneurship,
they come close to definitions of social entrepreneurship, although they
have a more explicit focus on sustainable development and/or ecology.
The important aspect here is that researchers make choices to frame
empirical phenomena. In these papers, my choice was pragmatically affected by the calls for papers that allowed me to present the studied activities, practices, and the doing of social entrepreneurship – but answering to the call for papers and thus framing the phenomenon as ecopreneurship or sustainable entrepreneurship.
From a practice-based perspective, studying practices is primarily
about understanding the phenomena as members’ experiences (Llewellyn & Spence, 2009). Although used labels and discursive practices relate
to the texture of practices (Gherardi, 2012a: 103–104), the microentrepreneurs’ choice of the label ‘social entrepreneurship’ or how they used it
in their everyday working life is not the focus in the selected papers. Instead, the papers aim to illustrate the mundaneness of entrepreneurship,
everyday work, and the practical, ethical, and contextual choices of the
microentrepreneurs. I describe this mundaneness in relation to each
study in a separate sub-chapter ‘Mundane social entrepreneurship’. In
order to give a thicker description of the cases, often attached to ethnographic approach, I have included a sub-chapter on fieldwork experiences for each paper.
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4.1
4.1.1

Paper 1
Fieldwork experiences

The first paper relies mostly on interviews and retrospective empirical
material compared to the other two papers in this PhD thesis. To complement the interviews generated during an independent research project
by another researcher, I was granted an access to conduct more interviews. In addition, two entrepreneurs allowed me to visit their workplaces to follow their work.
What caught my interest in the interviews conducted before was the
way the entrepreneurs had changed their activities between every interview. Thus, I suspected they would have again engaged in new ways of
organising their work. The follow-up interviews confirmed my expectations. The greatest manifestation of this was that Juha, one of the entrepreneurs, had reduced his company's activities to the minimum. When I
met him in 2013 he was employed elsewhere as a part-time project coordinator for advancing the adoption of open data, i.e. similar issues that
he had advanced in his company OpenData. This change affected also my
fieldwork plans since he worked from home and did not wish me to observe his work there. Thus, we met up for a follow-up interview in a cafeteria, to which he arrived carrying his foldable bike.
I was nervous. I had familiarised with his work from previous interviews and I was prepared to ask detailed questions. Yet, we had not met
before. After a short presentation concerning myself and my research we
started discussing his work. It was a lively discussion of 90 minutes. Towards the end I found myself providing him a list of what to consider if
starting PhD studies, one of his future options, while he was educating
me about the nonsense of labels concerning employing oneself. He had
observed that freelancing was increasing as a means of employment and
imagined a public policy that would allow flexible ways for people to 'do
gigs', i.e. involve in interesting projects and get paid via their personal
company.
I was less nervous when doing the follow-up interviews with Anna. I
had visited her atelier and co-interviewed her two years before as a researcher. In addition, I knew her from social entrepreneurship events
that had taken place during the last three years. Thus, I felt our relationship had already been established to certain grounds. Yet, I was more unprepared to find that the atelier had turned completely upside down. In
the area where the working area used to be there was an eco-shop maintained by a tenant. The large mainly unused basement floor was occupied
by a busy workshop and several racks of second-hand clothing that had
not been there the last time I visited. I felt a sense of unfamiliarity, which
was not eased by the fact that many of the people in the space I had not
met before. I felt the feeling was mutual. Who is this person entering the
space? She is not a customer, she is not a dressmaker, and she is not a
teacher from a dressmaking institute, but still she carries a pen and a
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notebook and writes something from time to time. However, Anna was
not confused. She cracked the ice by introducing me as her 'personal
snoop' and continued to the business that was at hand. Quite soon I became part of the furniture.
I was most nervous when I walked toward the VeganShop managed and
owned by Olli. I knew him from before since we did undergraduate studies together. Thus, we knew of each other but had not spent much time
together. It was nerve-wrecking to appear to his life as a researcher and
not a co-student. This shift in positions seemed to entertain him since he
commented to other people that 'Eeva is here to study me', at which we
both laughed.
His work was the split of time between his three ventures and one parttime job. He had a weekly system that he was working from one place to
manage his tasks, for example from Monday to Wednesday sales in VeganShop, Thursday meetings at Men's Fashion shop, and Fridays driving
around for posting orders, and some evenings and weekends teaching
dance. Yet, his presence was constantly interrupted by technology. For
example, he used his phone for calls and social media, involved with social media to communicate with his employees, and paid bills and tracked
orders on a computer. I realised how much technology integrates to mundane work and how little I was able to observe such use as a researcher
without an access to personal emails, social media accounts, and company on-line services. While this would have been interesting from the
perspective of practice-based studies, I limited this out of my focus.
When spending time with the entrepreneurs, I got a feeling that they
were the hubs, which enabled the activities. It seemed that their tacit
knowledge was crucial for the survival of their companies. Their expertise
and knowledge was the company. When they felt tired and limited, their
company was affected immediately. Thus, the ambitious goals they had
in the sectors of food, clothing, and urban planning were dependent on
their well-being. They truly seemed like pioneers, but in a non-heroic
manner. Rather, they were gradually clearing the way by solving mundane issues, which seemed far from glorious. Whit limited resources their
weakest point was their vulnerability. Large-scale meat production,
global-scale clothing manufacturing, and bureaucratic urban design
seemed to have endless reserves of resources and workforce compared to
the entrepreneurs and their networks. In comparison to large-scale actors, these microentrepreneurs could have seemed powerless. Yet, this
was not the whole picture, and exploring this was the purpose for Paper
1.
4.1.2

Research focus

The first paper focuses on the tension between ecopreneurship representations in previous academic literature and empirical longitudinal study
of ecopreneurs’ evolving processes over time. Ecopreneurs introduce future services because they work for a sustainable world that does not yet
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exist (Cohen & Winn, 2007; Shepherd & Patzelt, 2011). Much of ecopreneurship literature focuses on classifications or success stories and
ecopreneurs are presented as rational, purposeful, and successful (Beveridge & Guy, 2005; Skoglund, forthcoming).
My empirical study examines three ecopreneurs, i.e. owner-managers
of microenterprises aiming to influence existing practices to become ecologically and socially more sustainable. The studied owner-managers
worked in urban planning, food, and clothing sectors, which are generally
understood to have high potential for desirable sustainability effects. One
of the owner-managers aimed to reuse clothing waste and, after couple of
years, create an employment model for young professionals. The second
owner-manager aimed at enhancing technologically mediated interaction between citizens and civil servants. The third owner-manager aimed
at making affordable vegan products available to as many people as possible. The analysed empirical material includes interviews, some observation and documents. I use process perspective (Langley, 1999; Langley
et al., 2013; Van de Ven & Poole, 2005) in order to grasp the nuances of
their activities during the period 2010-2013.
I use de Certeau’s (1988) notion of tactic in order to understand the situated, temporal, and ad hoc -nature of ecopreneurship and to highlight
the available space for ecopreneurs when they tried to influence existing
practices. The notions of strategy and tactics by de Certeau show how individuals are able carry out activities and ‘make do’ even when they operate in areas or spaces that others own or dictate (de Certeau, 1988: 35–
37). I argue that influencing existing practices may be beyond ecopreneurs reach when their actions disrupt the status quo. Yet, following
de Certeau, interpreting their activities as tactical grants actors agency
(de La Ville, 2003) and sustains hope for a possibility of change (Buchanan, 2000: 89).
4.1.3

Results and contribution

In contrasts to ecopreneurship representations in the literature, I observed how the studied owner-managers’ activities changed, decelerated,
or stopped over the years (Table 4). Although they had unique processes
with different phases, their processes also had similar elements, namely
resource bricolage and giving in to opposition and finding detours.
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Juha

Olli

Anna

Table 5. The influence on existing practice aimed in 2010 compared to activities and effects in
2013 (from paper 1)

Main sustainability
concern

Purpose
of the
enterprise

How this
enables
living
within
planetary
limits?

Aimed influence in
existing
practice in
2010

Main activities in
2013

Effects of ecopreneurship in
2013

Increasing
volume of
clothing
waste in
Western
societies

Reusing
clothing
waste

Decreasing the
use of virgin materials in
clothing
production

When in
need of
commodities, people employ artisans who
reuse materials

 Dressmaking
 Second-hand
clothing shop
 Selling eco-design by small
producers
 Hosting other
ecological services
 Educational development

 Increase in
reused clothing
 Hosting other
ecological
services
 Supporting
young professionals’
know-how

Destruction of
rainforest
and loss of
biodiversity

Selling
vegan
foodstuff

Decreasing to use
of land for
cultivating
for animal
fodder

Quality
vegan
food
available
in large
retail
chains






Accelerated urbanisation
and ineffective urban planning

Using
user
and
open
data
for
services

Decreasing the
use of energy and
materials
in large
cities

Cycling
improvement software in
500 large
European
cities

 Part-time project coordinator
for open data
network
 Part-time entrepreneur for consulting
 Initiating research in urban
planning

 Increased
amount of
purchased
vegan products
 Employment
of three shop
keepers
 The pilot city
implemented
cycling route
suggestions
 The pilot city
adopted digital infrastructure for third
party solutions

Online store
One franchisee
Two own stores
Two new companies (importing goods;
men’s fashion)

At the beginning of empirical material generation, all three had concrete aims. Olli tried to introduce veganism to existing retail chains. Anna
dreamed of reusing also other materials, such as metals and shoes, and
hosting alike artisans to develop new products in a reuse centre. Juha was
involved in developing software that communicated between cyclists and
city civil servants in a large Finnish city. After the pilot, the plan was to
scale up the service to hundreds of other European cities and other areas
of citizen – civil servant interaction.
Resource bricolage, a notion from Baker and Nelson’s (2005) research
on businesses in economically deprived areas, affected their situation:
they had few resources to develop their business ideas. They also gave in
to opposition and changed their plans or even stopped their flagship projects. Yet, they still gradually continued to pursue their sustainability
aims via detours, although each studied ecopreneur acted differently in
the face of difficulties and changed their plans over the years.
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4.1.4

Mundane social entrepreneurship

Following de Certeau (1988), I use tactics to interpret the findings of this
study. I argue that the operating space for the studied owner-managers
was limited. This is because the purposes of their enterprises were in conflict with existing ways of doing things, namely veganism vs. large-scale
animal meat production, recycling clothing vs. producing new textiles
from virgin materials, and advancing interaction between civil servants
and citizens vs. centralised power. For example, clothing manufacturers
and some large recyclers were reluctant to support small actors’ activities; the technical readiness of city systems did not support city civil servants to use user-generated information; and the large consolidated retailer chains were not interested in increasing the number of vegan products over non-vegan ones.
Likewise, opposition and tactics were related to the specific sectors the
owner-managers worked in - food, clothing, and urban development and not necessary to ‘ecopreneurship’ in general. This emphasises the situated nature of activities aiming to influence existing practices. After realising that having an impact on retail chains was out of his reach, Olli
focused on his stores and managed to grow his own vegan business. For
Juha, the cessation of the pilot did not stop his consulting or part-time
work for open data. Despite the struggles, Anna stayed on the path to develop the service to include other dressmakers who reused clothing. She
managed to create a small centre for artisans reusing materials, but only
for textile materials. Still, she continued to lobby for a better recycling
system for clothing.
In reference to the notion of social entrepreneurship, only Juha and
Anna referred to themselves as ‘social entrepreneurs’ at the time of empirical material generation. This could pose some limitations to understanding all of the findings as specific to social entrepreneurship. However, this paper is able to present the power related to entrepreneurial
activities aiming to influence existing practices and the mundane tactics
microentrepreneurs engaged with.
4.2
4.2.1

Paper 2
Fieldwork experiences

The second paper uses empirical material concerning the work of one entrepreneur (pseudonym Anna in Paper 1). She aimed at preventing the
wasteful circulation of clothing, including developing eco-designed clothing from recycled clothing materials and employing young unemployed
clothing sector professionals. She run an ecological dressmaking atelier
using recycled materials and subleased a rented large space for other ecological service providers.
The fieldwork for this paper started in 2011 and continued until 2014,
which made empirical material richer compared to the other two cases
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presented in the first paper. I continued following Anna and her work,
since her company was still up and running and she explicitly referred to
her work as social entrepreneurship. During these later phases, she had
involved a new business partner, who attended part of the interview in
2014.
Anna always made me feel that I was welcomed to the atelier and to
discuss with her. In addition to her contagious laughter, her language use
was filled with vivid expressions. She had long-term collaborators who
used the atelier in exchange for work. Yet, it was harder to get in contact
with people around her because of their turnover. I observed precarious
working conditions in the sector resulting in, for instance, interns leaving
after their three months internship or collaborators using the space during evenings and weekends when Anna (and I) was away. Also, some decided to run their ecological service in some other space. While she
started the business with a partner, she had left to study by the time I got
to visit her for the first times.
Staying in the atelier exposed me to the rich language used in dressmaking. I had heard of 'hems' and 'gussets' before but I had no idea how I
could have followed the instructions given by Anna to her interns. It was
apparent that it was a place for artisans who knew what they were doing
and enjoyed their work. The use of recycled materials made it even more
interesting and versatile for the professionals.
Yet, dressmaking was not the only area of work that Anna was involved
with. She had spent a considerable time in different clothing related seminars and fairs in order to promote up-cycle designing, i.e. re-using clothing or clippings from industrial clothing manufacturing. During my stay
it was a quieter period concerning meeting in clothing related events. Instead she had started to be involved in developing dressmakers’ education, of which she had several justified arguments from the perspective of
up-cycle design. While this work seemed to be her passion, it was not
much appreciated beyond up-cycle designers. This was one of the reasons
Anna had initially turned to social (sustainable) entrepreneurship.
Nevertheless, social (sustainable) entrepreneurship field in Finland had
not been able to provide her with the peer-support she was looking for.
The organisation for (un-institutionalised) social entrepreneurs had little
resources and it was up to the members to organise events and meetings.
Need I say that most of them were too busy with their own projects to get
involved. Thus, at the time of generating the empirical material I felt that
in many ways her initiatives were stagnated by existing practices. She
wanted to do many things and she was capable of doing many things, but
it was frustrating to keep trying year after year with no apparent progress.
These experiences shaped the paper to focus on the practices she had
created in her work that were placed at the intersection of several textures
(networks) of practices. I wanted to examine the ways microentrepreneur
works despite the feeling of not progressing. By laying out the mundane
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working conditions it is possible to discuss the variety of sustainable entrepreneurship.
4.2.2 Research focus

Like ecopreneurship, sustainable entrepreneurship representations are
limited to conceptualisations and there exists little empirical research on
everyday life of sustainable entrepreneurs. In order to generate
knowledge on mundane practices, I examine the 'fitting in' and 'standing
out' (De Clercq & Voronov, 2009) of one entrepreneur's activities observed in-situ and narrated in interviews during 2010-2014. I analyse herwork
(Barley & Kunda, 2001) by taking a processual SHUVSHFWLYH RQ entrepreneurship at the micro-level (Hjorth, 2012; Karatas-Özkan & Chell,
2010) and looking at entrepreneurs’ everyday instances (Steyaert & Katz,
2004).
While entrepreneurs need to fit in to existing fields in order to build
legitimacy, they are also expected to stand out and create new
solutions (De Clercq & Voronov, 2009). I open up this position by
introducing thenotion of networks of practice. This refers to the sharing
of knowledge in ‘extended epistemic groups’, which may cross
organisational boundaries and include competitors, while they also remain
useful to the participants in the form of shared knowledge (Brown &
Duguid, 2001: 204–206). I argue that the new ways of doing things
emerge from in-between net-works of practice when brokers
introduce new ideas to them (Burt,  2004). Like new ideas, social
innovation - understood here as the processand outcome (Phills, Deiglmeier,
& Miller, 2008) of sustainable entrepre-neurs work - is created across the
borders of networks of practice by sus-tainable entrepreneurs working as
brokers in-between networks of prac-tice.
4.2.3 Results and contribution

I find that the microentrepreneur studied worked at the intersection of
several networks of practice. In effect, she advanced up-cycle design, created a seasonal employment model, and promoted sustainable (social)
entrepreneurship (Figure 6). My analysis illustrates how her activities in
these networks enabled her to ‘do her thing’, i.e. advance the use of recycled clothing.
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Figure 6. The combination of networks of practice (Paper 2)

In addition, I argue that sustainable entrepreneurs tend to work in various fields when trying to address complex sustainability challenges. Yet,
while there is a need to transform institutions by standing out, i.e. create
social innovation, the entrepreneurs need existing networks of practices
in order to function, i.e. they need to ‘fit in’. This latter point is rarely
discussed in sustainable entrepreneurship literature, which tends to emphasise heroic representations of people that make it against the odds.
4.2.4 Mundane social entrepreneurship

In this paper, I present a view of brokering as a mundane practice related
to social entrepreneurship. I build an argument that combining
knowledge from various networks of practice helps to build emerging networks of practice, which are related to the new ways of doing things.
These intermediary activities in the intersection of networks of practice
were highly noticeable in the owner-manager’s time use. By following the
categorisation of Burt (2004), I interpret her activities as follows.
First, she intermediated knowledge of different networks of practice, for
example by connecting the recycling and the clothing sector. Second, she
introduced best practice to different networks; for example, by explaining
what kinds of materials were the best for up-cycle designing. Third, she
aimed at learning about the analogies between different networks of
practice for further applications; for example by engaging unemployed
dressmakers with larger scale up-cycle designing. Finally, her long-term
goal was to create a synthesis joining all the activities.
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Notably, I chose to use concepts that could be replaced with other notions or discussed in greater detail. First, I use networks of practice to
illustrate the interconnectedness of practices, instead of practice bundles
or the texture of practices discussed in chapter 2.3.2. At the time of the
writing, network of practice seemed suitable, since it has been used with
service innovation (Gherardi, 2012b: 223). Second, I use the notion of
‘doing’ (Barley & Kunda, 2001) instead of referring to previous practicebased studies. This choice was pragmatically dictated by the space limitation since at the time I felt unsure how to abbreviate the multiplicity of
practice perspectives.
4.3
4.3.1

Paper 3
Fieldwork experiences

The third paper makes use of the richest empirical material conducted for
this PhD study. Initially in 2011, I decided to follow SI-incubator, a cooperative that offered co-working space for people aiming for social innovation. I thought that the choice of the organisation was 'safe' since as a
cooperative it represented an alternative organisational mode. Also, it
profiled itself as a haven for social entrepreneurship. The choice was preceded by several visits to the protospace and interviews with key people
who knew the organisation as members or as employees. SI-incubator
seemed like a very exciting site to study work and practices related to social entrepreneurship.
However, there is no 'safeness' in fieldwork, and inevitable surprises
emerged. A major surprise arrived in 2013 when the cooperative CEO announced that the working space was going to move. The organisation had
invested heavily in renovating the space they were giving up, and the
move made little sense. Yet, the most profound surprise was the fact that
the cooperative was declared bankrupt quite soon after the move. Only
later I found that their earlier contract was terminated because they had
trouble paying the rent. I had agreed to conduct more fieldwork and generate more empirical material after my time abroad. Yet, this was made
impossible by the bankruptcy. I was devastated. I did not even get to say
goodbye to some of the people or the old space.
I decided to visit the new space, where some of the most recent actives
of the cooperative had established a new limited liability company to
serve technology start-ups. The shift of direction seemed to be dictated
by a goal of generating guaranteed income as a comparison to the atmosphere cultivated in the old premises. This sense was later confirmed by
the last CEO of the cooperative, who agreed to be interviewed.
Throughout my fieldwork in the SI-incubator I observed several contradictions. While most of the volunteers and early managers emphasised
the feeling in the incubator, the later managers seemed to focus on financial sustainability. The users of the space seemed to have little to say to
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me and kept their distance. I had little to offer them as a researcher since
they were interested in developing their services in order to flourish as
experts and generate income to themselves. Finally, I felt sympathetic to
all of these positions mentioned above.
Although I was asked to join the cooperative and start to use the coworking space, I never joined. While the reasons for this were practical
(limited personal finances, a need for reading and writing in peace) and
personal (new family situation, health issues), they also related to my
sense of philosophy of science at the time. I felt a need to hold a certain
distance to the field. Thus, I struggled between showing understanding
to participants I met but keeping away from the ambiguity in the cooperative.
When after my stay abroad I was finally ready to enter the field with a
readiness for more engagement, the organisation had ceased to exist.
Thus, the third paper in this PhD study can be understood as a homage
to the unique spirit in the SI-incubator that was lost.
4.3.2

Research focus

This study focuses on one social enterprise that aimed at creating social
innovation via running a co-working space for knowledge-intensive freelancers and entrepreneurs. This platform was established in 2009 as a
Finnish branch of an international brand of social incubators. It was deliberately established as a cooperative in order to engage in different
managing and doing. This choice was later criticised as ‘too ideological’.
In this paper I examine how the platform sustained a sense of ‘buzzing’
and how this was finally lost. By ‘buzz’ I refer to an atmosphere, a sense
of belonging, which they were unable to verbalise but which was constantly referred to during the exciting first phases and later during the
times of their economic troubles. Paying attention to or ignoring the
sense of buzzing manifested the divisions between the people involved;
some wanted to guard a sense of doing something differently, while others wanted to turn to more business-like activities.
I followed the platform from 2009 until 2013 when it was declared
bankrupt. I visited them for one to three weeks every year to observe the
work taking place in the space. In addition, I interviewed various actors
involved with the platform, namely the CEOs, members of the cooperative executive board, volunteers (called hosts), users, and visitors.
I turned to the notion of heterotopia introduced by Foucault, meaning
‘enacted utopia’ (Foucault, 1986) in order to understand what the space
was about. Although Foucault did not develop the notion very far, heterotopia has been used in various empirical studies to signify a space or
place that enables other ways of doing things (Johnson, 2006). This paper aims to show the mundane practices that were central in establishing,
maintaining, and finally losing the sense of buzzing.
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4.3.3

Results and contribution

I analyse various mundane practices that enabled the people involved to
establish and maintain a sense of buzzing (Figure 7). In relation to social
entrepreneurship, the cultivation of a sense of impact was noticeable. Although in everyday instances people had little time to evaluate these impacts, the discourse of societal impacts was strong.

Figure 7. The elements contributing to a sense of buzzing (Paper 3)

A platform-specific practice ‘hosting’ related to many of the other practices maintaining the sense of buzzing. Hosts were volunteers who
greeted everyone entering the space. They maintained the space by making sure there was fresh coffee and coffee supplies, they organised events
in the space, and they actively connected members (users of the space) to
engage with one another.
Throughout the studied period, the sense of buzzing was maintained by
offering the space, which meant making sure members had a unique
place to work. Yet, this was economically more difficult than anticipated.
The chosen cooperative form did not support the daily activities since
most of the cooperative members were not the users of the space. Yet,
while the difficulties accumulated, they were not openly discussed – until
at the point of serious cash flow emergency. Thus, the sense of buzzing
was connected with practice of silencing.
This study has connections to existing literature. First, the study relates
to the on-going discussions about entrepreneurship, heterotopias, and
emancipation (Verduijn et al., 2014). While emancipation does not require sites of heterotopia, such experiments push the boundaries of our
understanding on what is entrepreneurship. Moreover, the study gives
examples of seeking autonomy, authoring, and declaring mission that
make the notion of ‘emancipatory entrepreneuring’ (Rindova et al.,
2009).
Second, the findings give an empirical example of ‘new work’ or postbureaucracy, breaking the existing relations of working life such as social
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class (Julkunen, 2008; Sennett, 2006). In contrast to ‘old work’, in which
colleagues, work tasks, and employers remained unchanged for years or
the whole career, ‘new work’ brings along the blurring of personality, spatiality, and temporality with the previously separated spheres of work.
Finally, the paper applies practice perspectives to enable a different interpretation of social entrepreneurship. Instead of glossing over difficulties or discords, the analysis shows entrepreneuring (Steyaert, 2007a),
the doing of entrepreneurship, over time, and practices related to the key
interest of the paper, the sense of buzzing.
4.3.4 Mundane social entrepreneurship

This paper is about mundane social entrepreneurship and everyday practices as well as the disagreement about what is efficient or meaningful
social entrepreneurship. The people involved were not able to merge the
two positions together (efficiency and meaningfulness) but insisted that
they are threats to one another. This dispute resembles the arguments
put forward in the social entrepreneurship research literature, which
claim that such hybridity is difficult or that social enterprises are in a danger of a mission drift (Ebrahim et al., 2014).
Another reading focuses on the mundane practices detached from the
outcomes of the venture. In effect, they were able to mobilise several people to establish and maintain a sense of buzzing and doing things differently. At the time, it was a pioneer experimentation with a cooperative
form with novel means related to managing knowledge-intensive work,
namely hosting the work of freelancers and entrepreneurs, attached to a
sense of societal impacts and creating social innovation. Although the
platform was not a success economically, it achieved (some of) its other
goals by simply existing.
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5. Conclusions

5.1

Key contributions

The overall aim of this PhD study was to increase the understanding of
social entrepreneurship. For this study, I followed the notion of social entrepreneurship and the work of people who identify themselves or are
identified with social entrepreneurship by others in Finland. Theoretically, I asked how practice perspective informs the study of social entrepreneurship. Empirically, I asked how microentrepreneurs identifying
themselves or identified with social entrepreneurship cope with and
solve mundane work related challenges over time.
I provide answers to these questions in the following subchapters
named after the theoretical framework of this study (Figure 8). After key
contributions, I discuss policy implications (5.2), the limitations of this
study (5.3), and my suggestions to further research (5.4).

Figure 8. The theoretical framework with the key contributions

Overall, it is the union of social entrepreneurship assumptions and the
work of microentrepreneurs that construct the understanding of social
entrepreneurship. Next, I elaborate this process.
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5.1.1

Challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions of social entrepreneurship

There exists a stream of entrepreneurship literature aimed at ‘establishing once and for all the character of entrepreneur, asking what exactly it
is that makes an entrepreneur an entrepreneur’ (Jones & Spicer, 2009:
35). According to Jones and Spicer (2009), this stream of research has
been unable to identify the essence of entrepreneurship. Yet, this failure
has resulted in something else: the undefinable entrepreneurship is an
empty signifier (Jones & Spicer, 2009: 35–39). I dare to assume that this
view is also relevant in relation understanding social entrepreneurship.
One contribution of this study is to consider this discussion in relation to
social entrepreneurship.
Yet, we cannot escape the fact that social entrepreneurship is used as a
notion by academics and practitioners. Questions remain: What constitutes as social entrepreneurship? How to understand social entrepreneurship?
I started this study with unpacking the construction of ‘social entrepreneurship’ by analysing academic research on social entrepreneurship.
The highly cited articles on social entrepreneurship favour abstractions
and generalisations (see for example Short et al., 2009). Often, social entrepreneurship assumptions draw from empty entrepreneurship assumptions while, at the same time, they have a tendency to separate social entrepreneurship from ‘conventional’ entrepreneurship and assign
social value creation primarily to social entrepreneurship.
Yet, studies challenging the taken-for-granted assumptions of (social)
entrepreneurship argue how entrepreneurship is more than economic
wealth-creation (Calás et al., 2009) and how social value creation is discounted in entrepreneurship studies (Chell, 2007). Additionally, previous studies have find that social entrepreneurs are presented as heroic
figures (Nicholls, 2010: 621; Cho, 2006: 42; Nicholls & Cho, 2006: 105–
107; Dempsey & Sanders, 2010; Dey, 2006).
This study contributes to this stream of literature by showing the mundane activities that can be referred to as social entrepreneurship due to
their intended focus on ‘social’ issues. This study also shows how the use
of label ‘social entrepreneurship’ resulted in identity work by the entrepreneurs, since they reflected their position to the notion. Yet, independent from entrepreneurs’ language use, the activities could have been described merely as ‘entrepreneurship’ while still focusing on ‘social’ issues.
In addition, this study answers pleas to study mundane social entrepreneurship (Dempsey & Sanders, 2010: 454; Dey & Steyaert, 2016). By focusing on mundaneness, this study challenges the tendency, reported by
Dey (2006), to list preordained characteristics of social entrepreneurs so
that they would have a possibility to succeed or even start their venture.
Instead, this study unmasks social entrepreneurship from such glorifications and advocates a practices perspective for the empirical investigations.
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5.1.2 Adopting a practice perspective

This study contributes to social entrepreneurship research and entrepreneurship studies in general by studying activities attached to the
notion of social entrepreneurship from a practice perspective to answer
the theoretical research question how practice perspective informs the
studyof social entrepreneurship. To address the question, I analysed social
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship and practice-based studies. The
contribution of this is in showing the diversity of ways social
entrepreneurship can be approached in research. The explanatory
element lies in the adopted worldview. While majority of the highlycited peer-reviewed social entrepreneurship articles seem to rely on
methodological individualism (Table 1), this is less likely in articles
that have adopted the practiceperspective (Table 3).
A practice perspective is a diverse category that refers to understanding
the social world to consist of practices that take place in interaction between humans and mediated by artefacts. I committed to ‘practice as a
perspective’ and ‘practice as a philosophy’ (Orlikowski, 2010), which both
suggest a commitment to understand social world to consist of practices
and not merely understanding practices as different from ‘theories’.
When taken that practices organise the social world, mundaneness becomes mundane, i.e. people’s sayings and doings are part of the texture
of practices (Gherardi, 2006). Then the interest is in understanding how
activities attached to social entrepreneurship weave together without glorifying succession or failure. Such a view is empowering since it grants
demystified access to social entrepreneurship and gives permission to experiment.
Importantly, from a practice perspective, there are no ‘hidden’ (Nicolini
& Monteiro, 2016) social entrepreneurship qualities to be attached to 
persons or initiatives. Additionally, there are no hidden forces that make
something social entrepreneurship and others ‘conventional’ entrepreneurship. Rather, these are social constructions and conventions. Thus,
a practice perspective challenges the assumptions in social entrepreneurship research which have tended to lean on such taken-for-granted representations circulated in discourse.
Yet, not everything is perceived as social entrepreneurship, as demonstrated by the various criteria in previous research (Chapter 2.1.2). For
instance, some understand limited profit distribution as a key criteria for
social enterprises (Defourny & Nyssens, 2010; Shaw & de Bruin, 2013:
741). Such sociomaterial circumstances draw limits between different understandings. Yet, according to Nicolini and Monteiro (2016), from a
practice-based studies perspective such boundary debates are for practitioners to decide. Concerning researchers’ position in such debates, I take
that researchers have a stake in such debates when they act as practitioners by engaging in the development of the field for instance via action 
research or policy work. Thus, it is not my task to draw such lines in this
study.
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Yet, signifiers, such as social or sustainable entrepreneurship, do exist.
Overcoming such categorisations is a challenge for empirical research,
such as this, focusing on the practices of emerging forms of entrepreneurship. How to describe a phenomenon aiming to influence existing practices via entrepreneurship without falling into reproducing social relationships suggested by dichotomies in previous literature? Are the notions for alternative forms of entrepreneurship - such as social entrepreneurship, ecopreneurship or sustainable entrepreneurship - useful to research at all? How to study the phenomena without mobilising these categories as a researcher?
I argue that by adopting a practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ social entrepreneurship, researchers can be more aware of perspectives related to the dichotomies. Understanding that the world consists of practices offers ways to
do research in the presence of categorisations and problematise them
(Buch et al., 2015). The long tradition of practice-based studies offers perspectives and tools to conduct such research for instance in the fields of
social, ecological, and sustainable entrepreneurship. The choice of practice perspective offers alternative understandings of entrepreneurships
since by taking practices as a starting point it is possible to let the takenfor-granted assumptions rest and follow different topics. Moreover, a
practice SHUVSHFWLYH RQ entrepreneurships demonstrates how entrepreneurship is a socially constructed phenomenon with material,
emotional,and embodied qualities.
5.1.3 Analysing the work of microentrepreneurs

To answer the empirical research question onhow microentrepreneurs
cope with and solve mundane work related challenges over time, I followed their work over time. In different papers I focused on the tactics
for influencing existing practices (Paper 1), creating social innovation
over time in networks of practice (Paper 2), and sustaining ‘buzz’, a sense
of belonging in one social enterprise (Paper 3). The contribution of
this is in applying the practice SHUVSHFWLYH RQ the study of
microentrepreneursidentifying themselves or being identified with social
entrepreneurship.
This study manifests a search for a suitable ontology and
epistemology in order to commit to ‘practice as a perspective’ and
‘practice as a philos-ophy’ (Orlikowski, 2010). The risk of forcing a
phenomenon, here social entrepreneurship, into pre-existing
categories is that the explanations lack phenomenon-specific
understanding. Thus, taking a practice per-spective seriously means
empirical fieldwork (in various forms) to inves-tigate empirical
phenomena (Gherardi, 2012a).
This study contributes to social entrepreneurship research by
applyinga practice perspective. In the study, I followed the notion of ‘social
entre-preneurship’ in Finland and the work of microentrepreneurs who
identi-fied themselves or were identified with social entrepreneurship.
I was specifically interested in how these microentrepreneurs cope
with and
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solve mundane work related challenges over time. I focused on the concerns of microentrepreneurs and their mundane choices to address these
concerns. Based on my analysis, I identified a set of practices that were
attached to activities labelled as social entrepreneurship (Figure 9).

Figure 9.A practice SHUVSHFWLYHRQ mundane social entrepreneurship and the work of microentrepreneurs in Finland (Adopted from Gherardi, 2006, 2010)

I found that the tactics of social entrepreneurship include resource bricolage (Baker & Nelson, 2005) and giving in to resistance due to the restricted resources the owner-managers had. Because at the time of the
fieldwork there was no tangible support for social entrepreneurship, I interpret they were on their own when it came to resources, which resulted
in acting in a resourceful manner (bricolage).
In addition, they tended to find detours to continue to work to address
their concerns. The practice of brokering related to the activities within
networks of practice, which made the microentrepreneur studied use and
transfer her knowledge between different epistemic groups. Creating
‘buzz’ refers to activities that aimed at making people want to contribute
to a social incubator and share ideas.
However, despite the practices this study has itemised, the empirical
findings illustrate how social change does not necessarily take place.
Change is not about a change of one person (Kemmis, 2010); social entrepreneurs should be able to affect others as well and/or the practices
that reproduce existing subjectivities and relationships. The evidence
from the cases shows that the actors had hard times in pushing their missions. As a result, their plans and actions changed, while some of their
initial concerns remained. Despite stopping to develop software, Olli continued with open data. Despite the social innovation platform faced financial troubles, they continued to run the space and waited for better
times to manage joint change projects – until their bankruptcy. Despite
the difficulties in using recycled clothing, Anna continued to promote it
and aimed to impact the education of dressmakers. Even though Juha
had the chance to pay himself due to his economic success, he continued
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to develop new ventures and promote a vegan lifestyle while working
part-time elsewhere.
In the field of empirical entrepreneurship studies, this study contributes to the research on entrepreneurship as social change and emancipation (Verduijn et al., 2014) and emancipatory entrepreneuring (Rindova
et al., 2009) by providing process descriptions of initiatives that aim to
influence existing practices and provide emancipation for the microentrepreneurs and for others. In the case of using recycled clothing for
dressmaking, the microentrepreneur aimed to empower young professionals by engaging them with eco-design. She also aimed at increasing
the appreciation of recycled clothing as a material for production. In the
case of open and user data, the microentrepreneur encouraged citizens to
provide city civil servants with user knowledge and civil servants to use
this knowledge. In the cases of recycled clothing and open data, the activity can be understood to have emancipatory potential since the materials used in the services were more or less publicly available to anyone.
In the case of veganism, the microentrepreneur aimed to offer lower cost
vegan quality products and free people from the use of animal products.
In the case of social incubation, the cooperative actors aimed at offering
support for social change oriented freelancers and entrepreneurs.
This study confirms empirical findings from previous social entrepreneurship studies that social entrepreneurship can be used discursively in
order to continue working on issues the actors find important (Dey &
Steyaert, 2016; Dey & Teasdale, 2015; Parkinson & Howorth, 2008;
Seanor et al., 2013). Thus, I argue that social entrepreneurship can be a
rational and socially acceptable way to disguise radical social change aims
and provide space to experiment with marginal ideas that may challenge
the existing ways of doing things and enable them to flourish.
5.1.4

Generating alternative understandings

This study contributes to generating alternative understandings of social
entrepreneurship because taking a practice perspective enables alternative questions. Instead of asking of what social entrepreneurship is constituted, we can ask when and why social entrepreneurship started to be
used. When and why we started to call self-employment for a societal
mission and the well-being of others (humans and more-than-humans)
as ‘social entrepreneurship’ (or ‘sustainable entrepreneurship’ or ‘ecopreneurship’)? One answer is that social entrepreneurship was developed
as a reaction to previous entrepreneurship literature to highlight that entrepreneurship also has social aspects (Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a; Berglund & Skoglund, 2015). Yet, this manoeuvre has been challenged by
views that all entrepreneurship is about more than economic wealth-creation (Calás et al., 2009; Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006a) and that social aspects have been downplayed in entrepreneurship conceptualisations
(Chell, 2007).
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In the Introduction (Chapter 1), I defined social entrepreneurship as
activities that combine persons’ awareness of environmental and social
challenges, their accumulated professional knowledge and entrepreneurial activities for facilitating positive societal change and the wellbeing of others. By engaging in a dialogue with customers or users, social
entrepreneurs communicate the ways we currently live. By transforming
this knowledge they have the potential to ‘trigger individual, group, and
organisational transformation’ (Eikeland & Nicolini, 2011). They may
generate and search for new knowledge via their networks while they interact with others in order to communicate their emerging and changing
ideas. For the microentrepreneurs studied, the enterprise was a means to
experiment with the acquired knowledge manifested as new services.
These new services again produced new knowledge. Yet, they were able
to do this only because they had their experience from the respective and
more established professions as dressmaker, consultant, software developer, merchant, or social incubator (community) manager. However,
they saw ‘through -- constraints’ (Eikeland & Nicolini, 2011: 170) and
found ways to spell out possibilities beyond current practices. They had a
theory of change (ibid.); they were the theorisers of practices as they
knew the practices as practitioners.
In general terms, social entrepreneurship can be understood as a texture of practices (Gherardi, 2006) dependent on the context and subject
position. In simple terms, social entrepreneurs cannot achieve their mission alone without being part of the texture of practices. Although it is
hoped that social entrepreneurship as a phenomenon is able to address
(some) contemporary challenges and solve wicked problems (Alvord et
al., 2004; Dees, 1998; Dorado & Ventresca, 2013; Mair & Martí, 2006;
Zahra et al., 2009), the phenomenon as a construct is part of the very
world it is supposed to be changing. Social entrepreneurship cannot
stand outside the social world since the phenomenon is attached to the
texture of practices. Although the microentrepreneurs tried to influence,
modify, and ‘change’ some practices, which may have had intended effects, they also reproduced other practices and contributed to the status
quo, which may have had unintended effects in relation to their concerns.
Thus, mundane social entrepreneurship seems limited in its power to affect wide-ranging processes.
Yet, I argue that the work practices identified in this study (Figure 9)
manifest hope and sincerity. I interpret that the activities of microentrepreneurs studied are more than maximising personal income or enterprise revenues, and therefore, more than economic wealth-creation (Calás et al., 2009). The microentrepreneurs seemed to deal with activities
that enabled the possibilities of humans and more-than-humans to continue living on this shared planet, which is threatened by the activities of
humans (Latour, 2014). Hope was one of the topics that interested de
Certeau, one of the practice theorists I referred to: ‘hope that however
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bad things get, they are not necessarily so’ (Buchanan, 2000: 89 on tactics by de Certeau, emphasis in the original). Sincerity again relates to
believing that it is better to try than do nothing or do things the way they
are used to be done, no matter how limited the attempts may seem.
Thus, this study shows how hope and sincerity, which are manifested in
the work of microentrepreneurs, are not about abstract notions but mundane processes, such as choosing not to pay oneself or using time to educate others instead of developing one’s service. I interpret that these
mundane practices relate to working with others beyond venture-centred
goals and for others, namely other humans and more-than-humans.
5.2

Policy implications

Considering the interest toward social entrepreneurship, there has been
little ongoing research on the emerging forms of social entrepreneurship
in Finland. The majority of the research has focused on organisations
working in the social and welfare sector, as municipal service providers,
or work-integration enterprises. Thus, this study sets apart with its focus
on less frequently studied activities, which nevertheless can be recognised as part of the Finnish social entrepreneurship field. In Kostilainen
et al. (under review) these approaches are labelled social impact oriented
small businesses and new cooperatives.
As discussed in the methodology section, the categorisation of the studied activities as social entrepreneurship or entrepreneurship can be debated. Yet, the actors can be considered to practice social entrepreneurship and microentrepreneurship because they decided to act upon their
sustainability concerns and chose to establish a venture. This choice connects the different microentrepreneurs studied in various sectors. It
seems that this choice also manifests young urban professionals’ search
for meaningful work.
In addition to examining the activities resulting from such choices, this
study made visible the mundane work of practitioners. For some these
revelations would hardly illustrate economic nor social impact success
primarily attached to social entrepreneurship. From a functionalist perspective, their activities may seem irrational, failed, or disordered.
From a practice perspective, the findings of this study may be useful for
those actors interested in supporting the movement of microentrepreneurs who can be identified or identify themselves as ‘social entrepreneurs’. Instead of keeping up an image of economically viable and socially
impactful social entrepreneurship, we may set aside this image and start
looking at what takes place in mundane work settings and in the texture
of practices. I argue that the truly beneficiary activities of practitioners
emerge from such bottom-up considerations instead of imposing topdown constructions.
Yet, as discussed in the introduction, social entrepreneurship is often
seen as an individual’s process while the benefit of his/her venture should
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be distributed to a community. As my study and many other studies have
shown, establishing and maintaining a venture is a social practice. Such
findings conflict much of the (social) entrepreneurship guidance by various advocacies and agencies. Thus, supporting (social) entrepreneurs
means acknowledging the social nature of activities.
Overall, I am unsure of the policy implications of conceptualising social
entrepreneurship to include also private ventures. In addition to my
study, at least Busenitz et al. (2015) report the emergence of private ventures as social enterprises and Cohen and Muñoz (2015) theorise about
urban entrepreneurship for sustainability impacts. From a critical perspective, the development of spreading the tent of social entrepreneurship to include new actors may signal the spread of the neoliberal regime.
This development is well documented in the non-profit sector (see for example Eikenberry, 2009).
The picture becomes more nuanced from a practice perspective. As presented in this thesis, a practice perspective entails an understanding that
actors have agency. This is manifested, for example, by how the notion of
‘social entrepreneurship’ gets used (see discursive practices in Chapter
2.3.4). Thus, the actors may also mould concepts to their own ends and
engage in doings and sayings that have transformative and even radical
effects.
Thus, an interesting question is how social entrepreneurship may help
in tackling contemporary sustainability issues. Generally, practice theories have discussed little how to generate social change in the face of sustainability challenges (Strengers & Maller, 2015). The emergence of social
entrepreneurship could be understood as a new means of policy-making.
An entrepreneurial role in markets may enable political and civic activity
that otherwise could be limited due to opposition or lack of resources.
Additionally, in different times these activities could have appeared under other labels, such as party politics or social movements. Consequently, social entrepreneurship has potential to be interpreted and developed as post-capitalist work and by studying it, we may be able to address how to enable the existence of emerging, alternative forms of economic activity (Gibson-Graham, 2006).
Social entrepreneurship is also mentioned in discussions related to
‘degrowth’, in which social enterprises are understood as democratic organisations (Johanisova & Wolf, 2012) and not interested in profit maximisation (Johanisova, Crabtree, & Franková, 2013). Thus, when taking
degrowth society as a political goal, then certain types of social enterprises should be promoted, namely organisations favouring democratic
decision-making, limited profit distribution and/or sharing benefits with
community members. In these connections, cooperatives are often mentioned as a viable organisational form.
In general, social entrepreneurship as a movement could benefit from
making stronger connections to the limited carrying capacity of our
planet (Rockström et al., 2009; Whiteman et al., 2013). This connection
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between entrepreneurship and ecology has been discussed in ecopreneurship (Dixon & Clifford, 2007) and sustainable entrepreneurship
(Shepherd & Patzelt, 2011) research. The microentrepreneurs in this
study also related to such topics.
An inclusion of discussions on the limited carrying capacity of the Earth
is not merely a matter of abstract definitional spinning but could affect
our societies. For instance, climate change related immigration is expected to increase. While governments have responsibility for addressing
such developments, social entrepreneurship can play a role in delivering
tangible solutions at a grass-roots level. In case such projects emerge, this
study has provided arguments to understand them as mundane phenomena with work done in the textures of practice, including also more-thanhuman actors.
5.3 Limitations of the study
The limitations of this study include the chosen notion of social entrepreneurship, not explicitly focusing on discursive practices, the appropriateness of used empirical material for studying practices, and the limits of a
researcher.
Firstly, why keep social entrepreneurship as a notion when the phenomenon could have been framed alternatively, for example as ecopreneurship or sustainable entrepreneurship? Although I realise an alternative notion could have streamlined this study, I have sustained the
notion for two reasons. First, I wanted to respect my original choices, especially when I realised similar taken-for-granted issues burden ecopreneurship and sustainable entrepreneurship literatures (Skoglund,
forthcoming; Beveridge & Guy, 2005). Second, although the owner-managers and the cooperative actors could have used another concept, they
chose to relate to social entrepreneurship. This linguistic choice reflects
discursive practices taking place in mundane work, which is noticed by
other social entrepreneurship researchers.
Consequently and secondly, this study had little to say about the discursive practices of people involved with the phenomenon of social entrepreneurship in Finland. In other words, I have not problematised the way
the actors studied consume and are consumed by the notion. Moreover,
the benefits and disadvantages of using social entrepreneurship are little
discussed. Finally, I have not focused on the politics of who has the right
to use the notion in Finland. These interesting questions on the nature of
constructions and power relations have a strong tradition in organisation
and some (critical) entrepreneurship studies (Jones & Spicer, 2009). I
understand these as the next step from understanding the mundaneness
of work identified as social entrepreneurship. In order to make sense of
these questions, we should study the mobilisation of these categories.
Thirdly, as already discussed in the Methodology section, it is relevant
to ask how suitable my empirical material is for studying practices. Is the
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empirical material adequate for taking a practice perspective? The main
criticism may include the way I have studied the practices by following
people: either the individual entrepreneurs or the actives in the cooperative. I have included limited or no empirical material from customers,
employees, or other stakeholders. While I point out and sympathise with
previous criticism toward focusing on heroic individual entrepreneurs,
my study can be understood to also strengthen such individualistic focus.
In addition to stakeholders, the used research material lacks a more detailed focus on the interaction between humans and more-than-humans:
for example how recycled clothing, open data, vegan food, or co-working
space shaped (social entrepreneurship) practices. These elements are increasingly considered important in practice-based studies.
I conclude that practice-based studies can be carried out in various
ways. As reported, I was able to spend some time in the field and observe
people’s work in their everyday setting, although less for some than what
I would have eventually wanted. Due to temporal reasons affecting my
research process, I had limited time to expand the generation of empirical
material. Yet, I feel I have made the most of the available empirical material.
Fourthly and finally, there exists an increased dissatisfaction toward
studies presenting researchers’ representations that are based on research ‘objects’’ representations, which are generated for example in research interviews (Lorimer, 2005). Thus, alternative ways of qualitative
studies are being explored, such as studies using images and sound (Gershon, 2013). These perspectives challenge the interpretative turn in social
sciences and argue for post-qualitative studies (Lather & Pierre, 2013).
Thus, what can we know about social entrepreneurship? What do we expect to know about a phenomenon as researchers? These questions related to the sociology of knowledge have grown on me during my PhD
research process.
5.4

Suggestions for further research

My suggestions for further research stem from the conclusions and limitations of this study. First, I suggest that further research continues to
examine the discursive practices related to social entrepreneurship. For
example: What are the effects using different signifiers, like social entrepreneurship, and who benefits from the use of them? How does the use
of social entrepreneurship affect the actors using it and vice versa? Analysing actors’ position in relation to discursive categories, such as ‘social
entrepreneurship’ and ‘entrepreneurship’, combined with the analysis of
their mundane work could offer answers to these questions.
Second, analysing social entrepreneurship actors and their agency
could inform us about the alternative forms of economic activity. Moreo-
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ver, as a market-based activity, social entrepreneurship could be an interesting site for studying activities beyond capitalist vocabularies, for example, as discussed by Gibson-Graham (2006).
Third, further studies on the agency for social change in the context of
entrepreneurship could offer some answers that interest researchers beyond social entrepreneurship stories. As a phenomenon, social entrepreneurship is perceived to break away from a passive waiting for someone
else to improve things, such as multinational corporations or international governmental organisations. This results in bringing the ethical
considerations to the grassroots level. While at the same time, previous
research has pointed out that this can be extremely problematic due to
leaving solutions to few individuals or groups, this also brings ethics to
the everyday considerations. Responsibility and normativity is not something happening on an upper level but in the decisions of (social) entrepreneurs (Dey & Steyaert, 2016). Thus, further research could examine
social entrepreneurship as a site for practicing (intentional) ethical considerations.
Fourth, much of practice-based studies is implicitly anthropocentric
and silent about sustainability concerns or the planetary limits of our activities. Although there are suggestions that the notion of the Anthropocene will transcend the way we understand the responsibility of human
activities (Latour, 2014), this discussion is still emerging. However, theorising about the role of ecology in entrepreneuring while taking into account the political nature of ecological concerns, i.e. ecological thinking
is not merely ‘good’ by its own ends but contradicts contemporary ways
of living, could offer insight for the discussion on the responsibilities of
(entrepreneurial) work.
Fifth and finally, elaborating the agency of entrepreneurs could inform
practice-based-studies about agency of individuals. This discussion relates to the post-humanist ontologies briefly mentioned earlier. While entrepreneurs are humans, their work entails cooperation with more-thanhumans, such as technological equipment, material artefacts, and nonhuman animals. Focusing on these relationships could open up completely new interpretations of entrepreneurship as part of society, including its more-than-human members.
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The tactics of ecopreneurs aiming to influence existing practices

Abstract
Previous research highlights that ecopreneurship helps to live within planetary limits and
influence existing practices. Yet, the tactics of ecopreneurs aiming to do this is rarely
covered. This study follows three ecopreneurs in urban planning, food, and clothing
sectors during four years while they tried to influence existing practices. Over the years
their activities changed, decelerated, or stopped. Owing to the difficulties and opposition
they faced, their tactics included resource bricolage, and giving in to opposition and
finding detours. These findings present ecopreneurship as a mundane process evolving
over time.
Keywords:
Ecopreneurship; tactics; everyday; process; longitudinal.

Introduction
Increasingly, the everyday practices in our daily lives are thought to contribute to the
process of exceeding the carrying capacity of our planet. For instance, many of the current
ways of eating, clothing, and moving about in Western societies are considered
unsustainable. Therefore, more sustainable practices are called for. Ecopreneurship is
suggested to influence existing practices by introducing future services (Shepherd &
Patzelt, 2011). Ecopreneurs are people who run a business while thinking of future
generations (Isaak, 2002) and work for a sustainable world that does not yet exist (Cohen
& Winn, 2007).
Although ecopreneurship literature shares a forward-looking attention to
entrepreneurship as one solution to sustainability challenges, it portrays ecopreneurship
as heroic (Beveridge & Guy, 2005; Skoglund, forthcoming) while research indicates the
limits of entrepreneurship in terms of solving complex societal issues (see for example
Blackburn & Ram, 2006). Moreover, ecopreneurship literature is short on the opposition
the entrepreneurs may face when deviating from the current ways of doing things (Goss,
Jones, Betta, & Latham, 2011). Given these findings, ecopreneurs’ everyday experiences
(Steyaert & Katz, 2004; de la Ville, 2003) in the face of everyday opposition are
surprisingly little discussed, although ‘providing future services’ (Patzelt & Shepherd,
2011) can be incompatible with existing ways of doing things (Keating, Geiger, &
McLoughlin, 2014).
I use de Certeau’s (1988) notion of tactics to explain the available space for ecopreneurs
when they try to influence existing practices for understanding of the situated, temporal,
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and ad hoc -nature of ecopreneurship. Thus, the purpose of this study is to explore
ecopreneurial tactics by examining three Finnish ecopreneurs’ processes using data from
2010-2013. I argue that influencing existing practices may be beyond ecopreneurs reach
when their actions disrupt the status quo. Yet, following de Certeau, interpreting their
activities as tactical grants actors agency (de La Ville, 2003) and sustains hope for a
possibility of change (Buchanan, 2000).
Literature review
Ecopreneurship research
Previous literature has importantly emphasised the limited carrying capacity of our planet
(Whiteman, Walker, & Perego, 2013) and the role of entrepreneurial responses in
providing new solutions (Shepherd & Patzelt, 2011). A focus on sustainability challenges
casts a systemic perspective to much of ecopreneurship literature. Consequently, this
research is predominantly characterised by conceptual work including typologies
(Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011) and ideal types (Isaak, 2002).
However, not all of literature focusing on entrepreneurship for sustainability is
conceptual. To date, journal articles present successful cases manifesting that
ecopreneurship can be done (Larson, 2000; Rodgers, 2010) or show how it is done
(Kirkwood & Walton, 2014; Parrish, 2010). For instance, Parrish and Foxon (2006)
studied how small-scale actors can catalyse large-scale transformations, while Choi and
Gray (2008) found numerous common themes in the management practices of the 21
organisations they studied. The organisations had for instance minimal financial
assistance, controlled costs, and operated in niche markets.
These studies portray ecopreneurship as purposeful: When ecopreneurs face opposition,
they are persistent, overcome difficulties, and deliver a successful outcome. The tendency
in ecopreneurship literature to highlight purposeful action could be partially explained by
the focus on success stories found in what are retrospective studies (but for exceptions
see Palmås & Lindberg, 2013; Spence, Boubaker Gherib, & Ondoua Biwolé, 2010).
While research discussing social movements for green economy explicitly focuses on the
political nature of transforming societies (Shear, 2014), ecopreneurship research is short
on such negotiations related to deciding on activities. Skoglund (forthcoming)
deconstructed images of ecopreneurship in existing research and concluded that
ecopreneurs are attached to all-powerful, highly principled heroism. Also Beveridge and
Guy (2005) showed how ecopreneurship is denoted to individual ‘champions’ while the
social, mundane construction of solutions is left uncovered. These heroic considerations
of ecopreneurship collide with the empirical findings that entrepreneurs are unable to
control or predict the outcome of their venture (Keating et al., 2014). Similarly, the
process of entrepreneur, aiming for social transformation, is linked to social relations,
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which may result in a process of ‘barring’, i.e. others discarding entrepreneur’s activities
(Goss et al., 2011).
Ecopreneurship may change the status quo in respective sectors, which results in tradeoffs within and between organisations (Hahn et al., 2010). Thus, while ecopreneurs aim
to influence existing practices, for instance by introducing natural skincare or locally
produced ice cream (Choi & Gray, 2008), they challenge the existing ways of producing
services (Parrish & Foxon, 2006) and most likely face opposition (Goss et al., 2011). If
we take seriously the claims that ecopreneurs start small-scale activities and this as a
result of personal motivation (see for example Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011; Kirkwood
& Walton, 2014), they tend to have less power than large actors such as multinational
companies or governments. Yet, predominantly previous ecopreneurship studies
emphasise heroic representations and rarely focus on how ecopreneurs act in the face of
opposition.
Tactics in ecopreneurship
Steyaert and Katz (2004) ask ‘what spaces/discourses/stakeholders have we privileged in
the study of entrepreneurship and what other spaces/discourses/stakeholders could we
consider?’ This reflects the interest of this study: What is privileged in ecopreneurship
research and what other perspectives could be considered? I suggest the heroic
representation of ecopreneurs potentially shadows the more mundane understandings of
ecopreneurial activities. Thus, rather than understanding ecopreneurs as all-powerful
champions, this study considers entrepreneurs having limited power in their everyday
work (Steyaert & Katz, 2004; Blackburn & Ram, 2006; Keating et al., 2014).
In order to elaborate ecopreneurs’ daily activities in the face of opposition, I turn to de
Certeau’s (1988) views of strategy and tactics that highlights how individuals are able
carry out activities and ‘make do’ within ‘imposed systems’ (p. 18). According to de
Certeau (1988, p. 35-36), strategising is done by those who have (taken) the power, for
example authorities and large organisations. They are able to secure and separate areas
where they practice their own rules and expect others to respect them. Yet, people do not
unconditionally adopt constraining models and norms but make their way about them. De
Certeau (1988, p. 36-37) defines a tactic as
[b]y contrast with strategy -- calculated action determined by the absence of a proper
locus. -- The space of tactic is the space of the other. Thus it must play on and with a
terrain imposed on it and organized by the law of foreign power. -- It takes advantage
of “opportunities” and depends on them.
While powerful actors have determined places, in which they set the rules, those with
tactical power lack these places. Thus, actors engaging in tactics ‘make use of the cracks’
that emerge temporarily within existing order (de Certeau, 1988, p. 37). De Certeau’s
examples of tactics include contemporary consumption, walking in the city, and reading.
Yet, instead of interpreting tactic only as a binary pair to strategy, strategy and tactic both
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entail calculations (Buchanan, 2000, p. 87). Moreover, the notion of tactic highlights
‘hope that however bad things get, they are not necessarily so’ (Ibid., p. 89, emphasis
original). In studying entrepreneurship, tactics bring attention to processual and
longitudinal inquiries (de La Ville, 2003, p. 174), emphasises ‘creativity through which
groups and individuals escape the “nets of discipline”’, and how ‘ordinary intelligence is
inseparable from everyday struggles’ (Ibid., p. 180).
While strategy and tactics are widely used concepts in management literature, in this
study I use them in the vein of de Certeau and previous empirical research. In this line of
thinking, while people are thought to aim for something, ‘strategising’ might not be
possible due to power inequalities marked by opposition. Instead, those with less power
‘make do’ with what they have. Indeed, de Certeau’s thinking can be viewed as an
invitation to challenge individuals as all-powerful while still emphasising the possibilities
to find ways to deviate from social order (Napolitano & Pratten, 2007).
The conceptual distinction between tactics and strategies has been used by others as an
analytical tool to study empirical phenomena. Cornwall (2007) problematised the
‘choice’ of small-scale traders in Nigeria and showed that development discourse portrays
empowerment in simplistic terms. Hjorth (2005) examined how employees were able to
change their work in the face of managerial order. In summary, the tactics of everyday
life may enable entrepreneurs to play with time and sustain their venture.
In entrepreneurship studies, the notion of ‘bricolage’, ‘making do’ with what is at hand,
is used to theorise how entrepreneurs manage in nascent sectors or with scarce resources.
Baker and Nelson (2005) studied entrepreneurship in economically deprived areas in
order to understand why some entrepreneurs were able to sustain their activities; finally
concluding it was engaging in bricolage. Their empirically derived framework on
bricolage ‘domains’, namely physical, labour, skills, customer/markets, institutional
environment, provides one way to grasp the everyday tactics of entrepreneurship. In this
reading of entrepreneurship, bricolage as the refusal to enact by resource limitations
(Baker & Nelson, 2005), can be understood as making ‘use of the cracks’ while ‘making
do’ (de Certeau, 1988).
Methodology
Data
In order to study ecopreneurship as mundane activity, I looked for access to cases over
time since ecopreneurs’ aims to influence existing practices takes time. Process research
focuses on understanding the temporal evolution of events, and how and why processes
happen (Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, & Van de Ven, 2013). Process research methods
facilitate the reconstruction of events, using for example archival data, observation, and
multiple case analysis (Van de Ven & Poole, 2005).
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The process perspective was enabled by access to research data from an independent
research project that examined several young entrepreneurs with a responsible business
in large Finnish cities (Haanpää & Tuppurainen, 2012). Three of these entrepreneurs had
explicitly developed services that aimed to enhance sustainability, and consequently I
chose them as cases (presented in the findings section).
In essence, I complemented the secondary data - nine recorded interviews generated by
another researcher during 2010 and 2011 - with further data generation in 2013 including
interviewing and shadowing (Czarniawska, 2007) of two ecopreneurs, which enabled the
understanding of how work was done in everyday setting (Table 1). I visited two
ecopreneurs altogether five times in their workplaces and followed their daily activities
and interactions. Since, at the time, one ecopreneur worked part-time, I was only able to
interview him. Because observation fieldnotes added to the information generated in
interviews and provided background to the analysed events, the interpretation of the work
of one ecopreneur, who was not observed, was more restricted compared to the other two.
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2009

2009

Olli

Juha

TOTAL

2007

Entrepreneur
pseudonym

Anna

Enterprise
established

Legal form

No of owners
3

1

2

No of employees
1-3

1-4

1-3

Sector
Software
Consulting

Urban
planning

Food
wholesale and
retail

Clothing and
textile

New practices
Promoting and
enabling the use
of open data for
urban planning
(e.g. cycling)

Promoting and
enabling the use
of vegan foodstuff

Promoting and
enabling the reuse
of clothing waste

Interview years
(no of int.)
14

2010 (2)*,
2011 (1)*,
2013 (1)

2010 (2)*,
2011 (1)*,
2013 (1)

2010 (2)*,
2011
(1)**,
2013 (3)

Informant’s
gender, year of
birth, and
education
Higher
education

1979

Male

Higher
education

1981

Male

Vocational
education

1981

Female

5

-***

2013 (2)

2011 (1),
2013 (2)

Obs. visit years
(no of obs.)

6

* The interview data was generated by another researcher used in Haanpää and Tuppurainen (2012)
** The interview data was generated jointly with another researcher (ibid.)
*** In 2013, the entrepreneur was a ‘part-time entrepreneur’ and did not wish to be shadowed

Limited
Company

Business
name

Limited
Company

Table 1: Research data

Personal
webpage

Webpage,
Facebook page

Webpage,
Facebook page,
newspaper
articles

Documents used

The studied entrepreneurs operated in different sectors, namely urban planning, food, and
clothing. The early interviews focused on basic information about the entrepreneurial
processes: when and how the enterprise was established, why, and by whom. Later,
interviews became less structured allowing ecopreneurs to elaborate their choices.
Throughout the interviews period, 2010-2013, the focus was on the recent developments
of the venture. However, it was unclear how the ventures would evolve during this time.
Despite the longitudinal research design, it is important to consider the extent to which
the data reflects their tactics, since interviews on past events are interpretations delivered
by the interviewee and influenced by the interviewer (Alvesson, 2011). Although I take
a position that ecopreneurs can describe their work (Hitchings, 2012), ecopreneurs’
tactics are based on my interpretations from their descriptions.
Data analysis
The analysis of entrepreneurs’ tactics involved coding and process analysis. I carried out
the initial coding in two stages (Saldaña, 2013). First, the data was coded ‘in vivo’ using
ecopreneurs’ own words. Then, the generated codes were grouped thematically (AttrideStirling, 2001).
I identified a theme related to the tension between how the ecopreneurs talked about their
everyday work at different points in time after they had made apparent changes. For
instance when asked from Juha why he acquired a store space although earlier it was
unquestionable, he answered that the space was suitable and an intern was available.
Instances like these prompted me to apply processual methods for analysis.
I captured the longitudinal process of ecopreneurs’ tactics by applying process research
as described above. Particularly, I used narrative, visual mapping, and synthesis strategies
(Langley, 1999). I tracked down over time what activities changed and how by following
topics that were covered in all data generation points; namely business idea, income,
grants and loans, space/store, and collaboration with others. I used interviews,
observations, and documents to find out about their activities (Table 3 in the Findings
section).
I developed detailed timelines on events and activities from the data. The timelines started
from the establishment of their enterprise or first operations, finished to the end of the
data generation period in 2013, and included retrospective and real-time accounts.
Finally, I created visual maps synthesising the processes (Figures 1, 2, 3) for the purpose
of understanding how processes unfolded.
The changes in ecopreneurs’ processes resulted in phases that I constructed based on
changes in the followed the topics; namely business idea, income, grants and loans,
space/store, and collaboration with others. I labelled these phases according to the key
event that accentuated the time period (Table 4).
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Findings
Sustainability concerns in the beginning
The ecopreneurs studied argued that the current way of doing things was unsustainable
for people and the planet. Thus, they suggested alternative ways for dealing with
challenges, namely veganism, recycling clothing, and intensifying citizen-civil servant
interaction. The analysis showed how each ecopreneur combined his/her professional
knowledge with his/her perspectives, and established an enterprise in order to influence
existing practices (Table 2).
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9

Decreasing the use Cycling improvement
of energy and software in 500 large
materials in large European cities
cities

Accelerated
Using user and
urbanisation
and open data for
ineffective
urban services
planning

Juha

Part-time project coordinator for 
open data network
Part-time
entrepreneur
for 
consulting
Initiating research in urban
planning







Total amount of purchased vegan
products
Employment of three shop keepers


Online store
One franchisee

Two own stores
Two new companies (importing
goods; men’s fashion)






The pilot city implemented cycling
route suggestions
The pilot city adopted digital
infrastructure for third party
solutions

The reused clothing
Hosting other ecological services
Supporting young professionals’
know-how

Effects of ecopreneurship in 2013





Influence on existing Main activities in 2013
practices aimed in
2010
When in need of  Dressmaking
commodities, people  Secondhand clothing shop
employ artisans who  Selling eco-design by small
reuse materials
producers
 Hosting other ecological services
 Educational development

Destruction
of Selling vegan Decreasing to use Quality vegan food
rainforest and loss foodstuff
of
land
for available in large
of biodiversity
cultivating
for retail chains
animal fodder

Purpose
of How this enables
the enterprise living
within
planetary limits?
Reusing
Decreasing the use
clothing waste of virgin materials
in
clothing
production

Olli

Main
sustainability
concern
Anna Increasing amount
of clothing waste in
Western societies

Table 2: The influence on existing practices aimed in 2010 compared to activities and effects in 2013

All three ecopreneurs had a scalable business idea at the time that the enterprise was
established. Later, I show how their activities changed compared to their original aims,
although their sustainability concerns endured. Olli, a vegan and award-winning
environmental blogger, aimed to introduce veganism to existing retail chains. His aim
was to make inexpensive vegan products available to as many people as possible. After
two years he delivered vegan products through a store and an online outlet and aimed to
improve the vegan offering of large retailers.
Juha tried to launch a user data service to improve cycling conditions in large cities. His
aim was to create a technologically mediated form of interaction between citizens and
civil servants. Juha and his business partners developed software that communicated
between cyclists and city civil servants in a large Finnish city. After the pilot, they planned
to scale up the service to hundreds of other European cities and other areas of citizen –
civil servant interaction.
Anna promoted the reuse of existing materials in the clothing sector. Her aim was to reuse
clothing waste and, after couple of years, create an employment model for young
professionals. Anna and her business partner provided services to extend the use of
clothing by remodelling them according to customer’s wishes. She planned to scale up
the enterprise to the reuse of other materials, such as metals and shoes, and to host alike
artisans to develop new products in a reuse centre.
Ecopreneurs’ tactics
Analysis revealed that the ecopreneurs were not able to proceed as planned and they
experienced dramatic changes in their process during the period under study. In fact, two
of three ecopreneurs abandoned the original idea. Thus, they struggled to influence
existing practices as they first aimed. Figures 1, 2, and 3 summarise the key events.
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2009

2010

2012
Peroiod 2: Moving to a big
space and new working areas

2011

Involved in emerging entrepreneurship peer support network

Period 1: Materialising intuition and experimenting with a business
partner

2008

Establishment of a secondhand
shop

Period 3: Managing with changing partners

2013

Chairing dressmaker's vocational
education board

Eco-dressmaker's shop, 2-4 changing ecological service providers, and ecodressmakers as subtenants

Cooperation with large clothing recyclers
Cooperation with educational institutions: interns
Selling others eco-handicraft
Co-organising an annaul recycling event
Reuse of industrial textile
waste of a large Finnish
manufacturer

Eco-dressmaker's shop and a eco-hairdresser

Women entrepreneurship loan

Government seed funding
for 10 months

Social support benefits for parenting

Eco-dressmaker's shop: reusing and remodelling recycled clothes and textiles
Coaching
Bags & assecories
Employment model for young professionals:
freelancer work with social seciruty

Figure 1: Anna's ecopreneurship process

PERIODS

Collaboration

Space / store

Grants and
loans

Income

Business idea

ACTIVITIES

2010

Peroiod 1: Running an online shop

2009

2012

Peroiod 2: Opening Period 3: Starting new ventures
a store with new
responsibilities

2011

2013

Running a Vegan store including office and warehouse
Opening a men's fashion store

Working as a dance instructor

Opening a first vegan store
franchisee in another city

Establishing of a new venture and its online store (men's clothing)
Buying into an existing importing enterprise

Retailing vegan products

Compensates generated CO2 emissions from vegan store
Animal rights forum
Involved in city politics

Online shop, office at home and a rented warehouse

Bank loan

Wholeselling vegan products to large retailers

Figure 2: Olli's ecopreneurship process

PERIODS

Collaboration

Space / store

Grants and
loans

Income

Business idea

ACTIVITIES

Working in an entrepreneurship community

Applying for funding to
develop the service

2010

Peroiod 1: A high growth start up

2009

2011
Period 2: Abandoning the
growth plans

2013
Period 3: Advancing the cause as a reelancer

2012

Co-founding and running an open data network

Working for an open data project as a coordinator

Working from home

Part-time job in an open data project
Consulting and lecturing fees

Involved in city politics

Coordinating a
Election data
collaborative
coding
neighbourhood planning
project
project

The pilot city of the software
Developing Apps for Finland

A research project in a university of
technology

Seed funding (from
research to business)

Wage from the company

Lecturing and consluting
Co-founding and developing a collaborative working space (work cooperative)

Developing an online servive using open and user data for improving
city cycling conditions

Figure 3: Juha's ecopreneurship process

PERIODS

Collaboration

Space / store

Grants and
loans

Income

Business idea

ACTIVITIES

As shown in the figures, each ecopreneur had a unique process. They established new
services, projects, or even enterprises and abandoned others. Despite the differences in
their sector, background, and plans, they engaged in similar tactics in order to keep going.
Here I present two shared patterns, namely (1) resource bricolage and (2) giving in to
opposition and finding detours.
Resource bricolage
I found that limited resources were a reality for the ecopreneurs studied, which clashed
with the strong ideals they had in the beginning. They reported a lack of concrete support
and resources despite stakeholders’ (customers, suppliers, peers) enthusiasm.
Most producers [using recycled materials] are microenterprises -- becoming
growth-oriented is extremely difficult in Finland, especially in handicraft and
creative industries. (Anna, interview 2013b)
After the initial funding available to most of the entrepreneurs, they reported that looking
for financial resources failed. These included attempts to introduce new business partners
(Anna, Juha), to be part of projects involving money to employ workers (Anna, Olli), and
to cooperate with new business customers (Anna, Olli, Juha). Their difficulty in getting
external support affected the speed of execution of their plans.
I’m pretty fed up with acquiring funds. It’s a bit like the problem of egg and
chicken [which was first]. Cycling software should be started with a lot of efforts,
get financing and go abroad. --- So it has been difficult. (Juha, interview 2011)
Instead of using time to persuasively influence existing practices – developing a reuse
centre, introducing veganism to retailers, promoting cycling software – they needed to
focus on sustaining their activity in economic terms and generate personal income.
Although they looked for the means to combine these, this was not always successful.
We got feedback that ‘Yes, this project [for employing unemployed young
dressmakers] is great and this is just what we [clothing sector employment
initiative] would need. But because it is under your company, we cannot finance
it because you would get field advantages. End result? Nothing. There would be
great ideas but if they are in companies, so long. (Anna, interview 2010b)
However, rather than quitting, the ecopreneurs continued to run their enterprise because
of resource bricolage, i.e. using things and connections at hand (Baker & Nelson, 2005)
in relation to business idea, income, grants and loans, space/store, and collaboration with
others (representative quotes in Table 3).
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Income
No regular wage while
running an enterprise
except for parenting
support when taking
care of the child.
(Anna,
observation
fieldnotes 2013)

I teach dance at nights
and do odd jobs. (Olli,
interview 2010)

Business idea
By listening to customers and
serving consumers with the service
they need we can best change
society and attitudes. (Anna,
interview 2011)

It cannot be that in Finland you have
to pay terrible amount [for vegan
products] or they are not offered at
all. So I did a trial sales as a private
person and everything sold out.
(Olli, interview 2010)

Table 3: Representative quotes for resource bricolage
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People perhaps have an illusion of
entrepreneurship that first you
have to be some kind of a
superhuman and then get a half a
million loan and then construct
massive infrastructures and then
see if it succeeds. But no, I don’t
think it’s wise. First one just starts
concretely to do the thing, step by
step. One can take pretty big steps
too but the idea is to test if the
concept works and only after that
invest a lot of money. (Olli,
interview 2010)

Resource bricolage
Grants and loans
We got a heightened women
entrepreneurship loan and half of
it is used to cover the rental
security deposit -- and renovation
of the space. (Anna, interview
2010)

The online store was set
up to primarily serve
vegans. Then there was
only one other vegan
online store in Finland
and it was operated by a
Finn from the UK so it
had high postage. (Olli,
interview 2013)

Space/store
My business partner
was
terrified
and
thought that I had
finally lost it, I started
to think too big, and it's
not going to work. But
here we are, for three
years we have scraped
by. (Anna, interview
2013)

Collaboration
Last year I organised a
fashion show in the
recycling event and didn't
think more why I did it.
Everyone said to me that
you are crazy not to get
money for such a big
task. But then I said that I
have a feeling that I need
to do this and this is
probably a step toward a
good direction. (Anna,
interview 2011)
The animal rights online
forum is a good site for
gaining information and
sharing
what
is
happening
in
my
company.
(Olli,
interview 2011)

When I was working as a researcher
we got an idea for a service that got
seed funding and we established a
business a year ago. The aim is to
provide interaction formats between
citizens and cities -- we are not only
a software provider but offer
various solutions related to
interaction between citizens and
civil servants. (Juha, interview
2010)
Perhaps
jobs
equivalent
to my
education level would
be better paid than
what I get from my
own company. (Juha,
interview 2011)
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At the moment the economic risks
are pretty small because we
haven’t actually invested a lot and
we don’t gamble. So mainly there
is a risk is that the activity ends.
(Juha, interview 2010)
For a long time I
worked
in
an
entrepreneurship
platform and got a
social dimension for
entrepreneurship. But
when my role changed
from entrepreneur to
project worker I didn't
feel part of the
entrepreneurship
society when everyone
else
were
entrepreneurs. (Juha,
interview 2013)
Professionally, the most
important community is
the open data network in
Finland. (Juha, interview
2013)

Resource bricolage, which was crucial to the survival of the enterprise, enabled them to
continue developing the service despite the lack of external funding. First, they saved
their own wages. For Olli this was a rule as he continued to work part-time outside his
ventures despite the fact he already had three companies in 2012. Instead of paying
himself, he reinvested surpluses into the new companies. Anna and Juha were able to pay
themselves a limited wage, but reported difficulties as they had to use time to securing an
income, for example by consulting, instead of developing the enterprise.
I haven’t been able to persistently devote to growth. So this has been about
gaining a livelihood as a consultant. But still the goal is that the enterprise grows
and software is diffused. (Juha, interview 2010)
Thus, for income they relied on existing resources, i.e. their time. They did have plans to
pay themselves more but postponed the decision over the years.
Second, ecopreneurs kept their economic risks small. None of them had high loans, which
was as much a result of failing to obtain them but also circumventing the need for loans.
Moreover, there was no specific ecopreneurship funding or alternative banking at the
time. Subsequently, they also perceived their economic risks to be low.
Third, they saved in terms of material and personnel costs. Anna was able to save material
(clothes, textiles) and labour costs (interns, photo shoots, models) because the nature of
her business attracted volunteers. This enabled a much larger set of activities than would
have been possible without them.
Olli did not rely on inexpensive resources regularly, but used them when the opportunity
arose, for example opening a shop because a good space was available or using his parents
as substitute shop keepers. Among the cases studied, his enterprise grew the most in
economic terms.
Juha built projects on the assumption that the data would be produced by users or
available from large organisations for free. Projects came up and he became involved, for
example, in city planning and using election data. Meanwhile, the open data software
development stagnated due to the technical limitations of the pilot city and lack of his
time.
Giving in to opposition and finding detours
All three ecopreneurs encountered opposition related to their aims. Interestingly, they
gave in to some of it and stopped their respective activities, which resulted in letting go
the aimed plans. Table 4 presents these changes as periods for each ecopreneur clustering
together events (Figures 1-3). Yet, the longer they managed, the more they could provide
evidence that they could push aside unsustainable solutions.
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Period 2: Abandoning the growth plans
At the moment there is saturation that I know a lot of things
what should be done and when the time is ripe [there is] most
likely good advice on how they should be done but then in
reality someone should still do it. (Juha, interview 2010)

Period 1: A high-growth start-up
Our service will be in dozens or hundreds of cities
eventually. Growth is not necessarily very fast but it
is a clear focus. We won't stay here to serve couple of
local contacts but spread internationally. (Juha,
interview 2010)
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Period 2: Opening a store with new responsibilities
So when things come together you should go with what
happens to be available. (Olli, interview 2011)

Giving in to opposition and finding detours
Period 2: Moving to a big space and new working areas
My dreams include a larger community or organisation that
really could reuse waste, not only clothing waste, into
something new. (Anna, interview 2011)

Period 1: Running an online shop
Some years ago I certainly didn’t want to become an
entrepreneur. I wanted to work relaxed and use my
expertise. But then I realised I won’t find a job in
which I could do something ethical and also
something that I like. No one offers that. And then I
realised the markets had a deficit for this type of
activity. (Olli, interview 2010)

Period 1: Materialising intuition and experimenting
with a business partner
I was eight or nine years old when I started doing
clothing from curtains and other old materials. In
principle I have been doing our job for my whole life.
I had never thought before that it could be built into a
concept. (Anna, interview 2011)

Table 4: Representative quotes for time periods

Period 3: Advancing the cause as a
freelancer
[My company] is a flexible tool which
I can use. -- I couldn’t do many of the
things if the condition was that I’d have
to be employed for that. (Juha,
interview 2011)

Period 3: Starting new ventures
The oldest company provided liquid
assets for two younger companies. He
worked from two different locations
(stores) while he manages daily with
issues from all ventures. (Olli,
observation fieldnotes 2013)

Period 3: Managing with changing
partners
Here [the space] the values based on
sustainable development and ecological
thinking unite actors together. (Anna,
interview 2013)

For Juha, at the time of offering software, city culture or technological readiness did not
support open dialogue between citizens and civil servants.
I recently met up with a person [city civil servant] who was involved in developing
cycling software. – (S)he said it would’ve been so good and smart but -- that it all
got so bureaucratic and inflexible and that the technical challenges were not
solved. (Juha, interview 2013)
As a result, he handed over the software maintenance and possible benefits to service
users represented by a local cycling organisation.
For Olli, a major constraint was the institutionalised retailing sector in Finland and he
abandoned trying to deliver to retail chains. In relation to his own shop, the authorities’
interpretation of food regulations varied and at times resulted in major investments taking
up resources otherwise invested in increasing the variety and supply of products.
Since Anna’s enterprise relied on inexpensive material from others, she worked to
maintain these relations. Yet, the cooperation with large actors in the clothing industry
was unreliable.
We [Anna and her connection in a large recycling organisation] established a
clothing bank -- that manages material flows between large and small enterprises.
But this large recycling organisation saw it as competition. -- They have totally
different undertones. (Anna, interview 2013b)
Eventually, all ecopreneurs studied found detours, which generated effects (Table 2).
Even though the evaluation of complex cause-effect relationships is beyond this study,
the situation by the end of data generation reflects the ecopreneurs’ tactics that generated
economic, ecological, and social effects. In addition, in 2013 the ecopreneurs still were
concerned about the initial themes.
Climate change and the [mass] extinction of species, they are the most important
reasons from environmental perspective that I have started to solve by doing my
small part with vegan wholesale and retail. (Olli, interview 2013)
After giving up impacting and conquering retail chains, Olli focused on his stores and
managed to grow his own vegan business. His vegan business gained an increasing
number of customers, also via a recent franchisee. His enterprise was economically the
most viable but he reinvested its returns towards developing his other ventures, which
covered importing goods and men’s fashion. Yet, due to its financial success, he was able
to employ three shopkeepers.
For Anna and Juha the initial enthusiasm of stakeholders did not result in high returns on
investment. Additionally, Anna’s enterprise was slow to grow and Juha’s enterprise
stopped growing altogether when he started a part-time job.
I’m interested in how our consumption habits most powerfully relate to clothing
and using it. And it is a daily issue -- I'm interested in [issues related to] my
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professional knowhow, which deals clothing waste, and it requires a lot of work
that field. (Anna, interview 2013a)
Despite the struggles, Anna stayed on the path to develop the service to include other
dressmakers who reuse clothing. She managed to create a small centre for artisans reusing
materials, but only for clothing materials. Still, she continued to lobby for a better
recycling system for clothing. Anna was able to influence customers and young
professionals, who also questioned single-use consumption of clothing, even though the
volume of reused clothing was modest compared to large-scale industrial production.
In my opinion cities, if anywhere, the issues of humanity are solved, that all new
development takes place here [cities]. (Juha, interview 2013)
For Juha, the cessation of the pilot did not stop his consulting or part-time work for open
data, although the cycling service never succeeded nationally or internationally.
However, their consulting work on cycling conditions in one large city had concrete
effects since the city executed the proposals. Moreover, after the software pilot, the city
adopted a technical solution that enabled other third-party developed software to integrate
with the city systems and eventually allowed civil servants to make use of user and open
data easily. This change had important consequences for advancing citizen – civil servant
interaction.
Discussion
The notion of bricolage (Baker & Nelson, 2005) directs our attention to the everydayness
of coping with scarce resources. The ecopreneurs studied used things and connections at
hand, i.e. engaged in resource bricolage. This enabled them to continue to influence
existing practices in urban planning, food, and clothing sectors, despite limited resources.
Yet, the notion of tactics highlights that scarcity is not a matter of individual traits but
relates to the position of actors in the social world (Cornwall, 2007). It is difficult to
change the existing ways of doing things due to power relations (de Certeau, 1988; de la
Ville, 2003). Thus, it is understandable that influencing existing practices may be
challenging due to the opposition ecopreneurs experience or that ecopreneurs abandon
the development of services after assessing potential opposition.
De Certeau’s (1988) notion of tactics highlights the limited space actors have when they
need to work in a space dictated by others. In the case of ecopreneurs, this is evident in
how they work with existing practices that do not support their activities. For instance,
introducing veganism broadly means decreasing meat production; reusing clothing means
diminishing the production and the use of virgin materials; and more open decisionmaking concerning urban spaces means more power to citizens over councils and civil
servants. These activities are likely to be restricted due to conventions and habits that
favour existing ways of doing things.
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Thus, the opposition ecopreneurs experienced related to specific sectors rather than solely
‘ecopreneurship’ in general. For example, clothing manufacturers and some large
recyclers were reluctant to support small actors’ activities; the technical readiness of city
systems did not support city civil servants to use user-generated information; and the large
consolidated retailer chains were not interested in sourcing more vegan products.
The findings indicate that the ecopreneurship process depends on aspects outside
ecopreneurs’ reach, which is compatible with de Certeau’s (1988) views on tactics and
strategising. In the cases studied, the enthusiasm of proponents was not sufficient to
support the ecopreneurs’ initial aims - employing young professionals in a reuse centre,
more vegan products in retail chains, or facilitating cycling software in hundreds of cities.
Instead, the ecopreneurs engaged in resource bricolage, and gave in to opposition and
found detours.
Following de Certeau’s thinking, I argue that the scale of problems ecopreneurs try to
tackle makes it hard to strategise. This is evident in the ecopreneurs’ processes; while in
the beginning they suggested that they could tackle the concerns via aimed services, their
activities diverged from the plans. Yet, they did not give up, but engaged in tactics and
used the cracks the best they could.
Compared to successful empirical cases presented in the ecopreneurship literature (Choi
& Gray, 2008; Larson, 2000; Parrish & Foxon, 2006; Rodgers, 2010), the use of de
Certeau’s notions of tactics enables better understanding of the everydayness (Steyaert &
Katz, 2004) of ecopreneurship. In the cases the actors tried to influence existing ways of
doing things by promoting alternative ways of doing things. Although the ecopreneurs
‘chose’ to pursue a career that enabled them to advance and ecological cause, the analysis
showed that they had limited choice after establishing the venture – beyond giving up
their enterprise altogether. In effect, ecopreneurs appear to be actors with limited power
compared to large organisations and authorities; yet ecopreneurs do not come across as
completely powerless. This position reflects de Certeau’s description of the tactic: ‘what
it wins it cannot keep’ (1988, p. 37). One reading of ecopreneurship could be that it returns
what it has developed, given that the aim is not to capitalise social and ecological crisis
but to address sustainable development.
Conclusions
This study combined a process perspective (Langley et al., 2013; Van de Ven & Poole,
2005) with ecopreneurship and examined what tactics ecopreneurs used while aiming to
influence existing practices and contribute to a more sustainable future; namely engaging
in resource bricolage, and giving in to opposition and finding detours.
This study makes three contributions. First, with the use of real-time and archival process
data, it provides a nuanced picture of the tactics of ecopreneurship. While resource
bricolage may portray ecopreneurs as actors with narrow alternatives to act, giving in to
opposition especially contrasts the general perception of ecopreneurs as all-powerful
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heroes or success stories (Skoglund, forthcoming; Beveridge & Guy, 2005). Yet, the
tactic of finding detours reflects a de Certeaudian reading of ecopreneurship; the analysis
showed how each studied ecopreneur acted differently in the face of opposition and how
they changed their plans over the years, but still gradually continued to pursue their
sustainability aims via detours.
The second contribution relates to the questions of ‘what is ecopreneurship?’ In the
literature ecopreneurship is often portrayed as rational, perhaps because most of the
activities studied are success stories theorised with retrospective data. Yet, this study
portrayed mundane ecopreneurs and revealed the nuances of the ecopreneurship process
with partially real-time data. This study showed that not all ecopreneurship results in
high-profile or profitable success stories, such as Ben&Jerry’s or the Body Shop, and
highlighted the situated and temporal nature of ecopreneurial activities. Interpreting an
activity as ecopreneurship can take place at various points of time, which results in
observing different effects.
Third, this study has practical implications. As shown, the use of de Certeau’s notions
and the process study perspective open up ecopreneurship assumptions and provide
descriptions of ecopreneurs’ tactics. Giving such grounded examples of ecopreneurship
may provide hope. Instead of placing of all the responsibility on the shoulders of
individuals, it is beneficial to acknowledge that all entrepreneurial activities, including
ecopreneurship, require cooperation with others (Jones & Spicer, 2009). Thus, changing
plans and giving in to opposition are part of taking the detours that may have sustainability
effects. By offering mundane representations, ecopreneurs can be encouraged to act. In
addition, those promoting ecopreneurship may offer support beyond hampering
expectations.
In order to understand evolving ecopreneurial processes in-situ, further ecopreneurship
research could follow ecopreneurs over an extended time compared to this study. This
would bring to the fore even more nuances related to the ecopreneurship process and to
tactics. In general, the situated and temporal coordination of influencing existing practices
is an interesting area for research.
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The everyday experiences of a sustainable entrepreneur: brokering
for social innovation at the intersection of networks of practice

Abstract
Sustainable entrepreneurship and social innovation are suggested as means to tackle
complex global sustainability challenges. This study looks at the everyday experiences of
one sustainable entrepreneur and examines how, over time, she created social innovation
in the clothing sector. Generally, newcomers in entrepreneurship face a paradox of
simultaneously fitting in and standing out in networks of practice. The analysis revealed
that the potential of social innovation arose from the entrepreneur’s work as a broker at
the intersection of various networks of practice. Thus, sustainable entrepreneurs use
existing networks of practice in order to create new ones, which may contribute to social
innovation.
Keywords: sustainable entrepreneurship; social innovation; network of practice; broker;
clothing sector.

Introduction
Sustainable entrepreneurship (SE) is suggested as one means to tackle contemporary
sustainability challenges by focussing on ‘the preservation of nature, life support, and
community’ while pursuing ‘perceived opportunities to bring into existence future
products, processes, and services for gain’ (Shepherd and Patzelt 2011. 142). SE may also
result in social innovation, which refers to ‘new ideas that meet unmet needs’ (Mulgan
2007, 4).
However, we know little of the process of entrepreneurs motivated by sustainability
challenges (Poldner, Shrivastava and Branzei 2015). Generally, entrepreneurs face a
paradox of simultaneously fitting in and standing out in their respective fields (De Clercq
and Voronov 2009). While they have to fit in and gain legitimacy in order to run their
enterprise, they also need to stand out in order to create something new. Thus, standing
out can be interpreted as creating social innovation in SE.
The aim of this chapter is to ‘bring work in’ (Barley and Kunda 2001) for examining one
sustainable entrepreneur over time in her quest to create social innovation in the clothing
sector, a sector often attached to sustainability challenges. This is done by adopting a
process perspective (Steyaert 2007) to entrepreneur’s daily work and analysing the 'fitting
in' and 'standing out' of the entrepreneur's activities observed in-situ and narrated in
interviews during 2010-2014.
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This study contributes to uncovering the everydayness (Karatas-Özkan and Chell 2010;
Steyaert and Katz 2004) of SE and examines how networks of practice (Brown and
Duguid 2001) relate to the process of social innovation in SE. In addition, this study
provides an empirical example of 'how their [entrepreneurs'] practices become classified
along -- two dimensions' (De Clercq and Voronov 2009, 410); namely fitting in and
standing out. Moreover, the study shows that sustainable entrepreneurs need to work in
several networks of practice in managing their venture.
The chapter is organised as follows. First, SE and social innovation are discussed in
relation fitting in and standing out in networks of practice from a processual perspective.
Thereafter, the methodology based on narrative analysis is presented. The findings
section presents how the studied sustainable entrepreneur took part in creating social
innovation in the clothing sector. Finally, the findings are discussed with previous
literature, and conclusions are drawn.
Creating social innovation in sustainable entrepreneurship
Sustainable entrepreneurship and social innovation
Sustainable entrepreneurship refers to entrepreneurial activities that enable sustainable
development (Shepherd and Patzelt 2011). Sustainable entrepreneurs are considered as
the catalysts for systemic change (Parrish and Foxon 2006). Moreover, they introduce
future services because they work for a sustainable world that does not yet exist (Shepherd
and Patzelt 2011).
In existing research, sustainability entrepreneurship has been introduced as a solution to
market imperfections (Cohen and Winn 2007) and a means to realise sustainability
innovation to the mass market (Schaltegger and Wagner 2011). The SE literature is
characterised by the urgent need to take seriously the limited carrying capacity of our
planet (Dean and McMullen 2007; Shepherd and Patzelt 2011). This casts a systemic
perspective to SE, which is reinforced by various typologies of entrepreneurs
(Schaltegger and Wagner 2011). Yet we know little of the process of SE (Poldner et al.
2015).
The notion of social innovation brings the focus on solutions to the contemporary
problems with models explaining the different stages of social innovation (see for
example Murray et al. 2010). Social innovation results are described as ‘new ideas that
meet unmet needs’ in any sector (Mulgan 2007, 4). Social innovation may concern either
the process, for instance individual creativity or organisational structure, or the outcome,
for instance new products, features, or methods (Phills et al. 2008). Regardless of the
stance, entrepreneurs can be understood as agents of social innovation (Dees and
Anderson 2006). Yet, there exist uncertainty how to define social innovation (DeBruin et
al. 2014).
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Sustainable entrepreneur in-between networks of practice
According to De Clercq and Voronov (2009), newcomers, such as entrepreneurs, need to
build legitimacy in order to make an impact and ‘fit in’. However, they are also expected
to create new solutions and ‘stand out’. This perspective highlights the essence of SE
aiming to shift the way things are done and create social innovation.
De Clercq and Voronov described the ‘entrepreneurship process as a combination of both
purposeful and non-purposeful, socially embedded practices’ (2009, 401). They drew
from Bourdieu and used cultural and symbolic capital to explain entrepreneurship. While
the use of capitals explain how newcomers affect established fields, the discussion lacks
how newcomers know which field to relate to when sustainability challenges are
dispersed among numerous fields of human and non-human activity. Moreover, while De
Clercq and Voronov focused on institutional transformation, they are short on how
knowledge sharing occurs within a field.
Networks of practice describes the sharing of knowledge in ‘extended epistemic groups’
(Brown and Duguid 2001, 204–206). Yet, the differences in practices between networks
create barriers for sharing knowledge easily. In comparison to communities of practice
(Lave and Wenger 1991), networks of practice may cross organisational boundaries and
include competitors, while they also remain useful to the participants in the form of shared
knowledge.
Thus, new ways of doing things emerge from in-between networks of practice when
brokers introduce new ideas to them (Burt 2004). Brokers work at the borders of different
communities by suppressing their other identities (Wenger 2000). Previous research has
identified brokers of new ideas for example in professional open innovation communities
(Fleming and Waguespack 2007).
According to Burt (2004), the best ideas are born from sharing knowledge between groups
across structural holes, which represent differences in knowledge between actors. He
introduced four levels of brokerage between the groups. First, the broker makes different
actors familiar with each other’s perspectives. Second, the broker introduces best practice
to them. Third, the broker finds analogies between seemingly different groups and tries
to enable learning, which is more demanding. Fourth, the broker creates a synthesis of
the different groups.
In sum, like new ideas, social innovation is created across the borders of networks of
practice by sustainable entrepreneurs working as brokers in-between networks of
practice. In order to study the creation process, this study focuses on what actors do
(Barley and Kunda 2001). This entails taking a processual perspective to entrepreneurship
at the micro-level (Karatas-Özkan and Chell 2010) and looking at entrepreneurs’
everyday instances (Steyaert and Katz 2004).
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Process perspective to sustainable entrepreneurship
This study uses a process perspective to SE. The interest in processes in entrepreneurship
research calls for understanding on-going processes instead of static categories (Steyaert
2012). One emphasis in processual research is to study entrepreneurs’ experiences
(Steyaert 2007), which are reflected in everyday instances and language use.
Increasingly, studies focus on the entrepreneurs’ perspective, taking narratives as the
starting point. According Steyaert (2007), the narrative approach in entrepreneurship has
been applied to understanding learning, legitimation, and identity-construction. In their
overview of methodologies, Larty and Hamilton (2011) concluded that there is a variety
of approaches to study entrepreneurship from a narrative perspective, which makes it
difficult to summarise existing research. However, the shared aim is to give alternative
understandings of entrepreneurship (Gartner 2010).
Empirical context
The broad context for this study is the clothing sector, which employs 60 million people
globally (International Labour Organization 2014). Producing and using clothing is a
global complex socio-material network with economic, social, ecological, and political
effects. A single T-shirt requires a sophisticated web of activities from planting seeds,
producing items from fabrics, using items, and eventually getting rid of them (Rivoli
2009). Thus, the process of clothing includes activities from agriculture, manufacturing,
logistics, wholesale, marketing, retail, and waste management.
Clothing is accused of manifesting the harmful consumption culture including single-use
and low-quality products combined with poor working conditions in developing
countries. The sector has recent initiatives to make production and consumption more
sustainable by, for example, introducing organic cotton, monitoring working conditions,
and improving recycling. Especially, the adoption of organic cotton reduces toxins
generated in the production of virgin materials.
In addition to exploiting virgin materials, clothing waste recycling is an emerging issue
due to the increasing amount of textile waste in Western societies. According to a Friends
of the Earth Europe report (2013), from 5.8 million tons of annual clothing waste only
one fourth is recycled. The recycled clothing is used as landfill, burned for energy,
shipped to be sold in developing countries, and reused for new clothing (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: The circulation of clothing
Although recycling is an emerging trend, the recycling of clothing is less developed than
for instance paper and glass due to numerous different fabric fibres. Moreover, there are
few asking what happens to the unused fabric cuts from industry or unsold clothing from
retailing.
The clothing sector in Finland, like that in the majority of developed countries, suffers
from a decline of jobs because manufacturing has been shifted to countries with lower
levels of pay. Yet, institutions educate dressmakers consistently. Therefore, there are
fewer jobs in the clothing sector and entrepreneurship is a viable choice for trained
dressmakers.
Methodology
Data
I conducted an exploratory single case study, which enabled looking at the social
innovation creation process comprehensively by focusing on one entrepreneur’s work in
terms of fitting in or standing out in emerging networks of practice. The sampling was
purposeful (Marshall 1996). According to the first criterion, the activities should have
existed beyond one year with evidence of turnover. Second, the business idea should have
included an aim to contribute to sustainability. These criteria ensured that the chosen
entrepreneur had experience on combining different aspects of sustainability, i.e.
economic, social and ecological aspects, in everyday work. Yet despite purposeful
sampling, it was not clear how the case would develop over time.
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The entrepreneur, born in early 1980s, established her enterprise in 2007 with a business
partner. The data includes seven interviews and three observation visits to shadow
(Czarniawska 2007) the entrepreneur (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Research data
Type

Year (number)

Interview

News articles

2010 (1)*
2011 (1* + 1**)
2013 (3)
2014 (1)
2011 (1)
2013 (2)
2009–2014 (10)

Blog posts

2010-2014 (41)

Photos

2013 (24)

Observation

Interviewee/
Location
Entrepreneur

Duration
30-150

minutes

Atelier

1-2

days

In various online and
printed media
Four blogs updated by the
entrepreneur
During observation

* Another researcher generated the interview data for an independent research
project (Haanpää & Tuppurainen, 2012)
** Author and another researcher generated the interview data jointly

In addition, I used various documents. The rich empirical material provides vivid in-situ
and retrospective narratives of her entrepreneurial path.
It is important to ask how much narratives reflect how things are done in everyday
situations, since retrospective narratives on past events are interpretations delivered by
the narrator and influenced by the researcher. However, I understand that while the
entrepreneur is largely capable of describing her everyday work (Hitchings 2012), using
narratives from different times also provides material closer to the described events.
Data analysis
The strength of the narrative approach is to analyse text as longer entities for
understanding one’s position in the social world, and not break it into small categories
whereby part of the meaning can be lost (Riessman 2008). This study looks at the
connection between meaning and action (ibid.): What the entrepreneur made of her
situation and what activities she undertook as an entrepreneur. Moreover, I adopt a
thematic analysis to narratives, with a focus on what has been said instead of how or why,
and rely more heavily on previous theory for the interpretation (ibid.).
I used qualitative data analysis software (NVivo) to organise the data. I carried out initial
coding in two stages for organising the data (Saldaña 2013). First, I coded the data ‘in
vivo’, using the entrepreneur’s own words, which resulted in over 350 codes and revealed
her narratives about different situations. Second, I grouped the narratives thematically
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(Attride-Stirling 2001), which exposed the different networks of practice (Table 4.2.).
Third, I captured the longitudinal aspect of the entrepreneurial path by developing
timelines (Langley 1999) constructed from the narratives.
Table 4.2: Illustrative quotes
Networks of practice

Thematic grouping

I. Advancing up-cycle design

Quotes
She aimed to make up-cycle
design mundane compared to its
marginal and elitist status.
(Observation 2013)

 Concerned about the future
of clothing sector
 Recycling clothing
 Cooperating with clothing
recyclers and manufacturers
 Cooperating with up-cycledesigners
 Organising recycling events
 Concerned about the future
of dressmaking
 Developing up-cycle
designing
 Including customers in the
design process

‘It [environmental issues] is
unknown overall -- ecological
and ethical thinking do not
belong to fashion business. -They are two different worlds.’
(Interview 2013)

II. Creating a seasonal
employment model

 Concerned about youth
unemployment
 Coaching young
professionals and interns
 Gaining workforce

‘We had no possibilities to
employ anyone -- so for almost
three years I run it [the
developed employment model].’
(Interview 2013)

III. Promoting sustainable
entrepreneurship

 Developing the system and
pioneer structures
 Developing her own
activities
 Developing sustainable
entrepreneurship peer
support
 Educating others

‘Sustainable entrepreneurship is
an attitude to life. It is not
abducted value-base
from
outside, so “now we have this set
of criteria, this is how we work”.
But it is the activity itself.’
(Interview 2010)

Higher degree of processing
clothing waste

Renewing the education of
dressmakers

‘We teach younger people here
and educate people who enter
the door to think in novel ways
and to realise that there exist
alternatives
nowadays.’
(Interview 2010)

Findings
This section presents the networks of practice emerging from the entrepreneur’s work inbetween the initial networks (Figure 3.1). Thereafter, I describe her work, the ‘fitting in’
and ‘standing out’, and the emerging networks of practice. Finally, I discuss her brokering
at the intersection of the networks of practice.
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At the intersection of networks of practice
Based on the entrepreneur’s narratives, the wasteful circulation of clothing was the
starting point for initiating entrepreneurial activities. The early aim was to do up-cycle
design using post-industry and post-consumer waste (A and B, Figure 3.1) as well as to
make clothes from clothes (C). The latter is the most demanding form of up-cycle design
since the process is unique. Additionally, the aim was to discuss the proper use of clothing
with consumers, extending the lifecycle of clothing (D). All of these activities reduced
the toxins and waste generated in the production of new fabrics from virgin materials.
Discussing these apparently simple positions reveals how the entrepreneur worked in a
complex web of actors and activities. Here the main ones are referred to broadly as (1)
clothing sector, (2) recycling, (3) entrepreneurship, and (4) high youth unemployment.
Initially, her professional knowledge was from the clothing sector. However, since the
effects of clothing waste on the environment deeply concerned her, she started to get
involved with recycling. Eventually, she established a venture in order to pursue a creative
career in the clothing sector while using recycled materials. She also became involved
with other entrepreneurs who were concerned about sustainability and aimed to catalyse
systemic change. As typical in the clothing sector, her venture hosted one to three interns
per semester. Thus, she came to experience the high degree of youth unemployment in
the sector.
The described webs can be referred to as networks of practice (Brown and Duguid 2001)
with their own means for knowledge sharing. What is more interesting for the purpose of
this study is how she ended up working at the intersection of these networks of practice.
Her knowledge from various existing networks enabled the emergence of new networks.
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Figure 5.1: The combination of networks of practice
During the studied years she (I) advanced up-cycle design, (II) created a seasonal
employment model, and (III) promoted sustainable 1 entrepreneurship. For people situated
in the initial networks, her activities could have seemed partial - while for her it all made
sense. Next, I describe her work in each emerging network of practice.
Advancing up-cycle design
Her passion for advancing up-cycle design dictated that she and her business partner
refused to use new fabrics from virgin materials. At first, they were anxious about how
their idealism would be greeted since it was not the standard approach in the clothing
sector.
Unfortunately I cannot touch that because I have principles. And if I once deviate from
principles, I have sold out. And time after time the reaction has been appreciative.

1

Finnish practitioners use the concept ‘societal entrepreneurship’ (‘yhteiskunnallinen yrittäjyys’).
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Instead of like ‘bah’ it is ’Well, it's great that someone still holds on to their principles.
Can you suggest someplace else?’ (Interview 2010)
In addition to her own atelier, her advancement of up-cycle design included influencing
the clothing sector to reuse materials. The entrepreneur aimed to achieve a higher degree
of processing clothing waste. She advanced this by participating in clothing sector trade
shows, co-organising a popular annual recycling event, and cooperating with large
clothing manufacturers. These seemingly different activities came together in her
everyday work.
Another, albeit slower, way to influence the clothing sector was renewing the education.
The [dressmaker] education drags behind -- it has not been renewed since there's
nowhere to renew. I have suggested up-cycle design. But also ateliers are dying away,
no one knows what will happen. (Shadowing 2013)
She was appointed as the chair of an advisory board discussing dressmakers’ education.
Consequently, she promoted an up-cycle approach to design as a chair and while hosting
interns.
Creating a seasonal employment model
Employment prospects were not optimistic for the hosted interns. Although she felt that
she would like to engage them in up-cycle design as workers, she had no resources for
employment. Eventually, she came up with a plan, which was inspired by the frustration
toward the system allowing the over-education of dressmakers leading to unemployment.
She described the job advertisement.
Are you sick of employment policies and their ability to offer temporary work? Now
we have something else for you! (Interview 2011)
The plan was to engage young graduate but unemployed dressmakers in up-cycle design.
The activity started and they designed a collection, which was sold in the entrepreneur’s
store. By the end of the month, the financial commission received by ‘crossways engaged’
(interview 2013) young dressmakers was reported to the employment authorities who
diminished the unemployment allowance accordingly. The innovative model enabled
young professionals to keep their social security benefit while experimenting with
entrepreneurship and developing their professional knowhow. In time, the majority were
either employed elsewhere or accepted to continue their studies in highly sought after
higher education institutions.
Promoting sustainable entrepreneurship
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The entrepreneur had a holistic worldview that connected human awareness to the overall
state of the planet. She brought up her perspective at various instances.
No one is born here with an idea that my mission is to destroy this planet, cause
suffering, -- no one has this automatically inserted in their head. It is what our society
feeds there, this contemporary model. (Interview 2010)
The entrepreneur did not initially label her venture as a sustainable enterprise. Yet, after
a couple of years the enterprise was ‘found’ by activists and she became an advocate for
SE.
In our society, to put it rather bluntly, it is easier to work when you have a label under
which you can go. In a way, the sustainable entrepreneurship concept -- makes it
easier so that I don't have to be crazy alone. Instead I'm crazy with a label [laughs]. I
have a diagnosis I can quote for this mental illness. (Interview 2013)
In addition to using the label, she also promoted it. She and other advocates arrived at
establishing a peer-support organisation for sustainable entrepreneurs.
The ‘fitting in’ and ‘standing out’ of the entrepreneur
Next, I present a classification of the entrepreneur’s activities in terms of ‘fitting in’ and
‘standing out’ (De Clercq and Voronov 2009) in the emerging networks of practice (Table
5.1). Some of her activities ‘fitted in’ and brought her benefits. For instance, the
cooperation with large organisations in recycling provided a continuous flow of material
for up-cycle designs. Getting involved with dressmakers’ education gave her an
opportunity to promote her views with sector representatives. By organising the recycling
event, she noticed the new up-cycle designers.
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II. Creating a seasonal
employment model

Renewing the
education of
dressmakers

Higher degree of
processing clothing
waste

I. Advancing up-cycle
design

Gaining inexpensive labour

Hosting 1-3 interns per semester

Communicating with employment
authorities
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Discussing with future
professionals
Gaining inexpensive labour

Opportunity to discuss with
sector representatives

Coaching interns

Potential effects of standing out

Unique designs are laborious and time- Consumers' awareness increases
consuming

Activities standing out*

Issues that prevent committing to
employment
Difficulties to form cooperation with
publicly funded employment projects

New material is easily available
(‘candyshop’) so reuse of material
seems irrelevant
Turnover of interns (every 3-12 weeks)

Moving between social security and
entrepreneurship becomes less
bureaucratic

People find a meaningful career

Increase local production,
dressmakers’ employment, and the
use of clothing waste
More up-cycle designers

Ecological thinking does not belong to Sector awareness increases
the fashion business;
The entrepreneur feels like a freak
Opportunity to see newcomers Up-cycle designers are small and the
Up-cycle designers cooperation
and find new products to
field is scattered
increases
supply
A continuous flow of material Large organisations are reluctant to
Large clothing recyclers develop
for up-cycle designing
develop new models that require
their working methods
experimenting at the small scale
A continuous flow of
Protecting the patterns prevents reuse Large clothing manufacturers start
use industrial cut
homogeneous material for up- of industrial cuts
cycle designing
Visibility

Space for creativity and
experimentation

Benefits for the venture*

Chairing an advisory group for
dressmakers education development

Cooperation with large clothing
manufacturers

Cooperation with large clothing
recyclers

Co-organising an annual large
recycling event for up-cycle designers

Participating in clothing sector trade
shows

Own atelier (clothes-to-clothes
designs) and second-hand shop

Activities fitting in*

Table 5.1: Work in the emerging networks of practice

Co-founding a peer-support
organisation for sustainable
entrepreneurs
Hosting ecological services in the
space
Creating something ‘new’

* Themes below from narratives

III. Promoting
sustainable
entrepreneurship
Peer-support organisation focused
more on promoting the phenomenon
than supporting entrepreneurs
Managing the turnover of subtenants

Workers' reluctance to use
entrepreneurial opportunities
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Financial synergies for
splitting costs with subtenants
First-mover advantageous and Difficulties in getting knowledgeable
psychological satisfaction
support

Publicity

Own Reuse label: ‘Community design Larger-scale experiment with
and small serial production of clothing up-cycle design
from clothing waste’

The amount of ecological service
providers increases
Changes in entrepreneurial
practices

Sustainable entrepreneurship
becomes more common

More up-cycle designers

In general, hosting interns enables organisations to gain inexpensive labour but interns
have varying abilities. The entrepreneur’s visible interest in up-cycle design attracted
motivated interns. Moreover, after internships the employment model enabled her to
engage skilful dressmakers to experiment with larger scale up-cycle design. Later, she
implemented the learnings and set up her own up-cycle designer brand.
In addition to publicity, cooperation with other entrepreneurs in the same space saved her
rental costs. Moreover, this hub of ecological service providers brought in more
customers.
Inescapably, the standing out resulted in resistance and plans did not proceed; large
organisations were suspicious of the advancement of up-cycle design. The large
manufacturers were reluctant to let her use their industrial cuts.
Two interior designers using recycled materials come to visit the entrepreneur to
discuss cooperation. The designers are fascinated by the products being sold in the
space. They stop in front of a rack full of colourful clothes from printed fabrics. Are
they really materials someone considered waste? Yes. The entrepreneur explains that
they came from a large Finnish clothes manufacturer. At first they were positive about
her using their industrial cuts otherwise considered as waste. But when presenting the
designs to the decision-makers, they became scared and wanted to protect the prints.
The entrepreneur suggested they would use only the blank cuts. Still, they considered
it too difficult to separate them from printed ones. The cooperation ceased and the cuts
continued to go to waste. The visiting designers are shocked. She continues: I try to
stab every potential place. This is a preaching job. But not to worry, [there exists]
already six years of preaching.’ (Shadowing 2013)
The passage shows how the entrepreneur looked for places to source materials and
promote up-cycle design. She engaged in a dialogue with manufacturers about the use of
industrial cuts when she had the chance to discuss with them.
Concerning the other emerging networks of practice, the seasonal employment model
gradually waned. She felt that the young professionals were slow to grasp entrepreneurial
opportunities. Thus, she sought external funding to keep them engaged for longer periods.
However, publicly funded youth employment projects were suspicious towards her
initiative since she was from the private sector. They also warned her not to get involved
with employment bureaucracy.
At the time when I built the employment model I went to present it to one project
[funded by the European Union]. -- The main coordinator clapped her hands, stood
up behind the table, went to -- get her colleague, and asked if she could hug me. I was
like what the heck is happening here. [Coordinator said:] ‘Do you understand you
have access to something? If we could make a project out of it, it'd answer to
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everything we’ve hoped for. But for goodness sake, don't bring it here since your thing
is so holistic that it'd be killed inside the bureaucracy. But yeah, try to hang on with
your model.’ And I was smiling like mmm [imitates a forced smile]. Well, someone
else might have said right, I won't do it [alone]. But I did. (Interview 2013)
These experiences left her suspicious of publicly supported initiatives, and she turned
further toward entrepreneurship. Later, she modified the model to engage professionals
with more experience as entrepreneurs. These freelancers subleased space from her atelier
and were involved with her up-cycle design team. According to her, these colleagues
appreciated daily collaboration after the experiences of working in solitude as atelier
keepers.
With regard to the established SE peer-support organisation, the entrepreneur reported
that it did not bring the expected peer-support, although it brought her publicity. In her
search for support she tried entrepreneurship associations and later a reality TV show.
We [the team] attended [Finnish] Shark Tank last autumn. They are cold money
investors, the judges. But they said that they wouldn't get on-board with something like
this because it is such an unknown area. But in principle you speak convincingly and
your idea surely works. -- I said that I'm searching for a business developer, a partner
that starts to pace this firmly to become a business since I lack the experience. So far
I've learned each step at a time. But I'd like to have someone who has already walked
the path once. (Interview 2013)
Yet, her interest in novel solutions drove away people with business experience.
Moreover, despite peer-support existed in the established entrepreneurship associations,
their hostile attitude toward SE made her feel uncomfortable.
Brokering at the intersection of networks of practice
Due to her work in various networks of practice, the entrepreneur was able to combine
knowledge from these networks as a broker. Brokering in-between the networks of
practice led to the creation of the emerging networks of practice discussed above.
The sustainable entrepreneur engaged in brokering on three levels (Burt 2004). First, she
intermediated knowledge of different networks of practice, for example by connecting
recycling and the clothing sector. Second, she introduced best practice to different
networks; for example, by explaining what kinds of materials were the best for up-cycle
designing. Third, she aimed at different networks of practice, learning about the analogies
between them in terms of further applications; for example by engaging unemployed
dressmakers with larger scale up-cycle designing. Finally, her long-term goal was to
create a synthesis joining all the activities.
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This eco-dressmaking cannot be scaled easily. -- We could offer a service for people
to come with their sacks. One of it clothes to be fixed and another [for us] to sort
materials for reworking -- products to be sold in a store. Then we would look at what
can be reused for energy. -- We would construct a recycling system based on a fortified
cradle-to-cradle ideology in order to use the existing materials for as long as possible.
Since at the moment this is not done efficiently. (Interview 2010)
However, her goals did not materialise during the fieldwork period. While in the course
of time, she was able to construct emerging networks of practice that enabled her to work,
she experienced conflicts. First, reusing materials is the norm in up-cycle design while in
the fashion industry it is an emerging trend. Second, while interested in up-cycle design,
young professionals were less enthusiastic about becoming entrepreneurs. Third, acting
upon sustainability concerns is appreciated by some, while in the established views of
entrepreneurship it is an oddity, or even considered as a threat.
Discussion and conclusions
Sustainable entrepreneurship refers to entrepreneurial activity that produces future goods
for a more sustainable future (Shepherd and Patzelt 2011). Yet, we know little of the
sustainable entrepreneurs’ process (Poldner et al. 2015) or how the everyday work is
done. This study aimed to examine how a sustainable entrepreneur created social
innovation in the clothing sector over time by adopting the process perspective to
entrepreneurship (Steyaert 2012, 2007).
By following the work of one sustainable entrepreneur during 2010-2014, this study
examined how the entrepreneur worked in various networks of practice (Brown and
Duguid 2001). She brokered knowledge between these networks (Burt 2004), in which
she fitted in and stood out (De Clercq and Voronov 2009).
Interestingly, her work at the intersection of existing and emerging networks of practice
resulted in the creation of potentially scalable activities, i.e. social innovation (Figure
5.1). The reuse of materials, educational development, employment model, and peersupport are all potential activities in other sectors as well. Yet, transferring knowledge is
challenging since in one network of practice activity may be accepted, while in another it
is not tolerated (Brown and Duguid 2001). Due to the limited timeframe, this study cannot
conclude whether her venture led to the described potential effects. However, it is possible
to form implications for theory and suggest avenues for future research.
Firstly, this study is a grounded longitudinal empirical example of introducing ‘future
services’ (Shepherd and Patzelt 2011); namely reducing the use of virgin materials while
employing young professionals and enabling a socially sustainable life. Furthermore, this
study examines work (Barley and Kunda 2001), and answers calls to discuss the
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everydayness of entrepreneurship (Karatas-Özkan and Chell 2010; Steyaert and Katz
2004) in the context of SE.
Secondly, the study suggests how social innovation in SE is created via working in several
networks of practice. Instead of trying to transform one network, for example an industrial
sector (De Clercq and Voronov 2009), sustainable entrepreneurs can work in several
networks. While the former is considered challenging, the latter is no easier. The
entrepreneur’s narratives confirmed the paradox described by De Clercq and Voronov:
While there was a need to transform institutions by standing out, i.e. create social
innovation, the entrepreneur needed existing networks of practice in order to function.
However, fitting in was likely to decrease the likelihood of social innovation, whereas
standing out increased it. As a result, there was a constant flux between fitting in and
standing out.
By showing the importance of networks of practice for a sustainable entrepreneur, I
suggest that it is not enough that sustainable entrepreneurs work within close proximity
to their passion; in this case reusing and recycling clothing. Instead, they benefit from
acting as brokers in-between relevant networks of practice; addressing sustainability
challenges requires versatile knowledge that is more likely to be gained from various
networks. In addition, the everyday activities of the sustainable entrepreneur - here
consisting of sewing, training, and lobbying - bring together different networks of practice
(Brown and Duguid 2001, 206), which previously were not considered together and may
affect other networks. Thus, the studied entrepreneur can be interpreted as a broker (Burt
2004), who combined knowledge from various networks in order to build emerging
networks of practice. Consequently, this study extends the use of brokering to sustainable
entrepreneurs working in-between different networks of practice.
Thirdly, while the promise of entrepreneurship for sustainability is to stand out, the
existing research is short on the contextual differences, ethical and political aspects, and
difficulties related to such work (Dey and Steyaert 2014
). By applying the notion of
networks of practice to sustainability entrepreneurship, this study shows how
entrepreneurs are embedded in existing networks for learning how things are done. Thus,
work for social innovation is embedded in specific contexts.
Altogether, this does not mean sustainable entrepreneurs should quit trying. On the
contrary, by focusing on how things are done, the embedded SE processes can be further
analysed. At its best, presenting the contextual everyday instances of SE increases
understanding of the ways to address sustainability challenges via entrepreneurship.
Fourthly, the study elaborates the process of building legitimacy described by De Clercq
and Voronov (2009). While they suggested that entrepreneurs need to gain legitimacy in
one network, this study shows that sustainable entrepreneurs need to be present in several
networks of practice. In some networks sustainable entrepreneurs might be experts, fit in
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and reinforce institutions. Yet, with brokering knowledge between networks of practice
they may be experienced as newcomers in others and stand out. Eventually, through their
brokering they may transform the institutions and create social innovation.
Thus, it is not enough that the fitting in and standing out is analysed in one network of
practice, but rather in several networks. This finding echoes the criticism of new venture
legitimation theories that have collapsed different stakeholders (for example investors,
consumers) into one assumed audience for entrepreneurs (Überbacher 2014). In practice,
sustainable entrepreneurs participate in various networks of practice and accordingly they
have to work in all of them. In regard to SE, the everyday work in various networks of
practice explains why the creation of social innovation is complex.
Finally, this study opens up avenues for future research. The process approach can be
applied to various themes in SE research, for instance venture failure. Moreover, future
research could take into consideration the impact of the overall life situation of
entrepreneurs with regard to social innovation process alongside work practices. Lastly,
studying networks of practice in other sectors and including other actors’ perspectives
would enable SE research to provide deeper contextual understanding of the potential
solutions to the complex array of sustainability challenges. The above mentioned
directions for future research would increase our knowledge on the agentic and practice
aspects of SE.
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Maintaining the sense of buzzing in a co-working space for knowledgeintensive entrepreneurs

Abstract
Previous research has shown that it is difficult to escape hegemonic entrepreneurship
discourses. This ethnographic study focuses on a co-working space for entrepreneurs
and freelancers that aimed to create space for creativity. This space, they believed,
would enable societal change and innovation. Before financial troubles, they briefly
sustained a heterotopia, an ‘enacted utopia’ described by Foucault. This study links
heterotopia to emancipation and new work. Specifically, this study examines how the
platform sustained a sense of buzzing that led to a heterotopia, and how these were
finally lost. Lastly, this study argues that the emancipatory potential of the co-workings
space disappeared due to overlooking the importance of everyday interaction as a source
for maintaining a sense of buzzing.

Key words: heterotopia, emancipation, entrepreneurship, co-working space,
ethnography

Introduction
Some consider entrepreneurship as a panacea for economic downturn and sustainability
problems. Therefore, entrepreneurship is promoted as an attractive alternative to
centralised and bureaucratic large organisations, like multinational companies and
governments. As a consequence, in developed countries like Finland creative
knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship is increasing. Instead of working as an expert for
others, people choose or are advised by authorities or former employers to establish
their own enterprises in order to maintain employment.
In Finland, especially the younger generation has been eager to seize upon the
possibilities of entrepreneurship. The entrepreneurship support movements and events
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emerging in 2010s - for example Start-Up Sauna and Slush - have gained international
attention. These movements emphasise the creative and playful aspects of
entrepreneurship and seek to set apart from traditional connotations related to
entrepreneurship in Finland.
However, it is difficult to escape hegemonic entrepreneurship discourses (Costa &
Saraiva, 2012; Jones & Spicer, 2005) and create new solutions. Instead of people freely
choosing how to practice entrepreneurship, discourses affect the emerging forms of
entrepreneurship. For instance, although the Finnish new entrepreneurship movements
wish to create something new, they maintain a strong focus on enterprise growth and
profitability.
This ethnographic study focuses on a co-working space for entrepreneurs and
freelancers that aimed to create space for social innovation. The Finnish cooperative
established in 2009 aimed to boost experiment culture and create a sense of ‘buzzing’.
This platform was maintained by subleasing space for users and winning projects.
However, in 2014 they were declared bankrupt.
Before the revelation of serious financial troubles, the cooperative was a space for work
and play. They maintained a sense of ‘buzzing’, something they were unable to
verbalise, but seemed to mean an enthusiastic atmosphere. I interpret that briefly they
sustained a heterotopia, an ‘enacted utopia’ (Foucault, 1986). Although building and
maintaining a heterotopia always requires work, this study differs from previous studies
due to the purposeful activities of the studied platform for a heterotopia. In addition, this
study links emancipation and new work to the concept of heterotopia.
This paper examines how the platform sustained a sense of buzzing and how the buzzing
was finally lost. This study contributes to entrepreneurship studies by examining the
establishment, the maintenance and the loss of heterotopia via analysing buzzing in
everyday interactions.
Entrepreneurship and heterotopia
Entrepreneurship escapes precise definitions (Steyaert, 2007). It refers to a variety of
activities including small business and economic activity in general. Yet, the dominant
entrepreneurship discourses leave little space for alternative interpretations of
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entrepreneurship (Costa & Saraiva, 2012; Williams & Nadin, 2013). These hegemonic
discourses emphasise the activities of individual white males aiming for economic
wealth-creation (Bruni, Gherardi, & Poggio, 2004). Consequently, the perspective of
women, ethnic minorities, collectives, and societal change are marginal in reference to
entrepreneurship (Dey & Steyaert, 2014; Essers & Benschop, 2007, 2009).
Emerging research challenges these notions by showing how entrepreneurship concerns
practices beyond wealth-creation (Calás, Smircich, & Bourne, 2009; Rindova, Barry, &
Ketchen, 2009; Verduijn, Dey, Tedmanson, & Essers, 2014). Specifically,
entrepreneurship is shown to intertwine with identity work (Warren, 2004), ethnicity
(Essers & Tedmanson, 2014), and gender (Berglund & Tillmar, 2014) among other
things.
This study adopts a heterotopian view of entrepreneurship, which emphases the
everyday interaction as a place for emancipation (Verduijn et al., 2014). Foucault
discussed the notion of heterotopia in reference to spaces in between opposing relations
(Foucault, 1986). A heterotopic site mirrors, yet inverts, our lives (Johnson, 2013) and
existing rules are twisted or even do not apply. Thus, people may express themselves
differently. The most representative example of a heterotopia is thought to be cemetery,
although Foucault also used fairgrounds and theatres as examples of heterotopia
(Johnson, 2008).
Johnson (2013) warned of taking Foucault’s notion of heterotopia too literally as an allencompassing theory about alternative spaces. Rather, it should be seen as a mode of
thinking that reveals new interpretations. Mostly, heterotopias have a political and
economic basis while they enable experiments (De Cauter and Deheane 2008, according
to Johnson 2013).
According to Johnson (2006), although Foucault’s concept of heterotopia was only
roughly sketched, it has inspired a variety of researchers in many disciplines. Moreover,
these studies are similar in interpreting heterotopia as a space for ‘forms of resistance’
and ‘modernity’. Thus, heterotopia as an idea has become a synonym for enacting
utopia and challenging the currently lived space.
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Forms of resistance and emancipation
Heterotopia is not a necessary condition for emancipation and vice versa. Yet, enacted
forms of resistance may result in emancipation. Emancipation is about setting free from
existing practices (Rindova et al., 2009) and it drives many entrepreneurs (Goss, Jones,
Betta, & Latham, 2011). Verduijn et al. (2014) argued that while the oppression by
entrepreneurs has been documented in many studies, similarly entrepreneurship has
potential for emancipation. At its best, entrepreneurship opens up space for resistance
(Martí & Fernández, 2015)
Thus, studies on emancipatory practices in entrepreneurship may deepen the
understanding on how to build and maintain a heterotopia. Hjorth discussed
entrepreneurship and heterotopia in managerial environments. According to Hjorth
(2004), employees were able to seize space for novel activity by tactics resisting
strategic plans. In another study Hjorth (2005) found that art was a means for employees
to transform their work.
Modernity and new work
Previously, the notion of heterotopia has been linked to modernity (Johnson, 2006).
Modernity in working life is manifested by the discussion related to ‘new work’ or postbureaucracy. New work is a concept developed to indicate the changed nature of
employment compared to old work. Thus, new work relates to the disputed expansion of
capitalism into new areas of life (Sennett, 2006).
When old work is characterised by stability, manual labour, and hierarchies, new work
entails eagerness toward the new and escapes previous social and class norms
(Julkunen, 2008). This results in expectance of eagerness toward changing working
relations and projects while, at the same time, one should remain indifferent and be able
to move to new situations (Veijola & Jokinen, 2008). This contrasts old work, in which
colleagues, work tasks, and employers remained unchanged for years or the whole
career. Thus, new work brings along the blurring of personality, spatiality, and
temporality within the sphere of work.
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Data and methodology
During 2010s Finland has been a source for grass-roots entrepreneurship movements,
like Slush and Start-Up Sauna, involving eager young people and serial entrepreneurs.
These processes have attracted international interest and boosted the image of
entrepreneurship as a career choice. Generally, Nordic entrepreneurship research can be
recognised as a specific contextual setting, in which the welfare state and knowledge
economy bring on unique characteristics to the research (Hjorth, 2008). Although the
research conducted in the Nordic context is one among many, it an interesting one since
different surveys list Nordic countries as the leading ones in many aspects of living
(Czarniawska & Sevón, 2003).
Initially, I got interested in the studied entrepreneurs’ and freelancers’ co-working space
due to their focus on emerging concepts like social entrepreneurship and social
innovation. Gradually, I spent more time observing the platform situated in a large
Finnish city. The studied platform was a good example of new work, in which the
heterotopian goals were linked with new means of working and emancipation. These
trends together set an interesting site for research.
I decided to do an ethnographic study (Pink & Morgan, 2013) in order to contribute to
practice-based studies on work (Gherardi, 2000, 2012; Gherardi & Strati, 2012;
Nicolini, 2012). During the fieldwork I got interested in the concept of a heterotopia
since the platform seemed to escape previously set definitions and guard a sense of
‘buzzing’.
The research data covers the years 2009-2014 and includes 33 observation visits, 15
interviews, photos, and various communication and internal documents.
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Table 1: The used data
Date

Type

Interviewee/Location

2010
2011

Interview
Interview

CEO
Host

2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013

Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview

30-60
30-60
30-60
30-60
30-60
30-60
30-60
60-90
60-90
60-90
0-30

mins
mins
mins
mins
mins
mins
mins
mins
mins
mins
mins

2014

Interview

Head of executive board
Member, cooperative member
Head of executive board
Host
Member of the executive board
Resigned CEO
Host
Head of executive board
Host
Host
The resigned head of the executive
board
The head of the executive board

30-60

mins

2015

Interview

30-60

mins

2009
2010

Observation
Observation

A member of the executive board,
host
Proto-space
Proto-space

2
2

visits
visits

2011
2011
2012
2013
2013
2010–
2014
2010-2015

Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Newsletters

Conference by the platform
Platform space
Platform space
Conference by the platform
Platform space
E-mails from the platform

2
12
11
1
3
180

visits
visits
visits
visits
visits
pieces

Guidelines, brochures, invitations,
memos
During observation

190 /
44
38

pages /
pieces
pieces

Internal
documents
2011-2013 Photos

Duration
between
60-90
mins
0-30
mins

The observation consisted of shadowing (Czarniawska, 2007) the hosts, attending
events, and writing fieldnotes. In addition to observing everyday interaction, I did
interviews and collected documents.
As a researcher I was welcomed to study the ‘shop floor’, i.e. the people responsible for
the everyday activities (hosts). Thus, slowly during the fieldwork, I started to become a
host apprentice and interpret the platform from their perspective. In addition, I spoke to
the managers, but I had to start all over again every time the executive board changed. I
also talked to members but it was harder to get in direct contact with them in the space
since they were working with their projects and found my contacts limited. I extended
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my access to some internal documents, like compilation member data, just after the
bankruptcy in 2015. Furthermore, the platform used two virtual working areas, one for
the hosts and one for the whole platform, to connect the members (users). However, I
had no access to these during or after the fieldwork.
The object of the study was a sense of ‘buzzing’ created in everyday interaction of
people in the platform. The ‘buzz’ refers to a platform spirit they often mentioned but
were unable to describe in words. Yet, this buzz and buzzing made the platform
lucrative to users as I will describe next.
I have aimed to take a processual perspective to entrepreneurship (Hjorth, 2012;
Steyaert, 2007). Thus, I have created timelines consisting of real-time and retrospective
data (Van de Ven & Poole, 2005) and written memorandums with specific themes and
concepts. I have worked with data and literature side by side during the analysis
process.
Work for heterotopia
Here I illustrate how the platform sustained a sense of buzzing and how the buzzing was
finally lost. I do this by describing the people related to the platform, the initial phases
of the platform, and the work practices related to maintaining the sense of buzzing and
heterotopia. Finally, before discussion, I describe how the sense of buzzing was lost.
Platform people and buzzing
The studied platform was established in 2009 between three founders who met in
various events and discussed the creation of ‘an open innovation platform where people
would feel good, meet each other and do interesting stuff’ (interview 2011, one of the
founders). Eventually, they decided to use a brand owned by a global network of coworking platforms, which one of the founders knew from his time abroad when using
such a space. Consequently, they bought a licence to use the brand with a proto-space,
which was cheap for the founders, rough in its services, and therefore free for its users.
They also established a cooperative and invited others to join.
The people in the platform and around it had different relations to the platform and one
another. My time in the field revealed that the most active were the cooperative
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executive board of 3-6 persons and the two consecutive CEOs. Over the time, some of
these people started to have large financial stakes in the organisation as they had
personally invested in it. In addition, most of them used their time daily to develop the
venture - increasingly without compensation but with an expectancy of future
compensation.

Figure 1: Platform people and stakeholders
The hosts of the space (5-12 persons at a time) were active and, more importantly,
present, but in a more ad hoc manner. As a contrast, they left and/or were left out of the
financial decisions and strategic planning. However, owing to their everyday activities,
the platform secured a sense of buzzing even when the managers were busy securing
finances. In short, hosts knew how the place worked in practice and they were mainly
ones responsible for maintaining the buzzing.
Members, i.e. the users of the space, were approximately 50 (fluctuating over time).
Their profile changed over the years from community activists to freelancers and
entrepreneurs. The sectors varied but majority worked in creative industries. Some were
working with projects that had no established sectoral foundation.
None of the four cooperative founders were active after 2013. The first one dropped out
quite early although his organisation used the space. One was the head of the executive
board but resigned later due to conflicts. The two remaining founders stayed as
members of the executive board until 2012 and 2013.
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Finally, the cooperative owners (approximately 30 persons) were the most passive
throughout the existence of the cooperative. Ideally they would have been the users of
the space but things turned out otherwise and the majority never took home in the space.
Thus, they had little interest after initial enthusiasm to reinvest in or develop the
platform.
Right from the beginning the platform had several and sometimes conflicting working
methods. While some criticised multinational companies or governmental agencies,
others welcomed them to cooperate with the platform. The willingness for cooperation
was also influenced by the fact that before opening the actual co-working space, the
platform depended on externally funded projects.
Understanding the actors in the platform was confusing throughout the fieldwork since
the active actors running the place purposefully blended the roles and responsibilities
related to different positions. The most bewildering choice was to refer to regular users
as ‘members’ and irregular as ‘non-members’. Although members paid for their time,
they were never called ‘customers’. The language use created a sense of equal
responsibilities and possibilities independent of the stake in the cooperative. However,
as I will show next, this language use alone did not establish, maintain, or abolish a
sense of heterotopia.
Establishing a sense of buzzing and heterotopia
According to the platform founders, there was a need in Finland for connecting ‘unlikely
allies’ for ‘social innovation’. In late 2010, the ‘vision 2012’ was to be a recognised
‘change catalyst’ with a low threshold’, ‘100-150 members’ (i.e. users of the space) and
‘three to five change projects per year’ (interview in 2010 with the former CEO). In
short, the platform aimed to be an application for new type of thinking.
As Jonathon Porritt (…) states, capitalism as we know it has come to an end. In
my view, a social enterprise is a key vehicle in creating a new type of economy.
We need to construct a different way of developing our societies. (CEO’s
greeting, newsletter 2010)
There were several reasons why the organisation was able to establish a sense of
buzzing. First, from the beginning, the users had varying ideas what was the main
purpose of the platform. The same went for the actives in the space. In short, the
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outspoken missions were not fully realised in practice. Nevertheless, everyone agreed
work was exciting. Thus, they continued renovating, acquired funding and organised
high-profile events.
Second, after two years and a long search for a suitable space, they opened an official
space, rented in a large city with a central location. The renovation was more expensive
than planned but the space turned out stunning. Walking in for the first time created a
sense of wonderment and appreciation. This was a place where people felt right at
home. Volunteer hosts ensured this by enabling interaction between regular visitors and
‘members’, i.e. entrepreneurs and freelancers, who subleased the space.
Third, by choosing a less used organisational form, that of cooperative, the founders
communicated that this project was different from previous co-working spaces.
Cooperative is a more common choice in arts and crafts sector, whereas creative
knowledge-intensive collectives, like marketing and graphic designers, have preferred
to use limited company. The choice of the alternative organisational form connected the
platform to the Finnish new cooperative movement emerging since 2000s (Moilanen,
Peltokoski, Pirkkalainen, & Toivanen, 2014).
Fourth, the verbalised, although varying, intentions with an alternative organisational
model and inspiring workings space attracted existing and emerging professionals, like
graphic designers, photographers, coders, and communication consultants. They
represented the expanding field of creative knowledge-intensive entrepreneurs. This
created a further sense of buzzing, which fascinated entrepreneurs and freelancers from,
at the time, unidentified sectors, like graphic facilitation and crowd-funding. Yet, the
platform was their home.
Thus, the platform appeared as a heterotopic site. First, it was a space and a set of
activities detached from existing sectoral and field definitions.
Researcher: What sectors do you have represented here?
Host: I have to admit [coughs] [it is] like a bit mixed bunch so that I don’t know
that well what people do here.
R: Yeah.
H: So at least we have here cultural producers or event managers or whatever
you call them [laughs] officially.
R: Yeah.
H: Then we have like those internet service providers or [laughs] they don’t
have coherent titles so.
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R: Yeah?
H: But they have some sort of a website thingy.
R: Yeah.
H: Quite a few lawyers and, hum, trainers, coaches, what do you call them or I
think they’re all a bit of a similar bunch.
(Host 1, interview 2013)
In this extract shows how an experienced host working with communications as a
freelancer had trouble identifying what people actually did for living. Instead of clearcut labels, the majority of the work dealt with using laptops and providing services over
internet. These activities are often referred to as ‘new work’, which sets apart the
working life aspects from ‘old work’. These emerging practices include virtual work,
co-working spaces, and meaningful work (personal concerns practiced in work). These
tendencies create jobs that escape widely known definitions.
Second, the platform combined emerging work practices with even newer work
practices.
I often describe our platform as this kind of a state of mind. So we are often
asked when we talk about a collective co-working space that people say that ‘oh,
you are an office hotel’. So we do have elements from an office hotel, elements
from a member club, elements from this, maybe a think-tank-type of a thing.
Although I think we are more of a do-tank, action oriented. But the platform
concept is very unique. We often tell people that ‘come and visit our platform
because then it [the state of mind] verifies the best’. That it is not only an office
space but the platform also has a host. And networking and finding synergies
between platformers [members, users] is well orchestrated. (CEO, interview
2010)
The CEO painted a pictures of a place with various activities. They united office hotel,
co-working, social entrepreneurship / innovation, design, and collective creative work in
a cooperative. As many of these alone were foreign to people, they could not describe in
words what these elements could be together. Thus, they insisted that people should
come and experience it themselves.
Consequently, they were unwilling or unable to define what the organisation was about.
This was most likely due to the accumulated new elements but also due to allowing
various goals for the platform, ‘let all blossoms bloom’ (Founder 2, interview 2012).
The missions varied from creating an ‘experiment culture’ (founder 1, interview 2011)
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or ‘making a better world’ (marketing material) to ‘raising the level of collective
awareness’ (Founder 2, interview 2012). These indicated a willingness to
transformative entrepreneurship that came close to spirituality, since ‘technology will
not solve it [resource scarcity] so at some point the change has to come from within
humans’ (Founder 2, interview 2012).
Third, they supported the creation - at the time - new practices like hosting, crowdfunding, window-farming, and social entrepreneurship. Some of these, like hosting
discussed later in detail, were ideas developed outside the platform. However, they
emphasised that the space was for members and local applications of inspiring ideas.
The platform vision says that [the platform] is an enabler for people who
implement their own entrepreneurial projects for a better world. [the platform]
Enables people’s own project realisations for a better world. So that’s why the
platform brings people together and offers an interesting space and contents.
(Founder 2, interview 2012)
This quote indicates a strong trust in people’s creativity and ability to create new
practices. They created a feeling that everything is possible. Altogether, these elements
together built up the sense of buzzing and heterotopia. Next, I will turn to how these
were maintained in mundane work and interaction.
Maintaining the sense buzzing
Before its financial failure, the platform was able to sustain the sense of buzzing. The
work practices, ‘buzz practices’, for a heterotopia included various elements (figure 2).
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Figure 2: Elements influencing the sense of buzzing
As mentioned earlier, the space created a feeling of entering different horizons. This
was a purposeful aim originating from the global network, although they did not specify
the exact design. In the Finish platform, the feeling was achieved by, for instance, high
ceilings, luminous windows, undivided space, light colouring, and a smell of fresh
coffee.
The combinations of continuous everyday activities in the space maintained the sense of
buzzing. The most elemental work practice for buzzing was hosting. Hosting as a
concept was invented in the global network of similar platforms, but in practice it
gained local applications. In the studied platform, hosting involved volunteers
facilitating almost everything in the space: welcoming, guiding, and connecting people
face to face and virtually. They even interrupted others’ work for fulfilling the promises.
[sighs] It would be easier to ask what I have not done. [laughs] -- But in
practice I have run this platform [laughs] like here [whispers] in everyday
routine. Dealt with everything, everything possible from space bookings and
space contracts, from cleaning [laughs] to so, like everything. Starting from
everything. And I also attend the executive board meetings but I’m not a
member. But, like, represent the host team, sort of. So actually all kinds of
things. Except finances. (Host 2, interview 2013)
Hosts made sure the space was up to the promises and felt like home. Coffee (and tea)
were important for interactions. Hosts always asked a person entering if they would like
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to have something to drink. They were proud of their complementary good quality
beverages. Moreover, the internal meetings involved having, making, and buying
coffee, or maintaining the equipment.
The hosts have agreed meeting with another potential service provider to
discuss cleaning services. The service provider is an immigrant from Latin
America and employs herself in her small enterprise. One host discusses the
details with her. They are finishing the discussion and returning to working
area, when the host in duty asks “Can I get you something to drink, coffee or
tea?” The service provider pauses for a moment and declines politely. They
finish the conversation and she leaves. The hosts start to discuss the way it
would be nicer to buy the service from a small provider instead of a faceless
corporation. (Observation 2011)
Offering coffee was integral to hosting and by offering coffee to everyone, the hosts
created a sense of equality and being on the same side. In this vignette, the host treated a
cleaning service provider like anyone who entered the space. Thus, she tried to
overcome differences in ethnicity. In addition, the expressed will to support small
business explains the host’s kindness to small service providers.
The hosts organised branded weekly meetings. These regular events brought in
members and new people to the platform. These encounters and spaces for interaction
disrupted work routines and grouped people with similar interests.
Overall, the observed interactions cultivated a sense of an impact, which took individual
agency for granted. This was manifested in the discussions related to everyday
sustainability

like

recycling,

using

ecological

chemicals,

promoting

social

entrepreneurship, and Fairtrade. In addition, the platform supported experimental
community projects by offering space for free. The language used in the platform
emphasised these choices. As mentioned earlier, instead of ‘customers’ the users were
referred to as ‘members’ or at times ‘platformers’, indicating an equal stand. Likewise,
instead of calling it as a subleased space for entrepreneurs and freelancers, the space
was called a ‘co-working space’ manifesting constructions of a close community with
joint projects
Finally, troubling issues and criticism were tolerated but they were discussed only with
limited time and place. Consequently, meetings between hosts and managers rushed on
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with everyday tasks. The rare confrontations focused on solutions instead of discussing
emotions like fear. Silencing built up discontent described next.
Losing the sense of buzzing and heterotopia
Despite the many exiting activities, the odds seemed to be against the platform: It
limped due to its organisational form, passive owners (cooperative members), and high
loans. While they were able to maintain the space by subleasing it to entrepreneurs and
freelancers, they were out of resources to develop collective activities. Moreover, the
managers changed due to burn out and financial misunderstandings. Regardless of
commitment among volunteers, they changed and had periods of absence.
Over the time, the financial troubles and the tendency of silencing created a hierarchy in
which the cooperative executive board and changing CEOs formed the management and
the highest authority. They listened sensitively to senior members (customers) with
entrepreneurial experience. On the contrary, the ‘employees’, i.e. volunteer hosts, were
mostly young women who were not responsible for finances.
The idea was to sell [platform] spirit in a bottle to companies. So air in a glass
bottle. Easy to buy. I was strongly against it [laughs] because I think selling
such crap is not part of this [platform]. But there were many conservative
school representatives and older gentlemen who said that sure, companies buy
whatever cups and vases and pay terrible amount of money for them in order to
support a good cause. (Host 2, interview, 2012)
This quote illustrates one of the ideas by which the new managers started to secure
funding. They also discontinued unprofitable projects and memberships, which lead to
more business-like activities. In fact, one manager separated platform activities into
‘social club’ and ‘business enterprise’ when arguing for a more business-like activities.
Manager: And if the social club disturbs paying customers. I know that
customers left here because they couldn’t work here anymore. One customer left
because (s)he said that I cannot work here because it is too much fun. Said it out
loud. (S)he couldn’t get work done here. There was always a nice conversation
and talk and always got company for a coffee. So (s)he couldn’t do anything.
[She] Took off and rented an office somewhere else.
Researcher: Has someone commented this change?
M: Yes, so now we get this discussion that the platform spirit has disappeared
and so on and I agree, it has disappeared. But that the spirit has disappeared
and, well, this is without question a boring place. But this has to go through this
phase now so that the platform finds that ‘business and fun’ form. So that we
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don’t have this hosts and student community. Like also the age distribution has
changed so that we have a much older bunch. So like it is ‘business and fun,
professionally done’.
(Member of the cooperative executive board, interview 2013)
The managers seemed to have a different kind of connection to the platform’s shop
floor. They worried about finances and brought in entrepreneurs with an ability to pay
for their rent. Gradually, the profile of users shifted and hosts became less active. The
changed profile of users increased the tendency to complain that the space was too
much fun. At the same time, the hosts did not have or had only little understanding of
the financial troubles. This steepened the hierarchies and increased the managers’
willingness to bring in a technical-rational paradigm, which finally overrode the sense
of buzzing and the platform was becoming more ‘mainstream’.
In parallel, the platform started to lose its novelty value. During the reactions to survive,
there was a battle between financial wealth-creation, drawing from dominant
entrepreneurship discourse, and meaningful work - work for a heterotopia. Others
wanted to focus on activities that would bring back practicing the sense of buzzing,
instead of others trying to benefit from the reputation of the previously existed buzz.
The main dispute covered which one should be fixed first: the sense of buzzing or the
finances.
In spring 2013, one year before the bankruptcy, the atmosphere had changed and the
sense of buzzing seemed to have diminished or disappeared. Having seen the previous
hosts in action, the new hosts seemed passive and shy to me. The apathy was present in
interviews with older hosts and managers of that time. However, they still tried to find
solutions, despite the battle between ‘social and business club’.
Finally, in spring 2014 the landlord terminated the rental contract and the cooperative
sought to be declared bankrupt since their income model was disturbed. Yet, despite the
organisation failed to organise its finances, it managed to establish and briefly maintain
the sense of buzzing. ‘It was a place of solidarity’, concluded a host and a former
member of the cooperative executive board in 2015, one year after the bankruptcy.
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Concluding discussion
This study examined a Finnish entrepreneurs’ co-working space in creative industries
that aimed to create societal change. In their activities, they incorporated resistance
toward hegemonic interpretations of entrepreneurship and elements of new work, which
among other things, created a sense of buzzing. Thus, the platform can be regarded as
an example of a heterotopia, a space in-between (Foucault, 1986; Johnson, 2006). This
study showed how the platform sustained a sense of buzzing and heterotopia, and how
they were finally lost.
This study has two main contributions. First, the study reveals the deliberate work and
everyday practices for establishing and maintaining a heterotopia. It was not a
heterotopia created by an intervention (see for example Hjorth, 2005), but it included
purposeful work delivered via outspoken values, designed space, specific language, and
new practices like hosting. These together resulted in practices aiming to build and
sustain a heterotopia.
The sense of buzzing attracted people to visit and stay in the platform, where they found
similar people. Thus, the platform could be described as a mutual insurance company
for creative and expert workers who employed themselves. Subsequently, the platform
balanced the unexpected surprises and buffered uncertainties related to working alone
by offering a space with like-minded people. The space with the people and the sense of
buzzing created a home to come and a tribe to join.
Another contribution of this study is that is shows a degradation of a heterotopian site.
The platform actives had constantly troubles in building a working community. The
platform seemed like a planet with a weak gravity: There was enough gravity to bring
people in and get them committed to certain periods of time but not enough gravity to
hold the people in the atmosphere. Instead, the platform spun people around its orbit
and gave them momentum to develop their own projects. Unfortunately, this did not
develop the habitat of the platform. Only enduring actors remained on board.
In other words, the platform succeeded well by helping entrepreneurs and freelancers to
deliver their own projects, while at the same time the platform did not manage to sustain
itself in the long run. Thus, despite all the purposeful work, the platform failed to
sustain the sense of buzzing and heterotopia. Later they enabled financial stability but
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lost some of the practices maintaining the sense of buzzing and heterotopia.
Consequently, the place seemed to have lost some of its sparkle.
The reasons for the declination of the heterotopia are various and not least related to the
financial burdens of the cooperative. Yet, I argue that the emancipatory potential of the
co-workings space was partly lost due to overlooking the importance of everyday
interaction and alternative interpretations of entrepreneurship as a source for
maintaining a heterotopia.
The articulated and polyphonic aims of the platform can be viewed as constructions of
macro-emancipation (Huault, Perret, & Spicer, 2012) in which the acts target societal
structures. Quests like ‘a better world’ and ‘saving Finland’ were the guiding principles.
However, the organisational micro-emancipation (ibid.) was less of a concern, while the
platform people mainly had agency in the everyday life. Although the dichotomy of
micro- and macro-emancipation is justifiably criticised (ibid.), the platform designers
seemed to rely on the transformative power of grand goals while leaving the mundane
emancipatory potential less discussed. Subsequently, the majority seemed to wish that
the everyday life would take place independently.
As it happened, the managers bore the burden of financial troubles. What was left with
less attention was how the hosts bore the emotional and affective work related to
everyday arrangements. The latter has been identified with the emerging forms of new
work. Moreover, the way the platform was interpreted as a professional ‘home’,
highlights the domestic aspects of the work taking place in the platform. Thus, hosting
can be interpreted as an example of a hostessing society; a result of the feminisation of
work (Veijola & Jokinen, 2008).
Interestingly, the hosts were mostly women (one to two young men at a time) or English
speaking immigrants. Moreover, they were responsible for care-taking and serving
others while they bore little financial responsibility. In the end, the volunteers,
consisting of hosts and managers alike, were running a space for full-time entrepreneurs
and freelancers for ‘a better world’; a practice commented by a financially savvy
manager. Throughout the life cycle of the platform, the hosts were responsible for
maintaining the sense of buzzing while they had limited resources to do it. Although
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they engaged creatively in bricolage (Baker & Nelson, 2005), their resourcefulness had
its limits.
While the space was briefly able to sustain a space for alternative entrepreneurship
interpretations, it did not survive. Yet, it is an example of antagonistic activities that
were developed on grass-roots level to challenge hegemonic interpretations of
entrepreneurship and working life.
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